
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Civil Action No.

KRYSTLE BERNAL and

AMANDA KROL,

on behalf of themselves and all similarly situated individuals,

Plaintiffs,

GEORGE BURNETT, an individual,
WILLIAM OJILE, an individual,

ALTA COLLEGES, INC., a Delaware corporation;

WESTWOOD COLLEGE, INC., a Colorado corporation,

TRAV CORPORATION, a Colorado corporation d/b/a Westwood College and Westwood

College Online,

GRANT CORPORATION, a Colorado corporation d/b/a Westwood College,
WESGRAY CORPORATION, a Colorado corporation d/b/a Westwood College,

EL NELL, INC., a Colorado corporation d/b/a Westwood College,

PARIS MANAGEMENT COMPANY, a Delaware corporation d/b/a Redstone College,

ELBERT, INC., a Colorado corporation d/b/a Westwood College, and

BOUNTY ISLAND CORPORATION, a Delaware corporation formerly d/b/a Redstone College,

Defendants.

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

"We are appalled by the actions of our employees." This was Westwood College's

August 4, 2010 response to the Government Accountability Of f ice's investigation into

Westwood and other for-profit colleges that revealed systemic fraud.' Defendants are not alone

' Jaclyn Allen, For-Profit Colleges Caught on Tape Lying to Students, ABC 7 News, Aug. 4, 2010,

http: //www.thedenverchannel.corn/news/24518537/detail. html.
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in expressing this sentiment. Over the last two years, more than 700 students and more than

50 former employees from across the nation have contacted Plaintiffs' counsel raising the same

complaints about Defendants' for-profit colleges. In the last month, the United States Senate has

joined the students' cause.

Defendants operate for-profit colleges, which, for years have been deceiving tens of

thousands of students into pursuing an "education" that has little-to-no value. Defendants follow

a simple formula: recruit those with the greatest financial need and enroll them in high-cost

institutions to maximize the amount of federal funding Defendants receive. In 2008, Alta

Colleges received $181 million in federal funds ($27.5 million in Pell Grants and $154.4 million

in federal loans).

On June 24, 2010, the United States Senate Committee on Health, Education Labor &

Pensions ("HELP Committee" ) began a series of hearings on the emerging risk of the for-profit

education sector. The report from the first hearing found that for-profit colleges spend huge

sums of Federal Title IV dollars — taxpayer dollars — on TV advertisements, billboards, phone

solicitation, web marketing and aggressive sales staff. See Ex. A. I t noted that the for-profit

industry obtains an alarming 25% of the $89 billion in Federal Title IV loans and grants, despite

enrolling only 10% of post-secondary education students. Ex. A at 3-4. By spending an average

of 31% of their revenue on advertising — as compared to the 2% that is usually spent by

' As used herein, "Defendants" refers to all named Defendants; "Corporate Defendants" refers to Alta Colleges,

Westwood College, Grant Corp., Wesgray Corp., El Nell, Paris Management Co., Elbert, and Bounty Island Corp.;
and "Individual Defendants" refers to Burnett and Ojile.

' HELP Committee, Emerging Risk?: An Overview of Growth, Spending, Student Debt and Unanswered Questions

in For-Profit Higher Education (June 24, 20101 (attached as Ex. A1.
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community colleges — Defendants and others in the industry turn profit margins that are among4

the highest in corporate America. Ex. A at 5. While the HELP Committee's first report was

instructive, it barely brushed the surface of Defendants' deceptive trade practices.

The HELP Committee's second hearing on August 4, 2010, zeroed in on Defendants'

aggressive sales staff. Prior to this hearing, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) went

undercover to investigate 15 for-profit colleges, including one of Defendants' institutions.' At

the hearing, the GAO informed the HELP Committee that all 15 schools engaged in "fraud,

deceptive practices or made misleading statements to prospective students." A t the hearing,~~6

Gregory Kutz, Managing Director o f G A O' s O f f ice o f F o rensic Audits and Special

Investigations, testified that the for-profit college industry is like "the wild west" where it "was

difficult to sift through fact from fiction." A fo r mer Westwood admissions representative,

Joshua Pruyn, also testified at the August 4, 2010, hearing. Pruyn testified that the deception

reported by Kutz was not the work of "rogue representatives. It was institutional." S enator~~8

Harkin, HELP Committee Chairman, responded to Pruyn's testimony by stating "I continue to be

amazed by the questionable and sometimes outright illegal practices...that Mr. Pruyn talked

The Restated Financial Statements for 2004 of Alta Colleges, Inc., and Subsidiaries show that recruiting made up

almost $50,000,000 of its $157,350,000 operating expenses. Ex. B. The following year, the amount spent on
recruiting leapt up to $71,857,000, nearly a third of its operating expenses. Id.
Testimony of Gregory Kutz before the HELP Committee, For-Profit Colleges: Undercover Testing Finds Colleges
Encouraged Fraud and Engaged in Deceptive and Questionable Marketing Practices (Aug. 4, 20101 (attached as
Ex. C1
Statements of Sen. Tom Harkin at For-Profit Schools: The Student Recruitment Experience before the S. Comm.
On Health Education Labor & Pensions, 111 Cong. (20101 (" Second HELP Committee Hearing" ). The
complete video and audio for the Second HELP Committee Hearing is accessible at:

http: //help. senate.gov/hearings/hearing/?id= 19454102-5056-9502-5d44-e2aa8233ba5a (last accessed Aug. 5,
20101.

' Statements of Gregory Kutz at Second HELP Committee Hearing.

Statements of Joshua Pruyn at Second HELP Committee Hearing.
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about." H a r r is Mi l ler, President of Career Colleges Association of which Defendants are

members, agreed that the claims of deception were well-founded, telling member schools that "I

am not going to try to defend the indefensible, such as the findings of the GAO report, however.

And I suggest you should not either."'

Prior to the congressional scrutiny, Defendants flourished in the unscrupulous culture of

the for-profit college industry, making it clear why the words "for profit" come before "college."

Through their institutions known as Westwood College, Westwood College Online and Redstone

College (collectively "Westwood"), Defendants have perfected the art of preying on the hopes

and dreams of vulnerable students who are desperately seeking better lives. Defendants spend

more on recruiting than any other portion of their operations — including education instruction.

The extreme amount o f m oney spent on advertising has produced flashy Westwood

commercials, which offer the enticing promise that "your future is in your hands," followed by

the invitation to find out "what will it hold?" Students understandably answer with dreams of

graduate degrees; high-paying, gratifying careers; and, more than anything else, brighter futures.

The reality is that Westwood knows exactly what the answer is for many of these students: lives

impaired by insurmountable debt obtained in the pursuit of useless degrees.

As detailed in the accounts of more than 700 students, more than 50 former employees,

and the United States Senate, Defendants engage in deceptive trade practices at every step of the

process from recruitment to post-graduate job placement. Defendants train their admissions

representatives to provide uniform misrepresentations and make material omissions as to the

costs and fees related to Westwood programs; job placement opportunities and salary

9
See supra note 6.
Letter dated Aug. 3, 2010, from Harris Miller to CCA members, attached as Ex. D.
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expectations; accreditation status and the t ransferability o f c r edits; and the academic

qualifications and roles of the admissions representatives themselves. As revealed at the Second

HELP Committee Hearing, when Defendants' conduct in these areas became so outrageous that

the Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges ("ACCSC") issued a show cause

order asking why Westwood should be entitled to keep its accreditation, Westwood responded by

telling ACCSC "that they had chosen to make application at another agency...because they were

unable to meet our standards with regards to student achievement."" N otably, ACCSC is the

same accrediting agency that had standards lax enough to enable several of the other 15 for

profit colleges exposed in the GAO report to engage in blatantly deceptive trade practices.

Defendants are appalled by the actions of their employees, as they should be. They are

not alone. More than 700 former students, more than 50 former employees, and the United

States Senate are appalled too. Plaintiffs, and the thousands of former and current students they

seek to represent, intend to correct Defendants' appalling and illegal behavior through their

claims brought under the Colorado Consumer Protection Act ("CCPA") (C.R.S. Section 6-1-101

et seq.).

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1. T h e United States District Court for the District of Colorado has subject matter

jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ) 1332(d)(2) as the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or

value of $5,000,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and is a class action in which one or more of

the members of the putative class are citizens of a state different from any one of the Defendants.

Statements of Michale McComis, Executive Director of ACCSC at the Second HELP Committee Hearing.
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2. P u rsuant to 28 U.S.C. ) 1391(a), venue is proper in this district because a

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claim occurred here.

3. Col o rado law is appropriately applied to all disputes addressed in this Complaint.

THE PARTIES

4. P l a intiff Krystle Bernal ("Bernal") is a resident of Denver, Colorado. Bernal

attended Westwood College at the Denver South Campus from March 2005 to March 2008. She

graduated with a degree in Fashion Merchandising. For her three short years of attendance,

Westwood charged Bernal more than $75,000 in tuition, books, and fees.

5. P l a intiff Amanda Krol ("Krol") is a resident of Chicago, Illinois. Krol attended

Westwood College Online from March 2004 to May 2009. She graduated with a degree in

Criminal Justice. For her four years of attendance, Westwood charged Krol more than $85,000

in tuition, books, and fees.

6. De f endant Alta Colleges, Inc. (" Alta" ) is the parent company of Westwood

Colleges, Inc., which is the operating company for 17 colleges and trade schools located in six

states under the names Westwood College, Westwood College Online, and Redstone College.

Alta's for-profit operations offer a wide range of "academic" programs. Westwood College

Online ("WCO") is an internet-based operation offering degree-granting programs structured like

those offered at the traditional "brick-and-mortar" schools. WCO was previously based out of

the Denver North campus of Westwood College but was transferred in name only to the Los

Angeles campus in 2009. WCO's operations and recruitment remain in Colorado.

7. A l t a m a intains a central corporate structure wherein i t designs, plans, and

implements the policies, procedures, and decision-making for all of the Westwood and Redstone
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College campuses and WCO, in aspects that include, but are not l imited to, marketing,

operations, educational planning, admissions policy, enrollment, career services, student

financial planning, training and management. Through this tight-fisted control, Alta ensures a

consistent and standardized course of conduct with respect to its interactions with prospective

and current students. A l ta wholly owns the seven subsidiary corporations that operate the

individual campuses.

8. TR A V C o rporation is a C o lorado corporation that operates six Westwood

campuses: Denver North; Denver South; Anaheim; Inland Empire in Upland, California; and

Houston South, Texas. Until May 2009, WCO was a branch of the Denver North campus for

accreditation purposes only.

9. Wesgray Corporation is a Colorado corporation that operates three Westwood

campuses: Los Angeles Main Campus; River Oaks in Calumet City, Illinois; and Chicago Loop

Campus. As of May 2009, WCO is a branch of the Los Angeles campus for accreditation

purposes only.

10. Grant Corporation is a C o lorado corporation that operates three Westwood

campuses: South Bay in Torrence, California; Arlington Ballston in Arlington, Virginia; and

Annandale Satellite Campus in Annandale, Virginia. El Nell, Inc. is a Colorado corporation that

operates three Westwood campuses: O'Hare Airport Main Campus in Schiller Park, Illinois;

Dallas; and Atlanta Northlake Campus.

11. Paris Management Company is a Delaware corporation that operates the Redstone

College Campus in Denver, Colorado.
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12. Elbert, Inc. is a Colorado corporation that operates three Westwood campuses:

DuPage Main Campus in Woodbridge, Illinois; Fort Worth; and Atlanta Midtown Campus.

13. Bounty Island Corporation is a Delaware corporation that formerly operated two

Redstone campuses: Redstone College in Los Angeles, California and Redstone Institute in

Houston, Texas. Redstone College was sold in September 2008 and Redstone Institute was shut

down in April 2008.

14. George Burnett is a resident of Colorado. He has been acting CEO and Director of

Alta Colleges since August 2006. Burnett did not hold an academic position before being tapped

as CEO and Director of Alta Colleges. Rather, he had a history of marketing, online, and

technological business experience from his previous position as the Chief Marketing Officer for

Qwest Communications International, a large telecommunications company. Qwest was

investigated by the SEC for securities fraud and eventually fined about $250,000,000 for

fraudulently reporting $4 billion in revenue and expenses. As CEO of Alta Colleges, Burnett

ushered in an era of aggressive sales and marketing tactics that he honed at Qwest geared to raise

revenues and maximize profit. T o t h is end, Burnett devised, implemented, authorized, or

sanctioned the internal policies and the comprehensive training programs that teach Westwood's

admissions representatives to engage in the deceptive trade practices described herein.

15. Wi l l iam Ojile is a resident of Colorado. He is the Chief Legal and Compliance

Officer for Alta Colleges and its subsidiaries and reports to Burnett. Previous to his current

position, Ojile worked alongside Burnett at Qwest. Oj i le's responsibilities include overseeing

and assuring the compliance of Alta Colleges and its subsidiaries with state and federal laws as

well as those of accreditation and education regulation entities. These responsibilities include
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devising, implementing, authorizing, or sanctioning the internal policies and comprehensive

training programs that teach Westwood's admissions representatives to engage in the deceptive

trade practices described herein.

DEFENDANTS' DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICES

16. The more than 700 former and current Westwood students and more than 50 former

employees who have contacted Plaintiffs' counsel are spread across the United States, and yet,

their descriptions of Defendants' deceptive practices are uniform. These students, teachers,

admission representatives, supervisors, career development representatives, financial aid

workers, and administrators paint a clear picture of an organization that preys on potential

students through deceptive methods. These more than 750 voices, along with the findings of the

United States Senate and GAO, form the basis of the following general allegations.

17. Defendants have designed, planned and implemented deceptive trade practices that

span the entire course of a student's interactions with Westwood. These deceptive trade

practices are devised, implemented, authorized, or sanctioned by the management of Defendants,

specifically the Individual Defendants, and taught to the employees of Defendants through a

comprehensive training program to ensure that the well-designed strategy of deception is carried

out in a controlled, scripted, and planned manner. The end result of Defendants' strategy is to

generate significant profit on the backs of students.

18. From the initial contact, Westwood's admissions representatives begin Defendants'

standardized, high-pressure, sales-oriented recruiting program with the lone goal of increasing

student enrollments to maximize its obtainment of federal and private loan money. Admissions

representatives commit deceptive trade practices by uni formly making knowingly false
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representations and material omissions regarding the actual costs and fees associated with

enrollment; job placement opportunities and salary expectations; education quality and credit

transferability; and the school's accreditation. Further, the admissions representatives are

knowingly misrepresented as academic advisors with the credentials to guide students in

important educational and life decisions when the admission representatives are truly sales

agents or "bounty hunters" w i th quota requirements and enrollment-based incentive programs.»12

These misrepresentations and omissions all stem from internal policies or training programs that

have been devised, implemented, authorized, or sanctioned by the Individual Defendants.

A. Dec eptive Trade Practices Relating to Costs and Fees

19. Defendants engage in deceptive trade practices by uniformly and knowingly failing

to disclose the complete cost o f W e stwood's education programs. These un i form

misrepresentations mislead or deceive potential students as to the costs and fees related to

enrollment at Westwood. Defendants make these misrepresentations with the intent of inducing

students to enroll at Westwood in order to maximize the money Defendants collect from federal

and private loans. The Individual Defendants devise, implement, authorize, or sanction the

policies or training programs that cause the Corporate Defendants' admissions representatives to

engage in this deceptive trade practice.

20. A t the Second HELP Committee Hearing, Sen. Harkin asked Mr. Kutz, "What is

the likelihood that a typical student considering a for-profit school could actually get an accurate

understanding of the cost of the program?" Kutz answered, " It's highly unlikely." T h is is

certainly the case at Westwood.

Statement of Sen. Barbara Mikulski at the Second HELP Committee Hearing.
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21. Costs and fees at Westwood are determined based on a nine-week school term with

five terms in one calendar year. Each term has a base tuition and additional fees for books,

shipping, tool kits, lab fees, online fees, and certification exams. Currently, tuition for a

Bachelor's degree program for a full-time student entering a 14+ term program costs $4,144 to

$$,068 tter term. Tota l p rogram costs for a 14+ term program are approximately $68,174 to

$81,905 for three years. Id. These astounding tuition costs vary by program and campus

location.

22. Admissions representatives knowingly misrepresent the total costs of education.

Admissions representatives only reveal the program costs on a "per term" basis because most

traditional schools have only two to three terms per year while Westwood has five. Defendants

built this "per term" deception strategy into the admissions department in order to avoid

revealing the full $70,000+ cost of a standard Westwood degree.

23. I f a prospective student pushes the admissions representative to reveal a total cost,

the admissions representative then exaggerates the costs of other schools in order to make

Westwood seem like a good deal. The recent GAO undercover investigation recorded one

Westwood admissions representative telling a prospective student that the bachelor's degree for

which Westwood charges $50,000 to $75,000 would range from $100,000 to $200,000 at "more

traditional schools." In reality, the same degree from the state's flagship university would cost

only $36,000.

" Financial Information Addendums and Tuition sheets are available: http: //www.westwood.edu/financial

aid/tuition/ (last accessed Aug. 5, 20101.
14See supra note 7.
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24. Further, admissions representatives uniformly fail to state that the costs provided as

term tuition do not include books, course materials and tool kits. In fact, each one of these is an

independent cost charged to the student and not reflected in the tuition price. Additionally,

admissions representatives do not mention the "online fee" for students enrolling in the online

program. This fee is currently as high as $8,020. '

25. Even if a student is able to locate the costs and fees chart in a catalog addendum

that is several screens removed from Westwood's online home page, the disclosures therein are

presented in a manner that confuses and misleads the student. By way of illustration, the catalog

addendum for the March 2009' term lists prices by varying time periods "per credit," where

"credit" refers alternately to an individual credit and to the entire program course, and "per term"

where "term" refers alternately to the number of terms in the program and to the entire program

course. A " Grand Total" column is provided, but the amount displayed cannot be readily

reached using the listed figures and time periods. The inaccuracy of the "Grand Total" removes

any credibility of that f igure. Th e " d isclosures" provided in the catalog addendums are

insufficient to put any student on notice of actual fees and costs associated with attendance,

particularly in light of the conflicting information provided by admissions representatives.

26. Importantly, Defendants' deception in this area is ongoing. On August 4, 2010,

CBS4 Denver reported that during two hidden-camera investigations at Westwood, undercover

prospective students were told lies and misrepresentations regarding the program's costs and

how those costs would be repaid.'

"See supra note 13.
" March 2009 catalog addendum for the Denver North and Online campuses attached as Ex. E.

Rick Sallinger, 8'estwood College Investigated by Federal Gov't, CBS4 Denver, Aug. 4, 2010,
http: //cbs4denver.corn/locaVwestwood.college.goa.2.1843637.html (last accessed Aug. 5, 2010l.
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B. Dec eptive Trade Practices Relating to Job Placement Opportunities and Salary
Expectations

27. Defendants engage in deceptive trade practices by uniformly and knowingly

making false representations regarding job placement opportunities and salary expectations

intended to bolster the students' confidence in the quality and value of a Westwood education.

The Individual Defendants devise, implement, authorize, or sanction the policies or training

programs that cause the Corporate Defendants' admissions representatives to engage in this

deceptive trade practice.

28. Westwood's admissions representatives promote a school-assisted placement rate of

more than 85% from 2005-2008, though the representatives do not provide any support for how

this figure was calculated. By way of comparison, the 2002-2005 employment rates at the

Texas-based Westwood campuses were 54.3%, with only one-third of graduates acquiring

positions with school assistance. M o r eover, the admissions representatives make uniform
18

misrepresentations about job placement opportunities by falsely touting relationships with major

companies like Sony and Electronic Arts in order to convince the prospective student that a job

can be easily obtained from a major company with a Westwood degree.

29. Job p lacement statistics are also knowingly misrepresented and inflated by

admissions representatives through Westwood's mischaracterization of jobs that students obtain

after leaving Westwood. By way of example, Westwood may consider a copy assistant at

Kinko's to be a job in the graphic design field or a shift manager at Quizno's as a business

management job.

United States of America and Brazell, et al. v. Alta Colleges, Inc., et al., Amended Complaint of the United States

of America, No. 3:05-CV-0319-N, United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas, Dallas Division,
filed April 7, 2009.
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30. Westwood's admissions representatives also routinely inflate the starting salary that

a prospective student can expect to make after graduating with a Westwood degree by tens of

thousands of dollars. This deceptive trade practice is intended to convince prospective students

to take on the enormous debt required to complete a Westwood program based on the false hope

that the prospective student could support the loan payments after graduation.

31. For example, admissions representatives would routinely promise a game-design

student a high-paying job at a major development company when, in reality, the highest possible

position they could obtain is a game-tester at approximately $10 an hour. Further, game-tester is

a job that can be obtained without a college degree and certainly without $80,000 in debt.

C. Dec eptive Trade Practices Relating to Accreditation and Credit Transferability

32. Defendants engage in deceptive trade practices by uniformly and knowingly

misrepresenting the quality of a Westwood education through deceptive accreditation claims and

misleading credit transferability options. T h e I nd ividual Defendants devise, implement,

authorize, or sanction the policies or training programs that cause the Corporate Defendants'

admissions representatives to engage in this deceptive trade practice.

33. Westwood's campuses are nationally accredited by one of two agencies: the

A CCSC' or the Accrediting Counsel for Independent Colleges and Schools ("ACICS"). Th e

Westwood College website promotes that it is a candidate for regional accreditation by the

Higher Learning Commission. The website fails to clearly disclose that it was recently denied

" ACCSC accredits the following campuses: Anaheim, Inland Empire, South Bay, Denver North, Denver South,

Houston South, Arlington Ballston and Annandale Satellite.
' ACICS accredits the following campuses: Los Angeles, DuPage, Chicago Loop, O'Hare Airport, River Oaks,

Atlanta Midtown, Atlanta Northlake, Dallas, Fort Worth and the California Online campus.
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accreditation. ' The language of the website is designed to lead a student to believe that the

regional accreditation process is simply a lengthy endeavor that Westwood is still under-taking,

rather than to disclose its previous failed attempts at approval. Indeed, prior to being denied

regional accreditation, Defendants led students to believe that approval was just around the

corner and that accreditation would be retroactive, both of which are false. ACCSC Executive

Director Michale McComis testified that a prospective student would have to "dig" in order to

figure out the significance of the different accreditations, as this information is not made readily

available.

34. During solicitations, Westwood admissions representatives tout the party line that

"we' re fully 100% accredited" and that Westwood "must" be accredited because it receives

federal financial aid. Through these scripted responses, the admissions representatives attempt to

avoid the topic of regional accreditation. If the prospective student knows enough to question

the recruiter about regional accreditation, the admissions representatives tell the prospective

student that regional accreditation is coming "next October."

35. The deception as to accreditation status is significant because accreditation is a

critical decision-making factor for students who may wish to transfer their Westwood credits to

pursue degrees at another institution in the future or to seek employment that considers

accreditation. It is common industry knowledge that nationally-accredited institutions typically

accept credits from both regionally- and nationally-accredited institutions, but that regionally

accredited institutions generally will not accept credits from nationally-accredited institutions.

" In order to determine Westwood's candidacy status, the potential student must go to a third-party website

maintained by The Higher Learning Commission where the Public Disclosure Notice on Westwood College may
be obtained at http: //www.ncahlc.org/download/ PublicDisclosureNotices/PDN 2882.pdf (last accessed Aug. 5,

20101.
See supra note 11.
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However, the admissions representatives uniformly and knowingly mislead students into

believing that national accreditation is of equal or even greater value than regional accreditation

and uniformly and knowingly omit any explanation of the various forms of accreditation. The

students, who rely on the guidance of their admissions representatives to understand how the

accreditation and t ransfer processes work, are naturally deceived by t h e a dmissions

representatives' statements.

36. By way of example, one admissions representative informed a potential student that

Westwood credits would be transferable to the University of Florida or Florida State University

if the student ultimately got an offer from a "classier, shinier school," as long as the course

descriptions were the same. Representatives from both Florida colleges confirmed that they

would not accept credits from Westwood College because Westwood is not regionally

accredited.

D. Dec eptive Trade Practices Relating to the Role and Qualifications of Admissions

Representatives

37. Defendants engage in deceptive trade practices by uniformly and knowingly

misrepresenting that employees, whose primary job duties are to recruit students, are "academic

counselors" with the authority and qualifications to assist the student in making critical

educational decisions. The Individual Defendants devise, implement, authorize, or sanction the

policies or training programs that cause the Corporate Defendants' admissions representatives to

engage in this deceptive trade practice.

38. When a prospective student contacts or is contacted by Westwood, the student is

restricted to speaking only with an admissions representative until the application process has
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been completed. The admissions representative or "bounty hunter" un i formly and knowingly9723

misrepresents to the student that he or she is capable of addressing any of the student's concerns

about the school, including quality of the education, costs and fees, financial aid options, course

offerings, and credit transferability.

39. However, admissions representatives are undeniably recruiters who are tasked with

selling a product. I n f act, the job description for this position has no relationship to an

educational or financial aid background — rather it specifies that the job category is "Sales" and a

candidate is required to have "one to three years of sales experience," an "ability to work in a

sales driven environment" and a "strong track record of sales success." I n deed, a 2008 case»24

study of the Alta call centers by a third-party, CosmoCos, referred to the function of the

admissions representatives as "call center agents" who are "[a]cting as counselors."

40. Once hired, an admissions representative is put through a comprehensive training

program that teaches the admissions representatives how to make uniform misrepresentations to

potential students to convince the individuals to enroll at Westwood. Defendants manufacture

PowerPoint presentations that teach the "art of closing." These presentations emphasize that

time is money and that each admissions representative needs to close and enroll as many students

as possible in order to be paid well. To drive their point home, Defendants instruct admissions

representatives to find a prospective student's "pain point and dig."~~25

41. In o rder t o f ac i l itate the enrollment process, Defendants teach admissions

representatives how to "overcome common objections" that arise during the phone script given

See supra note 12.

Job Posting attached as Ex. F.
" PowerPoint Cell attached as Ex. G.
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to admissions representatives to assure that the misrepresentations made to potential students are

uniform in nature. D e fendants' PowerPoint presentation on this topic teaches the admissions
26

representatives how to talk the potential students out of concerns like Westwood's high costs and

lack of credit transferability. Id.

42. These deceptive practices taught th rough t raining p rograms, PowerPoint

presentations, and uniform scripts are viewed by the admissions representatives as necessary,

however, because admissions representatives are required to meet a minimum enrollment quota

to maintain employment and to receive promotions. They are further incentivized to sign-up as

many students as possible over that quota by participating in competitive "games" based on

applications, actual enrollments, and sales tactics.

43. "Winners" are rewarded with paid vacation days, gift cards to local restaurants,

parties and exotic vacations — all based on the number of enrollments the admissions

representative achieves. For example, in May 2008, the admissions representatives were offered

a "fun packed fully paid vacation in sunny Cancun" for those who qualified for "Elite" status

b ased on the number of students the admissions representative enrolled at Westwood. Fo r

holidays like the Fourth of July, Westwood rewards its admissions representatives with

"15 minutes off' for getting a potential student to apply and additional time off when other

milestones are reached. Ex. J. For admissions representatives based in Denver, tickets to the

Colorado Rockies are given out to those who can provide enough new enrollees to meet

Westwood's "business" "budget."

PowerPoint attached as Ex. H.
" Email dated May I, 2008 attached as Ex. I.
" Email dated March 24, 2008 attached as Ex. K.
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44. Defendants further foster a competitive sales environment by dividing admissions

representatives into teams with names l ike "Champions," "Future" and "Dr ivers" and

encouraging them to send daily emails to each other announcing new sales in a demeaning and

degrading manner. By way of i l lustration, an admissions representative sent an email f r om29

"The Drivers" team stating "Everyone Hit the DECK!!!!!!!!!!!! ! A Dr ive BY JUST Occurred!"

with a violent depiction of a drive-by shooting (below) to let other teams know that one sales

representative had secured his second application of the day.

II I' f
I. ]

In another string of emails, a team called the "ADA's" formally challenge the other teams to an

"app-writing" competition with "dinner and drinks" for the winners.30

45. These competitions are important to admissions representatives because admissions

representatives are paid dependent upon how many students they enroll. Defendant Burnett

admitted through a statement released on Westwood College's website that admissions

" Email dated April 3, 2008 attached as Ex. L.

Email String attached as Ex. M.
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representatives are currently being paid based on "enrollment targets."' D e fendants attempt to

disguise this practice by using a point system called "PGEs" for tracking performance, which

claims to take into account several factors in addition to pure enrollments. Yet, it's very clear

that enrollment figures are the be-all and end-all for admissions representatives. For example, in

a July 10, 2007 publication from Defendants, the "Final Drive for August" is highlighted and the

admissions representatives are encouraged to enroll enough students to be invited to the

"November Gold & Platinum Ban uet for s ecial reco nition!!" Ex. N (emphasis in original).

This same publication notes that the "Standards of Performance" for an admissions

representative are based on "three key e f f i ciencies: Interviews, Appl ications, RGL

Applications," — each clearly reflecting the admissions representative's ability to enroll students.

Id.

46. Admissions representatives are well aware that the other side of this encouragement

is that they will be terminated if they do not meet the minimum quota for enrollments. Former

admissions representatives now lament pushing people into massive debt just to keep their job.

As one former admissions representative recalled, a Westwood vice president declared, "We

don't need compassion. We need sharks."

47. Defendants further foster a competitive sales culture by treating potential students

as a commodity and encouraging admissions representatives to think of the individuals as a

means to satisfy their "budget" or "gross volume" needs. In a June 2007 publication called the

"Monthly National Post, Defendants urge the admissions representatives to "exceed out (sic)

O'EST8'OOD COLLEGE TAKES IMMEDIA TE, DECISIVE ACTIONS FOLLOW'ING SENA TE COMMITTEE

HEARING AND GAO INVESTIGA TION, Aug. 8, 2010, http: //www.westwood.edu/why-westwood/about
us/recent-news/? t= 859 (last accessed Aug. 9, 2010l.
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start budget of 249 students." Ex. O. In order to do this, Defendants counsel the admissions

representatives to stick to "the new 24, 48, 72 hour follow-up rule" to assure that the potential

students are sufficiently hounded by Westwood. Id. In an email to admissions representatives

advertising baseball tickets to those who get a sufficient number of applications, the applications

are referred to as "business" necessary to meet Westwood's "budget." Ex. K.

48. To make sure that their "budgets" are met, Defendants reinforce rules like the

24/48/72 hour follow-up calls through skits at events attended by admissions representatives.

These skits poke fun at the process of enrolling individuals into an education that costs upwards

of $80,000. For example, the focus of one called "As Westwood College Turns" is the

admissions representatives' all-encompassing goal of getting as many "apps" as possible such

that they could "ring the bell" and celebrate enticing another individual, and sometimes the

family members of the individuals, to enroll at Westwood. Ex. P.

49. As i f t h e m onetary-incentives were not made clear enough to admissions

representatives, Defendants frequently remind admissions representatives that their salary is tied

to the number of applications they generate for Westwood. In one PowerPoint, Defendants break

down the 40-hour work week to show that each admissions representative is expected to make

500 calls per week or 28 dials an hour because "the beginning process is......a numbers game!"

Ex. Q. Another presentation instructs the admissions representative to "[w]ork with a sense of

urgency" to "get the students through the enrollment completion process and started in class."

Ex. R. A third presentation summarizes the "Importance of Time Management" by explaining

that "[m]aking the most of your day. . .will give you more money in your pocket." Ex. S. The
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presentation goes further to state that aggressively pursuing leads "[o]nce again...will also get

your more money in your pocket." Id.

50. David Hawkins, Director of Public Policy and Research at the National Association

for College Admission Counseling, testified in front of the HELP Committee that "[r]ewarding

top recruiters with money and perks is an invitation to mislead applicants" and that the "boiler

room style" of recruitment has had real harmful consequences for students and taxpayers. At
32

Westwood, the deceptive trade practices executed by the admissions representatives have had a

disastrous effect on tens of thousands of families.

ALLEGATIONS SPECIFIC TO KRYSTLE BERNAL

51. Krystle Bernal has been subjected to Westwood's deceptive trade practices.

52. In or around 2005, Bernal began researching how to achieve a degree in fashion

merchandising. Her research led to an admissions representative calling Bernal at her home one

evening.

53. A f ter the initial contact, Bernal received phone calls from the same Westwood

admissions representatives at least once a day for a week. After a week, Bernal began to stop

answering her phone because she was reluctant to enroll. At this point, the calls decreased in

frequency to approximately one call every other day.

54. The incessant contacts from Westwood eventually wore Bernal down such that she

agreed to go to the Denver South campus for a face-to-face meeting with an admissions

representative.

Statement of David Hawkins at Second HELP Committee Hearing.
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55. A t the f i rst of two meetings, Westwood's admissions representatives informed

Bernal that tuition for the three-year Fashion Merchandising program would be $45,000. Due to

this high cost, Bernal was reluctant to enroll. Bernal's reluctance prompted the admissions

representative to push her even harder. The admissions representative challenged Bernal, telling

her that if she could not commit to Westwood, then she was not committed to improving her

future.

56. When Bernal stil l expressed concern about the tuition costs, the Westwood

admissions representative told her that, although it seemed like a lot of money, Westwood would

provide her with job placement in a high-paying career. Bernal was told that she would be

earning at least $65,000 her first year out of college.

57. The admissions representative further promised that Bernal need not worry about

the tuition because the Westwood degree would guarantee her a better future. In support, the

Westwood admissions representative stated that a very high percentage — 80% to 90% — of

Westwood graduates were working in their field of study three-to-six months after graduation.

The Westwood admissions representative also touted Westwood's alleged affiliation with major

companies in the fashion merchandising industry as a cause for the extremely high job

placement rate.

58. The Westwood admissions representative also told Bernal that federal loans with

low interest rates would cover most of the tuition and that if the tuition increased, she could get

approved for a private loan from Sallie Mae, or other sources of financial aid.
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59. The Westwood admissions representative assured Bernal that Westwood College

was fully accredited, which Bernal understood to mean that Westwood had a regional

accreditation such that her credits could transfer to other educational institutions.

60. A t t h i s f i rst face-to-face meeting, Westwood's admissions representative had

enrollment documents printed and ready for Bernal to sign in order to add pressure to the sales

pitch.

61. Bernal left the first meeting without enrolling, but after subsequent calls from the

admissions representative, Bernal agreed to a second face-to-face meeting. It was during this

second meeting that Bernal enrolled in the Fashion Merchandising program at Westwood

College's Denver South Campus.

62. Immediately after enrolling, Bernal was handed off to financial aid representatives

who guided her through the financial aid application process. While applying for financial aid,

Bernal learned for the first time that the program would cost more than $20,000 more than the

figure provided by the admissions representative. Since Bernal had already committed to the

program, she proceeded to apply for more than $65,000 in federal and private student loans.

63. Two years into the program, Bernal was informed that her loans still did not cover

the cost of tuition because of increases in costs and fees. Since she had already invested $65,000

into the program, Bernal agreed to take out approximately $10,000 more in order to complete her

degree. Bernal felt that she had no choice but to finish the program because of the incredible

debt she had already incurred.
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64. Around the same t ime, Bernal learned that Westwood was only nationally

accredited and was merely a candidate for regional accreditation. This fact surprised Bernal, as

she had believed from the beginning that Westwood was regionally accredited.

65. During Bernal's final quarter at Westwood, a f inancial aid representative told

Bernal that she was carrying an account balance of almost $4,000 due to tuition increases not

covered by her federal and private loans.

66. Bernal was told that if she did not pay her account balance in full by graduation, she

would automatically receive an Apex loan in the amount of her account balance with an interest

rate of 18%, and she would not receive her diploma.

67. In order to avoid the high interest rate and obtain her degree, Bernal arranged for

her family members to satisfy her account balance prior to her graduation.

68. In the quarter leading up to her g raduation, Bernal met w ith members of

Westwood's "career placement team." When Bernal informed the team that she intended to seek

a job in fashion merchandising — the career towards which she had now paid $75,000

Westwood's representatives told Bernal to not "aim so high." Instead, she was advised to look

for an "entry level" position in retail sales at local department stores — the very position that

Bernal had prior to attending Westwood, and for which she knew she did not need a college

degree.

69. Bernal graduated in or around March 2008 with a Bachelor's degree in fashion

merchandising after carrying a high grade point average and being elected to a national honor

society.
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70. A f ter graduation, Westwood did not provide her with the job placement that she

was promised by the admissions representative who convinced Bernal to enroll . B e rnal

independently applied for many jobs in her field only to be told that she lacked the necessary

experience or skills. Bernal learned that she needed knowledge of certain program software that

Westwood never taught her during her three-year program. In short, upon graduating, Bernal

discovered that three years of Westwood "education" had not prepared her to work in her field of

study.

71. The only help Bernal received from Westwood were emails called "job blasts" that

led t o ei t her d ead e nds o r pub l i cly a t tainable jo b search resources, such a s

www.creativejobscentral.corn, Craig's List, and www.monster.corn.

72. Bernal has now been unsuccessfully looking and applying for jobs in her field of

study for two years. Currently, she is employed as a part-time bank teller — a job that is clearly

unrelated to fashion merchandising.

73. Throughout the enrollment process, Bernal relied solely on the guidance of the

admissions representative to direct her through the enrollment process because she understood

her to be an expert qualified to provide the assistance needed to make an enrollment decision.

Bernal relied on the admissions representative's representations of costs, fees, job placement

opportunities and salary expectations, and accreditation in making her decision to attend

Westwood. T h e a dmissions representative never informed Bernal that the admissions

representative was actually a sales-driven recruiter rather than an academic counselor.

74. I f Bernal had known the true costs and fees associated with the program; the actual

job-placement and salary expectations for her career field; or the value of a nationally-accredited
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degree, she would not have enrolled at Westwood. Bernal has suffered severe financial injury as

a direct result of Defendants' common course of conduct.

75. Bernal graduated with $74,243 in federal and private loans disbursed on her behalf

to Westwood. Interest on these loans is accruing on a daily basis.

ALLEGATIONS SPECIFIC TO AMANDA KROL

76. Krol f irst contacted Westwood in or around January 2004 when she was searching

for an online school to pursue a career in technology. K ro l f i l led out an online form that

expressed her interest in an online education.

77. Immediately after submitting the f o rm, an a dmissions representative from

Westwood College Online called Krol at home and began recruiting her.

78. The admissions representative told Krol that all the credits she earned would be

transferable to other colleges. Later on, while attending Westwood College Online, Krol learned

that this representation was not true as several schools rejected her credits.

79. The admissions representative also told Krol that Westwood would help her find a

job after graduation and that she could expect to make over $100,000 a year while working for

organizations like Disney or the FBI.

80. The admissions representative further withheld from Krol the total costs of the

Westwood Online program and assured Krol that financing would be easily obtainable and

readily paid off given that Krol would soon achieve a high-paying job in the field of her choice.

81. The admissions representative's promises of a great education and a bright future

convinced Krol to enroll at Westwood College Online. Krol is a single mother and had hopes of

achieving an education that would better her ability to provide for her child.
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82. A f ter committing to enrollment, a Westwood representative walked Krol through

the financial aid application process so that both she and her mother could apply for and obtain

loans to fund the Westwood program. When applying for financial aid, Westwood instructed

Krol as to the amount she should request. Krol was never informed of the total costs associated

with attendance nor the price of her books. When her books were delivered, the price of the

books was redacted from the invoice.

83. A f ter completing a few terms in the technology program, Krol decided to change

majors to the criminal justice program. A Westwood admissions representative assured Krol that

she would be able to complete the criminal justice program in less than three years. This

assurance proved to be false as Westwood took advantage of the course change by tacking on

several classes and collecting much more money for tuition and costs. A l l the while, the

admissions representatives, who had been so eager to help Krol during enrollment, were no

longer communicating with her.

84. The lack of communication and ever-rising debt caused Krol to grow unhappy with

Westwood College Online and she sought to transfer to a traditional college. She researched

several schools and each informed her that the Westwood credits would not transfer because

Westwood College Online was not regionally accredited. This was in direct contravention to

what the admissions representative told her when she was considering enrollment.

85. Having learned that her credits would not transfer, Krol felt that she had no choice

but to complete her Westwood "education" because she and her mother were already tens of

thousands of dollars in debt.
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86. Krol graduated in May 2009 with a degree in Criminal Justice. She has yet to find a

job in her field of study and has not received the help finding a high-paying job that Westwood

promised her during enrollment. Krol currently works for a family member's online business.

87. Throughout the enrollment process, Krol relied solely on the guidance of the

admissions representative to direct her through the enrollment process because she understood

the representative to be an expert qualified to provide the assistance needed to make an

enrollment decision. Krol relied on the admissions representative's representations of costs,

fees, job placement opportunities and salary expectations, and accreditation in making her

decision to attend Westwood. The admissions representative never informed Krol that the

admissions representative was actually a sales-driven recruiter rather than an academic

counselor.

88. I f K rol had known the true costs and fees associated with the program; the actual

job-placement and salary expectations for her career field; or the value of a nationally-accredited

degree, she would not have enrolled at Westwood. Krol has suffered severe financial injury as a

direct result of Defendants' common course of conduct.

89. Krol graduated with $86,707 in federal and private loans disbursed on her behalf to

Westwood. Interest on these loans is accruing on a daily basis. Much of this debt is secured by

both Krol and her mother.

CLASS ALLEGATIONS

90. Pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23 (a) and (b), Plaintiffs make the

following class action allegations:
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91. Defendants acted in such a manner that Plaintiffs and each Class Member did not

know and should not have known that Defendants were engaging in false, deceptive or

misleading practices at the time they occurred. P laintiffs and Class Members, exercising

reasonable due diligence, had no way to discover the occurrence of Defendants' false,

misleading and deceptive practices until well after leaving Westwood.

A. Cla ss Definition

92. Plaintiffs Krystle Bernal and Amanda Krol bring this action on behalf of themselves

and the following Class of persons similarly situated. The "Class" or "Class Members" are

defined as:

All persons who are or have attended or participated in education programs

conducted and operated by Defendants.

93. Excluded from the C lass definition are ( i ) persons residing in Ca l i fornia;

(ii) persons residing in T exas or W i sconsin who at tended Westwood College Online;

(iii) Defendants; (iv) the officers, directors or employees of any Defendant; (v) any entity in

which any Defendant has a controlling interest; (vi) any affiliate of any Defendant; (vii) any

federal, state or local governmental entity; and (viii) any presiding judicial officer and any

member of the judicial officer's family and court staff.

94. As set forth below, Plaintiffs will meet the requirements of Rule 23 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure to maintain this lawsuit as a class action.

B. Nume rosity

95. The Members of the Class are so numerous that separate joinder of each Member is

impracticable. The exact number of Class Members is currently unknown and will be obtained

through discovery. However, approximately 15,000 students are currently enrolled at the various
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Westwood campuses and there are at least 24,000 graduates nationwide. This creates a Class

size of more than 39,000 former and current students. Under any standard, this figure shows that

the putative Class will satisfy numerosity. Plaintiffs believe that the names and last-known

addresses of the Class Members are readily attainable from Defendants.

C. Comm o nality

96. Plaintiffs raise questions of law and fact common to the claims of al l Class

Members and defenses of Defendants. Among the issues of law and fact common to the

Plaintiffs and the Class are, without limitation:

a. Whether the Individual Defendants engaged in a deceptive trade practice

through devising, implementing, authorizing, or sanctioning the internal

policies or comprehensive training programs that gave r ise to t he

deceptive trade practices described herein in violation of C.R.S. Section 6
1-101 et seq.;

b. Whether the Corporate Defendants engaged in a deceptive trade practice

through the knowing misrepresentations and omissions regarding the costs
and fees associated with enrollment in violation of C.R.S. Section 6-1-101

et seq.;

c. Whether the Corporate Defendants engaged in a deceptive trade practice

through the knowing misrepresentations and omissions regarding the

meaning and reputation of a n a t ionally-accredited school and the
transferability of credits in violation of C.R.S. Section 6-1-101 et seq.;

d. Whether the Corporate Defendants engaged in a deceptive trade practice

through the knowing misrepresentations and omissions regarding the job

placement opportunities, salary expectations, and statistics of past

graduates in violation of C.R.S. Section 6-1-101 et seq.; and

e. Whether the Corporate Defendants engaged in a deceptive trade practice

through the knowing misrepresentations and omissions regarding the

" The actual number of that enrollment is apparently unclear to Westwood itself. Westwood's website advertises a

current enrollment of 15,000 and more than 24,000 graduates. http: //www.westwood.edu/why-westwood/about-us/.
However, a Westwood spokesperson defended "40,000 graduates and 20,000 students" to The Colorado Statesman

for a report on verbal attacks made against Westwood College by Colorado Senate candidate Andrew Romanoff.
Whichever figures are correct, numerosity is clearly satisfied.
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positions and qualifications of sales associates as qualified admissions
representatives in violation of the Colorado Department of Education

policies and C.R.S. Section 6-1-101 et seq.

D. Typi cality

97. The claims advanced by Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of each Class Member in

that Plaintiffs and all Class Members have been damaged in the same way arising out of

Defendants' uniform misrepresentations and omissions. As a result of Defendants' deceptive

trade practices, Plaintiffs and each Class Member were subjected to uniform misleading and

deceptive information that caused them to enroll at Westwood. Accordingly, the interests of the

representative Plaintiffs are co-extensive with the interest of each Class Member and all have a

common right of recovery based on the same facts.

E. Adeq uacy

98. Plaintiffs can and have agreed to fairly and adequately protect the best interests of

each Class Member. Plaintiffs are aware of their responsibility to the Class and are determined

diligently to discharge those duties, and have no interest which is adverse to or in conflict with

other Class Members.

99. Plaintiffs have retained counsel who is experienced in prosecuting large and

complex class action cases and who is familiar with the legal issues raised in this lawsuit. As a

result, Plaintiffs' counsel will adequately protect the interests of the Class.

F. Predominance and Superiority

100. The questions of law or fact common to the claims of Plaintiffs and the claims of

each Class Member predominate over any question of law or fact affecting only individual Class

Members. Given the number of Class Members; the common financial distress caused to each
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Class Member; the typicality of Plaintiffs' claims to those of the Class Members; the adequate

representation of the Class Members by Plaintiffs; and the interests of judicial economy, the

class action device is superior to other methods for the fair and efficient resolution of this

controversy.

101. Individual Class Members would not benefit from controlling their own separate

lawsuits. Individual lawsuits against Defendants' several well-financed corporations would pose

too great a burden to individual Class Members such that many claims would not be litigated and

Class Members would not obtain the relief they are entitled to from Defendants. Certification of

a class would promote judicial economy, as the number of students involved would unduly

congest and burden the courts if each brought an individual action. Due to the systemic nature of

Defendants' actions, Plaintiffs can think of no difficulty in the management of this controversy

as a class action.

COUNT ONE

VIOLATIONS OF THE COLORADO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

C.R.S. g 6-1-101 et seq. AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS

1 02. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference each and every a l legation set forth i n

paragraphs 1 through 101 as though fully set forth herein.

103. Section 6-1-105(1) provides that it is a deceptive trade practice when a person, "in

the course of his business, vocation or occupation" commits any one of a list of enumerated

deceptive trade practices that impacts the public.
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104. Defendants qualify as a "person" as defined by the statute. T h e broad definition

of "person" provides for liability of the Individual Defendants and the Corporate Defendants.

105. The Corporate Defendants are in the business of operating for-profit colleges which

entails the solicitation and enrollment of students into educational programs in the effort to turn a

profit on the amount the students spend on tuition and other fees. The Individual Defendants are

in the business of devising, implementing, authorizing, or sanctioning the internal policies or

comprehensive training programs for the Corporate Defendants that teaches Westwood's

admissions and financial aid representatives how to deceive potential students in the uniform

manner described herein. Therefore, the conduct complained of here takes place in the course of

Defendants' business as the conduct directly relates to the Corporate Defendants' operation of

for-profit colleges and the Individual Defendants' creation, authorization, or sanctioning of

internal policies or training programs designed to carry out the deceptive trade practices.

106. The conduct complained of here has a major impact on the public. The Corporate

Defendants earn hundreds of millions of dollars each year as a result of their deceptive trade

practices. Each student who is convinced to enroll at Westwood incurs tens of thousands of

dollars of tuition and fee costs. There are more than 15,000 students enrolled at Westwood and

tens of thousands more who have already graduated or dropped out. The internal policies or

training programs that are devised, implemented, authorized, or sanctioned by the Individual

Defendants are instrumental in convincing prospective students to enroll at Westwood.

Therefore, Defendants' conduct clearly and emphatically impacts the public.

' CRS $6-1-102(61 defines "person" as: "an individual, corporation, business trust, estate, trust, partnership,

unincorporated association, or two or more thereof having a joint or common interest, or any other legal or

commercial entity."
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107. Section 6-1-105(1)(b) provides that it is a deceptive trade practice to make a false

representation as to, in ter al ia, approval or certification of goods, services, or property.

Defendants violated C.R.S. Section 6-1-105(1)(b) by, without limitation:

a. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of a Westwood education;

b. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about
the true quality and value of Westwood's national accreditation;

c. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of Westwood's candidacy for regional accreditation;

d. uniformly and knowingly omitting that Westwood had failed to attain regional
accreditation;

e. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting that the national accreditation granted to

Westwood is equal or greater to regional accreditation; and

f. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting or omitting the true value of credits

obtained at a nationally-accredited institution, as judged by the transferability of the

credits to a regionally-accredited institution.

108. Section 6-1-105(1)(c) provides that it is a deceptive trade practice to make a false

representation as to aff i l iation, connection, or association with or certification by another.

Defendants violated C.R.S. Section 6-1-105(1)(c) by, without limitation:

a. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of a Westwood education;

b. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of Westwood's national accreditation;

c. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of Westwood's candidacy for regional accreditation;

d. uniformly and knowingly omitting that Westwood had failed to attain regional
accreditation;
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e. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting that the national accreditation granted

to Westwood is equal to or greater than regional accreditation;

f. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting or omitting the true value of credits
obtained at a nationally-accredited institution, as judged by the transferability of

the credits to a regionally-accredited institution; and

g. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting that Defendants are affiliated with

major corporations related to various programs offered by Westwood.

109. Section 6-1-105(1)(g) provides that it is a deceptive trade practice to represent that

goods or services are of a particular standard, if Defendants knew or should have known that

they are of another. It is common industry knowledge that regional accreditation is more widely

sought after and is the type of accreditation commonly awarded to traditional colleges and

universities. Defendants know or should know that national accreditation is not widely accepted

by other universities for credit transfers or degree recognition. Defendants violated C.R.S.

Section 6-1-105(1)(g) by, without limitation:

a. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about
the true quality and value of a Westwood education;

b. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of Westwood's national accreditation;

c. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of Westwood's candidacy for regional accreditation;

d. uniformly and knowingly omitting that Westwood had failed to attain regional

accreditation;

e. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting that the national accreditation granted

to Westwood is equal to or greater than regional accreditation; and

f. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting or omitting the true value of credits
obtained at a nationally-accredited institution, as judged by the transferability of

the credits to a regionally-accredited institution.
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110. Section 6-1-105(1)(1) provides that it is a deceptive trade practice to make false or

misleading statements of fact concerning the price of goods or services. Defendants violated

C.R.S. Section 6-1-105(1)(1) by, without limitation:

a. uniformly providing misleading and confusing calculations regarding the costs

and fees associated with enrollment;

b. uniformly misrepresenting the total cost of programs; and

c. uniformly omitting various fees and ancillary costs that the student will incur.

111. Section 6-1-105(1)(u) provides that it is a deceptive trade practice to fail to disclose

material information concerning goods or services which information was known at the time of

the advertisement or sale if such failure to disclose such information was intended to induce the

customer to enter into the transaction. Defendants violated C.R.S. Section 6-1-105(1)(u) by

intending to induce potential students to enroll at Westwood by, without limitation:

a. uniformly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about the true quality

and value of a Westwood education;

b. uniformly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about the true quality

and value of Westwood's national accreditation;

c. uniformly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about the true quality
and value of Westwood's candidacy for regional accreditation;

d. uniformly omitting that Westwood had failed to attain regional accreditation;

e. uniformly misrepresenting that the national accreditation granted to Westwood is
equal to or greater than regional accreditation;

f. uniformly misrepresenting or omitting the true value of credits obtained at a

nationally-accredited institution, as judged by the transferability of the credits to a

regionally-accredited institution;

g. uniformly providing misleading and confusing calculations regarding the costs

and fees associated with enrollment;
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h. uniformly misrepresenting the total cost of programs;

i. un i formly omitting various fees and ancillary costs that the student will incur;

j. un i formly providing false or m isleading information about job p lacement
opportunities and salary expectations;

k. uniformly misrepresenting the percentage of students employed in their field of

study after graduation; and

1. uniformly overstating the salaries students obtain after graduation.

112. Section 6-1-105(3) of the CCPA states that the deceptive trade practices listed

within the statute are in addition to other unfair trade practices actionable at common law or

under other state statutes.

113. Section 6.01.05(A) of the Colorado Department of Education policies, in and

through the Degree Authorization Act, provides that it is a deceptive trade practice for a school

or agent to make or cause to be made any statement or representation, oral, written or visual, in

connection with the offering of educational services if such school or agent knows or reasonably

should have known the statement or representation to be materially false, substantially inaccurate

or materially misleading. The practices previously described herein indicate that Defendants

knew or should have known the false, inaccurate or misleading nature of the incorporated

statements. Defendants violated Section 6.01.05(A) of the Colorado Department of Education

policies through C.R.S. Section 6-1-105(3) by, without limitation:

a. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of a Westwood education;

b. uniformly and knowingly providing misleading and confusing calculations
regarding the costs and fees associated with enrollment;

c. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting the total cost of programs;
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d. uniformly and knowingly omitting various fees and ancillary costs that the student

will incur;

e. uniformly and knowingly providing false or misleading information about job

placement opportunities and salary expectations;

f. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting the percentage of students employed in

their field of study after graduation;

g. uniformly and knowingly overstating the salaries students obtain after graduation;

h. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about

the true quality and value of Westwood's national accreditation;

i. un i formly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about
the true quality and value of Westwood's candidacy for regional accreditation;

j. un i formly and knowingly omitting that Westwood had failed to attain regional
accreditation;

k. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting that the national accreditation granted

to Westwood is equal to or greater than regional accreditation;

1. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting or omitting the true value of credits
obtained at a nationally-accredited institution, as judged by the transferability of

the credits to a regionally-accredited institution;

m. uniformly and knowingly misrepresenting and omitting the role and qualifications

of admissions representatives;

n. uniformly and knowingly designating as "admissions representatives" employees

whose primary job duties were to recruit students in a manner that misleads

prospective students or the public regarding the authority or qualifications of such

employees; and

o. uniformly and knowingly omitting that the "admissions representatives" were

actually sales people who are incentivized to enroll as many students as possible

in order to meet quotas and receive financial rewards and promotions.

114. Section 6.01.05(D) of the Colorado Department of Education policies, in and

through the Degree Authorization Act, provides that it is a deceptive trade practice for a school

or agent to intentionally and materially misrepresent that a student may transfer credit to any
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institution of h igher education. D e fendants violated Section 6.01.05(D) of the Colorado

Department of Education policies through C.R.S. Section 6-1-105(3) by materially misleading or

deceiving prospective students by, without limitation:

a. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting and omitting critical information

about the true quality and value of a Westwood education;

b. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting and omitting critical information
about the true quality and value of Westwood's national accreditation;

c. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting and omitting critical information

about the t rue quality and value o f W estwood's candidacy for regional

accreditation;

d. uniformly and intentionally omitting that Westwood had failed to attain regional

accreditation;

e. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting that the national accreditation granted
to Westwood is equal to or greater than regional accreditation; and

f. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting or omitting the true value of credits

obtained at a nationally-accredited institution, as judged by the transferability of
the credits to a regionally-accredited institution.

115. Section 6.01.05(E) of the Colorado Department of Education policies, in and

through the Degree Authorization Act, provides that it is a deceptive trade practice for a school

or agent to intentionally and materially misrepresent, inter al ia, the extent or nature of any

accreditation received from any accrediting agency or association. D e fendants violated

Section 6.01.05(E) of t h e C o lorado Department of E ducation policies through C.R.S.

Section 6-1-105(3) by materially misleading or deceiving prospective students by, without

limitation:

a. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting and omitting critical information

about the true quality and value of a Westwood education;
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b. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting and omitting critical information

about the true quality and value of Westwood's national accreditation;

c. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting and omitting critical information
about the t rue quality and value o f W estwood's candidacy for regional

accreditation;

d. uniformly and intentionally omitting that Westwood had failed to attain regional

accreditation;

e. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting that the national accreditation granted

to Westwood is equal to or greater than regional accreditation; and

f. uniformly and intentionally misrepresenting or omitting the true value of credits
obtained at a nationally-accredited institution, as judged by the transferability of

the credits to a regionally-accredited institution.

116. Section 6.01.05(F) of the Colorado Department of Education policies, in and

through the Degree Authorization Act, provides that it is a deceptive trade practice for a school

or agent to provide prospective students with any information that may materially mislead or

d eceive prospective students or the public regarding current practices of the school. T h e

practices previously described herein indicate that Defendants uniformly provided materially

misleading information to prospective students and the public via the websites and the

information provided by admissions representative during the enrollment process. Defendants

violated Section 6.01.05(F) of the Colorado Department of Education policies through C.R.S.

Section 6-1-105(3) by, without limitation:

a. uniformly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about the true quality

and value of a Westwood education;

b. uniformly providing misleading and confusing calculations regarding the costs

and fees associated with enrollment;

c. uniformly misrepresenting the total cost of programs;

d. uniformly omitting various fees and ancillary costs that the student will incur;
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e. uniformly providing false or m isleading information about job p lacement

opportunities and salary expectations;

f. uniformly misrepresenting the percentage of students employed in their field of

study after graduation;

g. uniformly overstating the salaries students obtain after graduation;

h. uniformly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about the true quality
and value of Westwood's national accreditation;

i. un i formly misrepresenting and omitting critical information about the true quality

and value of Westwood's candidacy for regional accreditation;

j. un i formly omitting that Westwood had failed to attain regional accreditation;

k. uniformly misrepresenting that the national accreditation granted to Westwood is

equal to or greater than regional accreditation;

1. uniformly misrepresenting or omitting the true value of credits obtained at a

nationally-accredited institution, as judged by the transferability of the credits to a

regionally-accredited institution;

m. uniformly misrepresenting and omitting the role and qualifications of admissions
representatives;

n. uniformly designating as "admissions representatives" employees whose primary

job duties were to recruit students in a manner that misleads prospective students

or the public regarding the authority or qualifications of such employees;

o. uniformly omitting that the "admissions representatives" were actually sales

people who are incentivized to enroll as many students as possible in order to
meet quotas and receive financial rewards and promotions; and

p. uniformly and materially misleading or deceiving prospective students and the

public regarding current practices via their websites and through information

provided by admissions representatives.

117. Section 6.01.05(H) of the Colorado Department of Education policies, in and

through the Degree Authorization Act, provides that it is a deceptive trade practice for a school
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or agent to designate titles to employees whose primary job duties are to recruit students that

may mislead prospective students or the public regarding the authority or qualifications of such

employees. Defendants violated Section 6.01.05(H) of the Colorado Department of Education

policies through C.R.S. Section 6-1-105(3) by:

a. uniformly designating as "admissions representatives" those whose primary job

duties were to recruit students in a manner that misleads prospective students or
the public regarding the authority or qualifications of such employees; and

b. uniformly omitting that the "admissions representatives" were actually sales

people who are incentivized to enroll as many students as possible in order to

meet quotas and receive financial rewards and promotions.

118. P laintiffs and Class Members are consumers of Defendants' goods, services, or

property and have suffered actual damages in the amount of tuition, costs and fees. The amount

of damages is readily ascertainable for each student as the amount of money Defendants

collected on behalf of the student.

119. D efendants acted willingly, knowingly or intentionally, and their common course

of conduct caused direct financial injury to Plaintiffs and Class Members.

120. P laintiffs seek all remedies and damages available under C.R.S. Section 6-1-113.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and each Class Member, requests the

following relief:

a. An Order certifying the proposed Class, as defined above, and appointing

Plaintiffs and the undersigned counsel of record to represent the Class;

b. An Order issuing a preliminary injunction enjoining Defendants from continuing
to take unlawful action as set forth in this Complaint, including, without

limitation, prohibiting Defendants from soliciting and enrolling students through

deceptive trade practices;
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c. An Order issuing a permanent injunction enjoining Defendants from continuing to

take unlawful action as set forth in this Complaint, including, without limitation,

prohibiting Defendants from soliciting and enrolling students through deceptive

trade practices;

d. A Judgment against Defendants awarding Plaintiffs and Class Members all
remedies and damages available under C.R.S. Section 6-1-113;

e. For such other and further relief to which Plaintiffs and Class Members are duly

entitled.

JURY DEMAND

Plaintiffs request a trial by jury on all claims so triable.
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Respectfully submitted this (I +dsy of August, 2010.

PENDLETON, FRIEDBERG, WILSON

& HENNESSEY, P.C.

Alan C. e d berg

Timothy M. Kratz

1875 Lawrence Street, 10th Floor

Denver, CO 80202-1898

Telephone: 303-839-1204

Facsimile: 303-831-0786
E-mail:afriedberg@penberg.corn

E-mail:kratz@penberg.corn

JAMES, HOYER, NEWCOMER, SMILJANICH k

YANCHUMS, P.A.

John A. Yanchunis (Fla. Bar No. 0324681)

jyanchunis@j ameshoyer. corn

Jonathan B. Cohen (Fla. Bar No. 0027620)

jcohen@j ameshoyer. corn
Sean Estes (Fla. Bar No. 0055770)

sestes@j ameshoyer. corn

4830 West Kennedy Boulevard

Urban Center One, Suite 550

Tampa,FL 33609

Telephone: 813-286-4100

Facsimile: 813-286-4174

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS
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INTRODUCTION

Postsecondary education is a gateway to the middle class for millions of Americans. It equips people with

the knowledge and skills they need to perform professional work and compete in the global economy. To

increase access to postsecondary education, the Federal government has provided grants and loans to stu

dents for more than half a century, steadily increasing its investment nearly every year. In fiscal year 2010,

Federal funding for financial aid to postsecondary students is expected to total $145 billion.'

The Federal investment in higher education is a solid investment in our future. Postsecondary education

results in benefits to the individual, including greater wealth and better health, and also to the nation in the

form of a more engaged citizenry and a more skilled workforce.

However, the United States is playing catch-up. Once first in the world in postsecondary attainment, the

United States now ranks 10'" in the percentage of people with a college degree.' President Obama has set

the goal of making the United States, once again, first in the world in the proportion of college graduates

by 2020. To this end, over the last three years Congress has taken steps to make college more accessible

and affordable by substantially increasing student borrowing limits, recently committing $36 billion in

mandatory Pell grant funding over the next 10 years included in the Health Care and Education Recon

ciliation Act of 2010, through $17 billion in discretionary funding through the American Recovery and

Reinvestment Act of 2009 and annual discretionary funding, which in FY2010 was $17.56 billion.

For-profit schools are an important part of the mix of postsecondary institutions. They increase access to

higher education by providing needed capacity as well as innovative options that can make it easier for

students to complete their postsecondary education while managing work and family obligations. Enroll

ment in for-profit schools has grown dramatically over the past decade and, each year has seen a larger

share of Federal student aid dollars flowing to these schools. Congress and the U. S. Department of Edu

cation have a duty to ensure that for-profit schools spend these Federal dollars efficiently and effectively.

Evidence suggests that for-profit schools charge higher tuition than comparable public schools, spend a

large share of revenues on expenses unrelated to teaching, experience high dropout rates, and, in some

cases, employ abusive recruiting and debt-management practices. What distinguishes for-profit schools

from public and non-profit private institutions is that they have an obligation to maximize profits for their

shareholders. Indeed, securities law sanctifies the notion that each corporation must act in the interest of

its shareholders. However, this imperative could conflict with the objective of Federal student aid pro

grams, which is to increase access to a quality higher education. This evidence, and the potential conflicts

underlying it, points to the need for rigorous government oversight and prudent regulation to safeguard the

investments of taxpayers and students.

This report draws on publicly available information to shed light on the scope of the Federal investment

U.S. Department of Education. Budget Service. Fiscal Year 2011 Budget Summary. http: //www2.ed.gov/about/overview/budget/bud

getl l /summary/edlite-section3d.html//tables

Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development, Education at a Glance 2009: OECD Indicators, September 2009. http: //
www.oecd.org/edu/eag2009.



in for-profit schools and how these schools are using those taxpayer dollars. It also seeks to identify gaps

in available information about enrollment, student performance, and loan debt and repayment — gaps that

impede effective oversight.

GROWTH AND CHANGE IN ENROLLMENT

Over the last 10 years, there has been steady growth in student enrollment across all types of postsecond

ary education institutions. Between 1998 and 2008, enrollment at institutions of higher education in

creased 31 percent, from 14.9 million students to 19.6 million students. For-profit schools have expanded

much faster, increasing enrollment 225 percent over the same period.'

Much of this growth has been concen

trated in schools run by publicly traded For-Profit Student Growth: 1998-2008

companies. Currently, the 14 publicly 2,000,000

traded companies in this field have 1,800,000

1,600,000
combined enrollment of 1.4 mill ion E 1,400,000

students, up from 8 companies that o 1 200 000

enrolled 199,584 students in 1998.4 1,000,000

800,000
The largest for-profit school reports I 600 ,000

current enrollment of 458,600, more 400,000

than the undergraduate enrollment of
200,000

0

the entire Big Ten conference.' 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008

• Number of Students At For-Profit Schools

The trend toward educating students

predominantly online is t ransform Source: Majority stajl"analysis of U5. Department of Education data

in for- rofit schools. This chan eP g
was facilitated by the 2005 Congressional repeal of the "50 percent rule" which previously required that

schools furnish no more than half their courses online and have no more than half their students enrolled

in distance-learning courses.' Of the 14 publicly traded schools, at least 7 currently have more than 50%

of their students in exclusively online curriculum.' Since that repeal, some for-profit companies have

purchased small regionally accredited bricks-and-mortar schools and transformed them into huge entities

with primarily virtual curricula, while also avoiding the time and cost of earning regional accreditation.

For example, in 2005 one company purchased a small, regionally-accredited, religious school with an

enrollment of 332 students on campus. Five years later, with the same accreditation, that same company

Majority staff analysis of U.S. Department of Education data.

4 Majority staff calculation of FY2010 quarterly filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission; Majority staff calculation

of FY1998 quarterly and annual filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

School ¹1 FY2010 quarterly filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission; Majority staff compilation of Fall 2009

undergraduate enrollment from Big Ten school websites.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 (RL. 109-171). Enacted, February 8, 2006.

Four of the fourteen schools have more than 98% of students online, while 3 schools have more than 50% of students in online
courses. See FY2009 Form 10k filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission for schools ranked 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12

by enrollment.



has more than 65,000 students, 99 percent of whom attend class solely online.'

GROWTH IN FEDERAL STUDENT AID TO THE FOR-PROFIT SECTOR

The share of Federal aid flowing to for-profit schools is growing rapidly, and is actually outpacing growth

in enrollment, meaning not just that there are more students enrolling in the schools but that the schools

are receiving more Federal money per student.

The Federal government offers loans to all students regardless of their income. For students with financial

need, it helps pay for higher education using two key tools authorized by Title IV of the Higher Education

Act: Pell grants in an amount up to $5,350 per year for FY2010, and Stafford loans of up to $12,500 per

year, which students repay after leaving school. This financial aid is intended for the benefit of the student.

But, as a practical matter, aside from education-related expenses, student aid disbursements go directly to

the student's school.

According to U. S. Department of Education data, $4.3 billion in Pell grants and $19.6 billion in Federal

loans flowed to for-profit schools in 2008-09, approximately double the share in 1999-2000.'

Pell grants in particular warrant care

ful management. Over the last several Increasing For-Profit Share of Pell

years Congress has made hard choices 0 Grants and Federal Loans
s

to devote greater federal resources to
tnt
t 25%
0

the Pell program over other domestic U
ul

20%
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ttt 0
0
CI tet

Congressional allocations for Pell en
15%

s
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0 23. 6/ 23.5%
abled the program to grow significant ts 10%

tu r
I

ly from $7.2 billion in 1999 to $18.3 u 0 13. 1%
0 5% 11. 3%

billion in 2009. During that same pe
t
tu
ss
I 0%

riod, the Pell Grant maximum award
tu
ts.

Pell Grants Federal Loans

increased by 51 percent — increasing

from $3,125 to $4,731 while the num • 1999-2000 • 20 08-2009

ber of Pell recipients increased from Source: Majority staff analysis of U5. Department of Education data

3.8 million to 6.2 million. While all

sectors received higher levels of Pell funding as a result of these increases, the for-profit schools enjoyed

a disproportionate share of the increase. In 2009, for profit colleges receive almost one quarter of all Pell

Grants — up from just 13% in 1999."

Federal Pell grants and Stafford loans, together with aid from smaller Title IV programs, make up the
lion's share of for-profit schools' revenues, and the share continues to grow. According to company

School 8 FY2009 annual filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission; School 8 FY2010 quarterly filing with the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission.

Staff calculation of data provided by U.S. Department of Education

" U.S. Department of Education. Federal Pell Grant Program 2008-2009 End of Year Report. http: //www2.ed.gov/finaid/prof/resources/
data/pell-2008-09/pell-eoy-2008-09.html.



financial reports, in 2002, Title IV gov
Growth in Revenue from Federal Student Aid at the

ernment dollars accounted for on average Five Largest For-Profit Institutions

62.9 percent of revenues at the five larg 2009 2002
est for-profit schools. By 2009, the same

companies reported that Title IV dollars

m ade up an average 77.4 percent of their 23%

37%
revenue."

77%
639o

H owever, the actual share of Federal dol

lars received by the schools is even high

er. For purposes of revenue calculation, • Federal Student Aid (Titie IV) • Federal Studen Aid (Titie IV)

Federal law permits the schools to tem • Other Revenue* • Other Revenue*

porarily exclude the recent $2,000 annual * Including Department of Defense aid, state loans and grant aid, and any Stafford loan increases
not included in each school'sfinancia reporting.

increase in undergraduate Stafford loans
Source: Company jinancial data; for top six publicly traded schools by enrollment, excluding

for money disbursed after June 2008 and Kaplan Higher Education, which did not disclose data in 2002.

before July 2011." One for-profit school

reported that Title IV dollars make up 86 percent of its revenues this year, but acknowledged that the

excluded loan increases would add another one-half to three percentage points." A second school told

investors that, with the recent increase in Stafford loans, Title IV dollars account for 88.9 percent of its

revenues thou h the re orted fi ure isg P
Comparison of Enrollment and Share of Federal Student Aid 81.3 percent." Further, other forms of

Higher Education Federal Student Aid government aid — including Depart

Enrollment (2008) (2008-2009)
ment of Defense, Department of Vet

erans Affairs and state programs — add
0.790

9.290 to the share of public funds that for
18.8%

3u.2% profit schools receive.

While for-profit schools enroll close

72.0% to 10 percent of all higher education
46.29fi students, they receive approximately

23 percent of Title IV funds". They
• Private For-Profit • Public • Private For-Profit • Public

can collect this outsized share of Title• Private Non-Profit • Private Non-Profit • Foreign

IV dollars because they actively re
Source: Majority stajj" analysis of US. Department of Education data

cruit primarily low-income students.

" In 2009, the top 5 publicly traded schools by enrollment had revenues that consisted of the following percentages of Title IV dollars,

excluding the Stafford loan increases: School 1: 86 percent; School 2: 70 percent; School 4: 80 percent; School 5: 81 percent; School

6: 70 percent. If the Stafford loan increases were included the shares could be as high as 83 percent.

" The Ensuring Continued Access to Student Loans Act of 2008 increased the amount of Stafford loans to undergraduates by $2,000,

but allowed for-profit schools to exclude the increase from calculations of "the 90/10 rule" through mid 2011. The 90/10 rule pro

vides that in order to remain eligible for Title IV aid, for-profit schools must have revenue of less than 90 percent from Title IV.

" School I Q4 Earnings Conference Call, 10/27/09

" School 5 FY2009 annual filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

" Majority staff analysis of U.S. Department of Education data.



GROWING PROFITS

As these schools have increased their percentage of revenue from Federal student aid, for-profit education

companies have become increasingly profitable. The average operating profit in FY2005 among publicly

traded for-profit higher education companies was $127 million. The same number in FY2009 was $229

million, an increase of 81 percent."

For-profit schools have significant operating profit margins among companies listed on U.S. stock ex

changes. For FY2009, one company reported an operating profit of $489 million on revenues of $1.3 bil

lion, a 37 percent margin. By comparison, this margin was more than triple that of Raytheon, and double

that of Apple".

To satisfy shareholders, publicly traded Comparison of 2009 Operating Profits
schools must generate higher revenues

Cl
40%

37%
I

while keeping down costs, including 35%

teaching costs. They do this by raising Ql
O
o 30%

tuition and/or increasing the number of u 26%
0

enrolled students, which in turn will in 25%
I
tx 20%

crease the amount of federal student aid 20%
16% 16%

dollars flowing to the schools. With for m 15%
12% 12%

profit schools receiving more Title IV
10%

dollars every year, one area warranting tut
t

inquiry is how they spend this extra Fed 5%
et

eral money, whether the increased rev 0%

enue is used to bolster profits. School ¹4 Raytheon School ¹3 Apple P&G S c hool ¹1 School ¹6

Source: Company financial data; schools labeled by 2009 enrollment numbers; operating profits are equal
to revenues minus costs before taxes and depreciation.

SPENDING BY THE FOR-PROFIT SECTOR

Because Title IV aid is technically provided to students, the Federal government places no restrictions

on how revenue from Title IV student aid may be used by schools. There is no requirement that a school

devote any portion of Title IV dollars to education.

To recruit new students, some schools spend heavily on television advertisements, billboards, phone so

licitation, and web marketing. An analysis of the eight publicly traded schools that break out expense

categories shows that, on average, they spend 50.2 percent of costs on expenses classified as education, 31

percent on recruiting and marketing, and 15.7 percent on undefined administrative expenses."

" Company FY2005 annual filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission; Company FY2009 annual filings with the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission.

" School 6 FY2009 annual filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission; Raytheon FY2009 annual filing with the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission; Apple FY2009 annual filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

" School 1, School 4, School 5, School 8, School 9, School 10, School 11, School 12 FY2009 annual filings with the U.S. Securities and

Exchange Commission.



Among publicly t r aded f o r-prof
Spending by For-Profit Schools

it schools, spending on education

ranges from 32 percent to 63 percent

of costs." At e x c lusively on-line

schools, the percentage spent on edu 8.8%

cation is even lower.

• Education

Moreover, the amount that some for • Marketing and Recruiting

profit schools spend on educating • Administrative

students is shrinking. One school re
0%

duced spending on education from 48

percent of costs in 2004 to 40 percent

in 2009." A second school reduced

spending on education from 37 per
Source: Company financial data for eight publicly traded for-profit schools that disclose spending.

cent of costs in 2006 to 32 percent in

2009." A t l east one school spent moreon marketing and recruiting than on education, and another

spent ~ust one percent more on educa

Spending by Primarily Online Schools tion than marketing and recruiting."

At the same time numerous accounts

detail marketing and recruiting prac

tices that are sometimes overzealous

2.2% or misleading."

41.5' • Education For-profit schools' expenditures on
• Marking and Recruiting

marketing and recruitment relative to
• Administrative the spending on education raise ques

tions about whether sufficient resourc
6.3%

es are being devoted to ensuring that

students receive a quality education

Source: Companyfinancial data for four publicly tradedfor-profit schools that disclose spending and
that results in increased job opportuni

educate more than 98% of their students online. ties or higher income.

STUDENT OUTCOMES

Given the growing Federal investment in for-profit higher education, and considering their growing profit

ability, for-profit schools should be able to demonstrate significant positive outcomes for students. How

ever, while publicly available information offers some transparency as to the revenue and expenditures

" School 2, School 5 and School 8 FY2009 annual filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

" School 11FY2004 and FY2009 annual filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

" School 8 FY2009 annual filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

" School 8 and School 11 FY2009 annual filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

" See: National Association for College Admission Counseling, "Higher Education Act Fraud Alert," May 11, 2010.



of for-profit schools, it is more difficult to ascertain how students attending and graduating from these

schools are faring.

For-profit schools that receive Federal financial aid are required to report graduation rates to the U. S. De

partment of Education. By regulation, schools that advertise job placement rates as a means of attracting

students are required to make available to prospective students the most recent job placement and gradu

ation rates. However, there is wide variation in the quality of this information. All data is self-reported,

with no auditing mechanism in place to validate accuracy outside of the opaque accreditation process.

While for-profit schools report graduation rates (sometimes called "completion rates" to encompass cer

tificate programs) to the U. S. Department of Education, this data is self-reported and only captures first

time, full-time enrolled students. Considering the large number of for-profit college students who attend

part-time, or who have previous college experience, a very significant share of enrolled students fall out

side this reporting requirement.

With regard to job placement data, there is no agreed-upon definition of how placement in a relevant field

is calculated. For example, a restaurant dishwasher or even a janitor might be considered a "placement"

by a culinary school. Additionally, while for-profit schools must report placement to accrediting agencies,

the agencies are not required to disclose these standards or make placement data available to the public or

the U.S. Department of Education, and do not use consistent standards.

Over 500,000 Students Departed 4 Schools
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Source: School 1, School 4, School 5, School 6 FY 2009 annual filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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What scant information is available from company documents reveals a disturbing trend: large numbers

of students are departing for-profit schools each year. For the four schools that disclose detailed enroll

ment numbers, an estimate of the number of students graduating or dropping out each year can be calcu

lated by adding the number of new students to the number of continuing students and subtracting year-end

enrollment. However, there is no way to tell what portion of these students graduated, transferred or

dropped out.

Using this methodology, it appears that 540,820 out of a total enrollment of 589,505 left the four schools

in 2009. While an unknown number of these departing students completed degrees or certificates, it seems

likely that a significant portion also dropped out of the schools."

Three of the four schools enrolled more new students over the course of the year than the total number of

students at the beginning of the year. One school started the reporting period with 62,000 students, en

rolled 117,000 new students, but ended with just 86,000 students enrolled." Understanding what portion

of these students is succeeding or failing to complete their degrees is critical to assessing the value of the

Federal investment.

INCREASES IN DEBT AND DEFAULT

One way to evaluate whether students

at these schools are receiving an ad Student Debt by Sector and Program Type
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schools, and they enroll many low

income students who rely almost entirely on loans and Pell Grants to pay tuition. Average annual tuition at

a for-profit school was about $14,000 in 2009, while tuition at community college averaged about $2,500

'4 All four schools offer Associates and Bachelors degree programs. Three also offer shorter duration certificate programs.

" School 5 FY2009 annual filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

" College Board, How Much Are College Students Borrowing?" By Patricia Steele and Sandy Baum. http: //professionals.collegeboard.

corn/profdownload/cb-policy-brief-college-stu-borrowing-aug-2009.pdf; Project on Student Debt, "ouick Facts about Student Oebt,"

January 2010.



and averaged $7,000 for in-state students at four-year public colleges."

According to U. S. Department of Education data, 96 percent of for-profit students who graduated in

2008 took out student loans. Twenty-four percent of 2008 graduates took out Federal loans in excess of

$40,000." These rates are higher than at private non-profit or public schools.

One of the consequences of increased student borrowing is an increase in the number of defaults. The

available information on default rates paints a bleak picture. While macroeconomic conditions can

affect student loan default rates, persistent high default rates raise the question of whether students are

receiving educational value sufficient to allow them to afford the debt they incur. Students who cannot

pay their loans face punitive fees and higher interest rates. Moreover, in most cases, bankruptcy law

prohibits a student borrower from

discharging a student loan; the loan Higher Default Rates at For-Profit School

follows a borrower for the rest of his Schools Offering an A.A. Schools Offering a B.A.
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within three years of leaving school.

It divides students up by sector and the highest degree offered at their institution. The U. S. Department

of Education data clearly shows higher default rates for students who attend for-profit schools compared

with those attending public or non-profit schools.

Most of the data and analysis on student loan debt and defaults measure the borrowing and repayment

levels of students enrolled at least five years ago. For example, the most recent loan debt numbers for

graduates come from the 2007-8 National Postsecondary Student Aid Survey. Bachelor's degree recipi

ents measured in that study enrolled in 2004. Similarly, cohort default rates measure students who entered

repayment more than three years ago, but enrolled at least two years before that (in the case of A.A. re

cipients).

The consequence of this data lag is that key indicators of debt, default and government risk do little to pick

up rapid changes in student loan utilization by students or schools. In 2003-4 the U. S. Department of

" College Board, Trends in College Pricing 2009

" Source: College Board, "Who Borrows Most? Bachelor's Degree Recipients with High Levels of Student Debt." By Sandy Baum &.

Patricia Steele, http: //advocacy.collegeboard.org/sites/default/files/Trends-Who-Borrows-Most-Brief pdf; College Board, How Much
Are College Students Borrowing?" By Patricia Steele and Sandy Baum. http: //professionals.collegeboard.corn/profdownload/cb-poli

cy-brief-college-stu-borrowing-aug-2009.pdf



Education made $45 billion in Stafford Loans. Just six years later they made $63 billion in loans, a 40%

increase." How schools are packaging those loans, and how students are borrowing will have a significant

effect on the risk of the Federal government's investment in student loans.

The U. S. Department of Education's Inspector General raised questions about the accuracy of cohort

default rates to measure the full scope of student debt repayment. In particular, the Inspector General

was concerned that the short window (two years at the time, now three years) and the treatment of loan

forbearances and deferments obscured the amount of Federal dollars at risk. In a 2003 report, the Inspec

tor General recommended the U. S. Department of Education publish lifetime loan cohort default rates to
"better identify trends in cohorts' defaults after the two-year cohort period has ended."" Since the date of

that report, both student borrowing and student debt have soared but the public information available on

student loan performance has not substantially improved.

UNKNOWN INFORMATION

This report has identified numerous gaps in available data on for-profit colleges. Current publicly available

information is limited to data reported to the U. S. Department of Education and, for the fourteen publicly

traded schools, quarterly and annual financial filings made to the Securities and Exchange Commission.

As noted, what data is collected by the U. S. Department of Education has several serious limitations.

First, the U. S. Department of Education only tracks completion rates for first-time, full-time enrolled stu

dents, a metric that is not well-suited to the for-profit model where many students enter school with previ

ous college credit or attend part time. As a result, these outcomes measures fail to capture many for-profit

students and make it difficult to understand how many students are completing programs, transferring or

dropping out.

Second, job placement information is reported inconsistently and not subject to uniform standards. This

data is self-reported and there is no audit or verification procedure outside the confidential periodic ac

creditation review to ensure accuracy or public access to that information.

Third, many schools do not consistently publish tuition information, making it difficult for policymakers

or consumers to compare schools and track tuition increases.

Fourth, default rates that help to elucidate how students leaving for-profit schools are faring in the work

place are only tracked for three years, and do not fully capture students who default outside that period.

And because default data looks at a student population leaving school several years back, it may not ad

equately depict the current economic situation of recent graduates and dropouts, nor a significant shift in

student borrowing.

Finally, for privately held schools, no information is available about how they spend Title IV dollars.

Even for publicly traded schools, annual filings only provide a general understanding of how Title IV

" Department of Education. "Loan Volumes." http: //www2.ed.gov/about/overview/budget/studentloantables/09ffeldlnet-ay.pdf.

" Department of Education Inspector General. Audit to Determine if Cohort Default Rates Provide Sufficient Information on Defaults in

the Title IV Loan Programs. December 2003, page 2.
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dollars are divided between education, administration and marketing. As a result it is very difficult to

make a comprehensive assessment, particularly of privately held for-profit schools, based on publicly

available information.

This list begins to outline some of the significant gaps in data on for-profit colleges. Congress should seek

to fill those gaps to allow for an informed discussion and debate over the significant federal investment in

for-profit institutions.

CONCLUSION

The Federal government and taxpayers are making a large and rapidly growing investment in financial aid

to for-profit schools, with few tools in place to gauge how well that money is being spent. Available data

show that very few students enroll in for-profit schools without taking on debt, while a staggering num

ber of students are leaving the schools, presumably many without completing a degree or certificate. To

boost enrollment, some for-profit schools recruit large numbers of new students each year. In some cases,

schools enroll more students over the course of the year than were enrolled at the beginning of the year.

To ensure these enrollment increases, it is necessary for the schools to devote very large shares of Title IV

dollars and other Federal financial aid to marketing activities, not education.

These schools are increasingly relying on Federal financial aid dollars for revenue. When all Title IV, De

partment of Defense and Veteran's Administration funds are included, many of these schools are receiv

ing nearly all of their funds from Federal sources. While increasing their reliance on Federal dollars as a

source of revenue, for-profit schools are at best spending only slightly more than half of revenues actually

educating students, and in several cases are shrinking the amount spent on instruction. Yet these same

schools are reporting profit margins of 20 percent and higher to investors.

Students at for-profit schools are also taking on higher amounts of debt than their peers at public and non

profit schools. Nearly half of student loan borrowers who entered repayment in 2007 and defaulted by

2009 attended for-profit schools (44 percent), even though less than 10 percent of students attend these

schools."

The publicly available data, in tandem with mounting reports of questionable practices and poor student

outcome, yields a mixed portrait of the for-profit higher education sector that calls into question the tax

payers return on their multi-billion-dollar investment, and leaves many unanswered questions with regard

to whether a sufficient number of students receive an education that provides them with the knowledge

and skills they need to obtain jobs to repay their student debt.

SCOPE AND METHOD O L O G Y

This report is based largely on publicly available information from the U.S. Department of Education and the 10-k filings of

the 14 publicly traded companies that operate for-profit schools. It is not meant to suggest that any one company or school is

the focus of this report or that similar results would not be found among for-profit schools that are not publicly traded. In order

to avoid any suggestion that a particular school is a focus, whenever possible schools have not been identified by name, and

the largest schools have been averaged together to provide a more accurate cross-section of the industry. The Chairman will

provide further information underlying the charts and statistics in this report upon request.

" TICAS analysis of U.S. Department of Education three-year Cohort Default Rate data for FY2007
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EXHIBIT B

Alta Colleges, Inc. and

Subsidiaries
Consolidated Financial Statements
as of and for the Years Ended
September 30, 2005 and 2004 (Restated),
and Independent Auditors' Report



ALTA COLLEGES, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME

FOR I HE YEARS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 2005 AND 2004

(In Thousands)
2005 2004

As Restated

See Note 2
Revenue:

Tuition and fees $2 24,082 $1 61, 1 61
Books, tools, supplies, and other 15,112 11,528

Total 239,194 172,689

Operating Expenses:
Instructional 60,336 45,322

General and administrative 64,982 45,784

Recruiting 71,857 48,296
Royalties 1,395 1,256

Bad debt 17,456 9,915

Depreciation and amortization 8,055 6,777

Total 224,081 157,350

Operating Income Before Corporate Overhead 15,113 15,339

Corporate Overhead (includes depreciation expense of
$1,108 in 2005; $715 in 2004) 5,181 6,472

Operating Income 9,932 8,867

Other Income (Expense):

Interest expense (1,157) (912)
Other ~ 107 61

Total ~ 1,264 ~ 851

Income Before Provision For Income Taxes 8,668 8,016

Provision For Income Taxes:
Current 5,755 2,270
Deferred ~ 2,255 617

Total 3,500 2,887

Net Income $ 5,1 68 $ 5,129

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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Why GAO Did This Study What GAO Found

Enrollment in for-profit colleges Undercover tests at 15 for-profit colleges found that 4 colleges encouraged
has grown from about 365,000 fraudulent practices and that all 15 made deceptive or otherwise questionable
students to almost 1.8 million in the statements to GAO's undercover applicants. Four undercover applicants were
last several years. These colleges encouraged by college personnel to falsify their financial aid forms to qualify
offer degrees and certifications in for federal aid — for example, one admissions representative told an applicant
programs ranging from business

to fraudulently remove $250,000 in savings. Other college representatives
administration to cosmetology. In
2009, students at for-profit colleges

exaggerated undercover applicants' potential salary after graduation and

received more than $4 billion in failed to provide clear information about the college's program duration,

Pell Grants and more than $20 costs, or graduation rate despite federal regulations requiring them to do so.

billion in federal loans provided by For example, staff commonly told GAO's applicants they would attend classes

the Department of Education for 12 months a year, but stated the annual cost of attendance for 9 months of

(Education). GAO was asked to I) classes, misleading applicants about the total cost of tuition. Admissions staff
conduct undercover testing to used other deceptive practices, such as pressuring applicants to sign a
determine if for-profit colleges' contract for enrollment before allowing them to speak to a financial advisor
representatives engaged in about program cost and financing options. However, in some instances,
fraudulent, deceptive, or otherwise undercover applicants were provided accurate and helpful information by
questionable marketing practices,

colle e personnel, such as not to borrow more money than necessary.
and 2) compare the tuitions of the
for-profit colleges tested with those Fraudulent, Dece tive, and Otherwise Questionable Practices

of other colleges in the same De ree/certificate, location Sales and Marketin Practice

geographic region. Certificate Program Undercover applicant was encouraged by a college representative to

California change federal aid forms to falsely increase the number of
dependents in the household in order to qualify for grants.

To conduct this investigation, GAO Associate's Degree — Florida Undercover applicant was falsely told that the college was accredited
investigators posing as prospective by the same organization that accredits Harvard and the University

students applied for admissions at of Florida.

15 for-profit colleges in 6 states and Certificate Program Admissions representative said that barbers can earn up to
3150,000 to 3250,000 a year, an exceptional figure for the industry.

Washington, D.C.. The colleges Washington, D.C.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that 90 percent of barbers

were selected based on several make less than 343,000 a year.

factors, including those that the Certificate Program — Florida Admission representative told an undercover applicant that student

Department of Education reported loans were not like a car payment and that no one would "come
after" the applicant if she did not pay back her loans.

received 89 percent or more of

their revenue from federal student Source: GAO

aid. GAO also entered information In addition, GAO's four fictitious prospective students received numerous,
on four fictit ious prospective repetitive calls from for-profit colleges attempting to recruit the students
students into education search Web when they registered with Web sites designed to link for-profit colleges with
sites to determine what type of prospective students. Once registered, GAO's prospective students began
follow-up contact resulted from an

receiving calls within 5 minutes. One fictitious prospective student received
inquiry. GAO compared tuition for

more than 180 phone calls in a month. Calls were received at all hours of the
the 15 for-profit colleges tested
with tuition for the same programs day, as late as 11 p.m. To see video clips of undercover applications and to

at other colleges located in the hear voicemail messages from for-profit college recruiters, see

same geographic areas. Results of http: //www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-948T.

the undercover tests and tuition
comparisons cannot be projected Programs at the for-profit colleges GAO tested cost substantially more for
to all for-profit colleges. associate's degrees and certificates than comparable degrees and certificates

at public colleges nearby. A student interested in a massage therapy

View GAO-10-948T or key components. certificate costing $14,000 at a for-profit college was told that the program

For more information, contact Gregory Kutz at was a good value. However the same certificate from a local community
(202) 512-6722 or kutzg © gao.gov. college cost $520. Costs at private nonprofit colleges were more comparable

when similar degrees were offered.
United States Government Accountability Office



Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss our investigation into fraudulent,

deceptive, or otherwise questionable sales and marketing practices in the
for-profit college industry.' Across the nation, about 2,000 for-profit

colleges eligible to receive federal student aid offer certifications and

degrees in subjects such as business administration, medical billing,

psychology, and cosmetology. Enrollment in such colleges has grown far

faster than traditional higher-education institutions. The for-profit colleges

range from small, privately owned colleges to colleges owned and

operated by publicly traded corporations. Fourteen such corporations,

worth more than $26 billion as of July 2010,' have a total enrollment of 1.4

million students. With 443,000 students, one for-profit college is one of the

largest higher-education systems in the country e n r o l l ing only 20,000

students fewer than the State University of New York.

The Department of Education's Office of Federal Student Aid manages and

administers billions of dollars in student financial assistance programs

under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended. These

programs include, among others, the William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan

Program (Direct Loans), the Federal Pell Grant Program, and campus

based aid programs.' Grants do not have to be repaid by students, while

loans must be repaid whether or not a student completes a degree

program. Students may be eligible for "subsidized" loans or "unsubsidized"

loans. For unsubsidized loans, interest begins to accrue on the loan as

soon as the loan is taken out by the student (i.e. while attending classes).

'For-profit colleges are institutions of post-secondary education that are privately-owned or

owned by a publicly traded company and whose net earnings can benefit a shareholder or

individuaL In this report, we use the term "college" to refer to all of those institutions of
post-secondary education that are eligible for funds under Title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965, as amended. This term thus includes public and private nonprofit institutions,

proprietary or for-profit institutions, and post-secondary vocational institutions.

'826 billion is the aggregate market capitalization of the 14 publicly traded corporations on
July 14, 2010. In addition, there is a 15th company that operates for-profit colleges;
however, the parent company is involved in other industries; therefore, we are unable to
separate its market capitalization for only the for-profit college line of business, and its
value is not included in this calculation.

'The Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (FSEOG), Federal Work-Study

(FWS), and Federal Perkins Loan programs are called campus-based programs and are
administered directly by the financial aid office at each participating college. As of July I,
2010 new federal student loans that are not part of the campus-based programs will come
directly from the Department of Education under the Direct Loan program.

Page 1 GAO-10-948T



For subsidized loans, interest does not accrue while a student is in college.

Colleges received $105 billion in Title IV funding for the 2008-2009 school

year o f wh ich approximately 23 percent or $24 billion went to for-profit

colleges. Because of the billions of dollars in federal grants and loans

utilized by students attending for-profit colleges, you asked us to (I)

conduct undercover testing to determine if for-profit college

representatives engaged in fraudulent, deceptive, or otherwise

questionable marketing practices, and (2) compare the cost of attending
for-profit colleges tested with the cost of attending nonprofit colleges in

the same geographic region.

To determine whether for-profit college representatives engaged in

fraudulent, deceptive, or otherwise questionable sales and marketing

practices, we investigated a nonrepresentative selection of 15 for-profit

colleges located in Arizona, California, Florida, Illinois, Pennsylvania,

Texas, and Washington, D.C. We chose colleges based on several factors in

order to test for-profit colleges offering a variety of educational services

with varying corporate sizes and structures located across the country.

Factors included whether a college received 89 percent or more of total

revenue from federal student aid according to Department of Education

(Education) data or was located in a state that was among the top 10

recipients of Title IV funding. We also chose a mix of privately held or

publicly traded for-profit colleges. We reviewed Federal Trade

Commission (FTC) statutes and regulations regarding unfair and deceptive

marketing practices and Education statutes and regulations regarding

what information postsecondary colleges are required to provide to

students upon request and what constitutes substantial misrepresentation

of services. During our undercover tests we attempted to identify whether

colleges met these regulatory requirements, but we were not able to test

all regulatory requirements in all tests.

Using fictitious identities, we posed as potential students to meet with the

colleges' admissions and financial aid representatives and inquire about

certificate programs, associate's degrees, and bachelor's degrees.' We

inquired about one degree type and one major s uch as cosmetology,

m assage therapy, construction management, or elementary education a t

each college. We tested each college twice o nce posing as a prospective

student with an income low enough to qualify for federal grants and

'A certificate program allows a student to earn a college level credential in a particular field
without earning a degree.
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subsidized student loans, and once as a prospective student with higher

income and assets to qualify the student only for certain unsubsidized

loans.' Our undercover applicants were ineligible for other types of federal

postsecondary education assistance programs such as benefits available

under the Post-9/11 Veterans Educational Assistance Act of 2008

(commonly referred to as "the Post-9/11 G.I. Bill" ). We used fabricated

documentation, such as tax returns, created with publicly available

hardware, software and materials, and the Free Application for Federal

Student Aid (FAFSA) t h e form used by virtually all 2- and 4-year colleges,

universities, and career colleges for awarding federal student aid d u r i ng

our in-person meetings. In addition, using additional bogus identities,

investigators posing as four prospective students filled out forms on two

Web sites that ask questions about students' academic interests, match

them to colleges with relevant programs, and provide the students'

information to colleges or the colleges' outsourced calling center for

follow-up about enrollment. Two students expressed interest in a culinary

arts degree, and two other students expressed interest in a business

administration degree. We filled out information on two Web sites with

these fictitious prospective students' contact information and educational

interests in order to document the type and frequency of contact the

fictitious prospective students would receive. We then monitored the

phone calls and voicemails received.

To compare the cost of attending for-profit colleges with that of nonprofit

colleges, we used Education information to select public and private

nonprofit colleges located in the same geographic areas as the 15 for-profit

colleges we visited. We compared tuition rates for the same type of degree

or certificate between the for-profit and nonprofit colleges. For the 15 for

profit colleges we visited, we used information obtained from campus

representatives to determine tuition at these programs. For the nonprofit

colleges, we obtained information from their Web sites or, when not

available publicly, from campus representatives. Not all nonprofit colleges

offered similar degrees, specifically when comparing associate's degrees

and certificate programs. We cannot project the results of our undercover

tests or cost comparisons to other for-profit colleges.

'Regardless of income and assets, all eligible students attending a Title IV college are
eligible to receive unsubsidized federal loans. The maximum amount of the unsubsidized
loan ranges from $2,000 to 812,000 per year, depending on the student's grade level and on

whether the student is considered "dependent" or "independent" from his or her parents or

guardians.
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We plan to refer cases of school officials encouraging fraud and engaging

in deceptive practices to Education's Office of Inspector General, where

appropriate. Our investigative work, conducted from May 2010 through

July 2010, was performed in accordance with standards prescribed by the

Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency.

Background In recent years, the scale and scope of for-profit colleges have changed

considerably. Traditionally focused on certificate and programs ranging

from cosmetology to medical assistance and business administration, for

profit institutions have expanded their offerings to include bachelor' s,

master' s, and doctoral level programs. Both the certificate and degree

programs provide students with training for careers in a variety of fields.

Proponents of for-profit colleges argue that they offer certain flexibil it ies

that traditional universities cannot, such as, online courses, flexible

meeting times, and year-round courses. Moreover, for-profit colleges often

have open admissions policies to accept any student who applies.

Currently, according to Education about 2,000 for-profit colleges

participate in Title IV programs and in the 2008 — 2009 school year, for

profit colleges received approximately $24 billion in Title IV funds.

Students can only receive Title IV funds when they attend colleges

approved by Education to participate in the Title IV program.

Title IV Program E l i g ib i l i t y The Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended, provides that a variety of

Criteria institutions of higher education are eligible to participate in Title IV

programs, including:

• Public institutions I n s t i tut ions operated and funded by state or local

governments, which include state universities and community colleges.

• Private nonprofit institutions I n s t i tut ions owned and operated by

nonprofit organizations whose net earnings do not benefit any
shareholder or individual. These institutions are eligible for tax

deductible contributions in accordance with the Internal Revenue code

(26 U.S.C. g 501(c)(3)).

• For-profit institutions I n s t i tut ions that are privately owned or owned

by a publicly traded company and whose net earnings can benefit a
shareholder or individual.

Colleges must meet certain requirements to receive Title IV funds. While

full requirements differ depending on the type of college, most colleges are
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required to: be authorized or licensed by the state in which it is located to

provide higher education; provide at least one eligible program that

provides an associate's degree or higher, or provides training to students

for employment in a recognized occupation; and be accredited by an

accrediting agency recognized by the Secretary of Education. Moreover,

for-profit colleges must enter a "program participation agreement" with

Education that requires the school to derive not less than 10 percent of

revenues from sources other than Title IV funds and certain other federal

programs (known as the "90/10 Rule" ). Student eligibility for grants and

subsidized student loans is based on student financial need. In addition, in

order for a student to be eligible for Title IV funds, the college must ensure

that the student meets the following requirements, among others: has a

high school diploma, a General Education Development certification, or

passes an ability-to-benefit test approved by Education, or completes a

secondary school education in a home school setting recognized as such

under state law; is working toward a degree or certificate in an eligible

program; and is maintaining satisfactory academic progress once in

college.'

Defaults on Student Loans In August 2009, GAO reported that in the repayment period, students who

attended for-profit colleges were more likely to default on federal student

loans than were students from other colleges. ' When students do not

make payments on their federal loans and the loans are in default, the

federal government and taxpayers assume nearly all the risk and are left

with the costs. For example, in the Direct Loan program, the federal

government and taxpayers pick up 100 percent of the unpaid principal on

defaulted loans. In addition, students who default are also at risk of facing

a number of personal and financial burdens. For example, defaulted loans

will appear on the student's credit record, which may make it more

difficult to obtain an auto loan, mortgage, or credit card. Students will also

be ineligible for assistance under most federal loan programs and may not

receive any additional Title IV federal student aid until the loan is repaid in

full. Furthermore, Education can refer defaulted student loan debts to the

Department of Treasury to offset any federal or state income tax refunds

'GAO previously investigated certain schools' use of ability — to-benefit tests. For more
information, see GAO, PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS: Stronger Department of Education
Oversigltt Needed to Help Ertsure Only Eligible Students Receive Federal Student Aid,
GAO-09-600 (Washington, D.C.: August 17, 2009).

'GAO-09-600.
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due to the borrower to repay the defaulted loan. In addition, Education

may require employers who employ individuals who have defaulted on a

student loan to deduct 15 percent of the borrower's disposable pay toward

repayment of the debt. Garnishment may continue until the entire balance

of the outstanding loan is paid.

College Disclosure In order to be an educational institution that is eligible to receive Title IV

Requirements funds, Education statutes and regulations require that each institution

make certain information readily available upon request to enrolled and

prospective students.' Institutions may satisfy their disclosure

requirements by posting the information on their Internet Web sites.

Information to be provided includes: tuition, fees, and other estimated

costs; the institution's refund policy; the requirements and procedures for

withdrawing from the institution; a summary of the requirements for the

return of Title IV grant or loan assistance funds; the institution's

accreditation information; and the institution's completion or graduation

rate. If a college substantially misrepresents information to students, a fine

of no more than $25,000 may be imposed for each violation or

misrepresentation and their Title IV eligibility status may be suspended or

terminated.' In addition, the FTC prohibits "unfair methods of

competition" and "unfair or deceptive acts or practices" that affect

interstate commerce.

20 U.S.C. $ 1092 and 34 C.F.R. $ $ 668.41 —.49.

20 U.S.C. $ 1094 (c) (8) and 34 C.F.R. $$ 668.71 -.75. Additionally, Education has recently
proposed new regulations that would enhance its oversight of Title IV eligible institutions,
including provisions related to misrepresentation and aggressive recruiting practices. See
75 Fed. Reg. 84,806 (June 18, 2010).
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For-Profit Colleges Our covert testing at 15 for-profit colleges found that four colleges

encouraged fraudulent practices, such as encouraging students to submit

Encouraged Fraud false information about their financial status. In addition all 15 colleges

and Engaged in made some type of deceptive or otherwise questionable statement to

undercover applicants, such as misrepresenting the applicant's likely
Deceptive and salary after graduation and not providing clear information about the

Otherwise college's graduation rate. Other times our undercover applicants were

provided accurate or helpful information by campus admissions and

Questionable Sales financial aid representatives. Selected video clips of our undercover tests

and Marketing can be seen at http: //www.gao.gov/products/GAO-10-948T.

Practices

Fraudulent Practices Four of the 15 colleges we visited encouraged our undercover applicants

Encouraged by For-Profit to falsify their FAFSA in order to qualify for financial aid. A financial aid

Colleges officer at a privately owned college in Texas told our undercover applicant

not to report $250,000 in savings, stating that it was not the government's

business how much money the undercover applicant had in a bank

account. However, Education requires students to report such assets,

which along with income, are used to determine how much and what type

of financial aid for which a student is eligible. The admissions

representative at this same school encouraged the undercover applicant to

change the FAFSA to falsely add dependents in order to qualify for grants.

The admissions representative attempted to ease the undercover

applicant's concerns about committing fraud by stating that information

about the reported dependents, such as Social Security numbers, was not

required. An admissions representative at another college told our

undercover applicant that changing the FAFSA to indicate that he

supported three dependents instead of being a single-person household

might drop his income enough to qualify for a Pell Grant. In all four

situations when college representatives encouraged our undercover

applicants to commit fraud, the applicants indicated on their FAFSA, as

well as to the for-profit college staff, that they had just come into an

inheritance worth approximately $250,000. This inheritance was sufficient

to pay for the entire cost of the undercover applicant's tuition. However, in

all four cases, campus representatives encouraged the undercover

applicants to take out loans and assisted them in becoming eligible either

for grants or subsidized loans. It was unclear what incentive these colleges

had to encourage our undercover applicants to fraudulently fill out

financial aid forms given the applicants' ability to pay for college. The

following table provides more details on the four colleges involved in

encouraging fraudulent activity.
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Table 1: Fraudulent Actions Encouraged by For-Profit Colleges

Certification
Sought and Type of

Location Course of Study Co l lege Fraudulent Behavior Encouraged

CA Certificate Less than 2- • Undercover applicant was encouraged by a financial aid representative to
Computer Aided year, privately change the FAFSA to falsely increase the number of dependents in the
Drafting owned household in order to qualify for Pell Grants.

The representative told the undercover applicant that by the time the college
would be required by Education to verify any information about the applicant, the
applicant would have already graduated from the 7-month program.

This undercover applicant indicated to the financial aid representative that he
had $250,000 in the bank, and was therefore capable of paying the program's
$15,000 cost. The fraud would have made the applicant eligible for grants and
subsidized loans.

FL Associate's Degree 2-year, Financial aid representative suggested to the undercover applicant that he not
- Radiologic privately report $250,000 in savings reported on the FAFSA. The representative told the
Technology owned applicant to come back once the fraudulent financial information changes had

been processed.

This change would not have made the applicant eligible for grants because his
income would have been too high, but it would have made him eligible for loans
subsidized by the government. However, this undercover applicant indicated that
he had $250,000 in savings — more than enough to pay for the program's
$39,000 costs.

PA Certificate - Web Less than 2- • Financial aid representative told the undercover applicant that he should have
Page Design year, privately answered "zero" when asked about money he had in savings — the applicant had

owned reported a $250,000 inheritance.

The financial aid representative told the undercover applicant that she would
"correct" his FAFSA form by reducing the reported assets to zero. She later
confirmed by email and voicemail that she had made the change.

This change would not have made the applicant eligible for grants, but it would
have made him eligible for loans subsidized by the government. However, this
applicant indicated that he had about $250,000 in savings — more than enough to
pay for the program's $21,000 costs.

TX Bachelor's Degree 4-year, Admissions representative encouraged applicant to change the FAFSA to falsely
- Construction priva te ly add dependents in order to qualify for Pell Grants.
Management owned Admissions representative assured the undercover applicant that he did not have

to identify anything about the dependents, such as their Social Security numbers,
nor did he have to prove to the college with a tax return that he had previously
claimed them as dependents.

Financial aid representative told the undercover applicant that he should not
report the $250,000 in cash he had in savings.

This applicant indicated to the financial aid representative that he had $250,000
in the bank, and was therefore capable of paying the program's $68,000 cost.
The fraud would have made the undercover applicant eligible for more than
$2,000 in grants per year.

Source: GAO.
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Deceptive or Questionable Admissions or financial aid representatives at all 15 for-profit colleges

Statements provided our undercover applicants with deceptive or otherwise

questionable statements. These deceptive and questionable statements

included information about the college's accreditation, graduation rates

and its student's prospective employment and salary qualifications,

duration and cost of the program, or financial aid. Representatives at

schools also employed hard-sell sales and marketing techniques to

encourage students to enroll.

Accreditation Information Admissions representatives at four colleges either misidentified or failed

to identify their colleges' accrediting organizations. While all the for-profit

colleges we visited were accredited according to information available

from Education, federal regulations state that institutions may not provide

students with false, erroneous, or misleading statements concerning the

particular type, specific source, or the nature and extent of its

accreditation. Examples include:

• A representative at a college in Florida owned by a publicly traded
company told an undercover applicant that the college was accredited

by the same organization that accredits Harvard and the University of
Florida when in fact it was not. The representative told the undercover

applicant: "It's the top accrediting agency H a rvard, University of
Florida t hey all use that accrediting agency....All schools are the

same; you never read the papers from the schools."

• A representative of a small beauty college in Washington, D.C. told an
undercover applicant that the college was accredited by "an agency

affiliated with the government," but did not specifically name the
accrediting body. Federal and state government agencies do not

accredit educational institutions.

• A representative of a college in California owned by a private
corporation told an undercover applicant that this college was the only

one to receive its accrediting organization's "School of Excellence"
award. The accrediting organization's Web site listed 35 colleges as

having received that award.

Graduation Rate, Employment Representatives from 13 colleges gave our applicants deceptive or

and Expected Salaries otherwise questionable information about graduation rates, guaranteed

applicants jobs upon graduation, or exaggerated likely earnings. Federal

statutes and regulations require that colleges disclose the graduation rate

to applicants upon request, although this requirement can be satisfied by

posting the information on their Web site. Representatives at 13 colleges
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did not provide applicants with accurate or complete information about

graduation rates. Of these thirteen, four provided graduation rate

information in some form on their Web site, although it required a

considerable amount of searching to locate the information. Nine schools

did not provide graduation rates either during our in person visit or on

their Web sites. For example, when asked for the graduation rate, a

representative at a college in Arizona owned by a publicly traded company

said that last year 90 students graduated, but did not disclose the actual

graduation rate. When our undercover applicant asked about graduation

rates at a college in Pennsylvania owned by a publicly traded company, he

was told that if all work was completed, then the applicant should

successfully complete the program a gain the representative failed to

disclose the college's graduation rate when asked. However, because

graduation rate information was available at both these colleges' Web

sites, the colleges were in compliance with Education regulations.

In addition, according to federal regulations, a college may not

misrepresent the employability of its graduates, including the college's

ability to secure its graduates employment. However, representatives at

two colleges told our undercover applicants that they were guaranteed or

virtually guaranteed employment upon completion of the program. At five

colleges, our undercover applicants were given potentially deceptive

information about prospective salaries. Examples of deceptive or

otherwise questionable information told to our undercover applicants

included:

• A college owned by a publicly traded company told our applicant that,
after completing an associate's degree in criminal justice, he could try

to go work for the Federal Bureau of Investigation or the Central
Intelligence Agency. While other careers within those agencies may be

possible, positions as a FBI Special Agent or CIA Clandestine Officer,
require a bachelor's degree at a minimum.

• A small beauty college told our applicant that barbers can earn

$150,000 to $250,000 a year. While this may be true in exceptional
circumstances, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reports that 90

percent of barbers make less than $43,000 a year.

• A college owned by a publicly traded company told our applicant that
instead of obtaining a criminal justice associate's degree, she should

consider a medical assisting certificate and that after only 9 months of
college, she could earn up to $68,000 a year. A salary this high would be
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extremely unusual; 90 percent of all people working in this field make
less than $40,000 a year, according to the BLS.

Program Duration and Cost Representatives from nine colleges gave our undercover applicants

deceptive or otherwise questionable information about the duration or

cost of their colleges' programs. According to federal regulations, a college

may not substantially misrepresent the total cost of an academic program.

Representatives at these colleges used two different methods to calculate

program duration and cost of attendance. Colleges described the duration

of the program as if students would attend classes for 12 months per year,

but reported the annual cost of attendance for only 9 months of classes

per year. This disguises the program's total cost. Examples include:

• A representative at one college said it would take 3.5 — 4 years to obtain
a bachelor's degree by taking classes year round, but quoted the

applicant an annual cost for attending classes for 9 months of the year.
She did not explain that attending classes for only 9 months out of the

year would require an additional year to complete the program. If the
applicant did complete the degree in 4 years, the annual cost would be

higher than quoted to reflect the extra class time required per year.

• At another college, the representative quoted our undercover applicant
an annual cost of around $12,000 per year and said it would take 2

years to graduate without breaks, but when asked about the total cost,
the representative told our undercover applicant it would cost $30,000

to complete the program e qu ivalent to more than two and a half years
of the previously quoted amount. If the undercover applicant had not

inquired about the total cost of the program, she would have been led
to believe that the total cost to obtain the associate's degree would

have been $24,000.

Financial Aid Eleven colleges denied undercover applicants access to their financial aid

eligibility or provided questionable financial advice. According to federal

statutes and regulations, colleges must make information on financial
assistance programs available to all current and prospective students.

• Six colleges in four states told our undercover applicants that they

could not speak with financial aid representatives or find out what

grants and loans they were eligible to receive until they completed the
college's enrollment forms agreeing to become a student and paid a
small application fee to enroll.
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• A representative at one college in Florida owned by a publicly traded
company advised our undercover applicant not to concern himself with

loan repayment because his future salary h e was assured w o u ld be
sufficient to repay loans.

• A representative at one college in Florida owned by a private company

told our undercover applicant that student loans were not like car
loans because "no one will come after you if you don't pay." In reality,

students who cannot pay their loans face fees, may damage their credit,
have difficulty taking out future loans, and in most cases, bankruptcy

law prohibits a student borrower from discharging a student loan.

• A representative at a college owned by a publicly traded corporation
told our undercover applicant that she should take out the maximum

amount of federal loans she could, even if she did not need all the
money. She told the applicant she should put the extra money in a high

interest savings account. While subsidized loans do not accrue interest
while a student is in college, unsubsidized loans do accrue interest. The

representative did not disclose this distinction to the applicant when
explaining that she should put the money in a savings account.

Other Sales and Marketing Six colleges engaged in other questionable sales and marketing tactics

Tactics such as employing hard-sell sales and marketing techniques and requiring

enrolled students to pay monthly installments to the college during their

education.

• At one Florida college owned by a publicly traded company, a
representative told our undercover applicant she needed to answer 18

questions correctly on a 50 question test to be accepted to the college.
The test proctor sat with her in the room and coached her during the

test.

• At two other colleges, our undercover applicants were allowed 20
minutes to complete a 12-minute test or took the test twice to get a

higher score.

• At the same Florida college, multiple representatives used high

pressure marketing techniques, becoming argumentative, and scolding
our undercover applicants for refusing to enroll before speaking with

financial aid.

• A representative at this Florida college encouraged our undercover

applicant to sign an enrollment agreement while assuring her that the
contract was not legally binding.
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• A representative at another college in Florida owned by a publicly
traded company said that he personally had taken out over $85,000 in

loans to pay for his degree, but he told our undercover applicant that
he probably would not pay it back because he had a "tomorrow's never

promised" philosophy.

• Three colleges required undercover applicants to make $20 — $150

monthly payments once enrolled, despite the fact that students are

typically not required to repay loans until after the student finishes or
drops out of the program. These colleges gave different reasons for

why students were required to make these payments and were
sometimes unclear exactly what these payments were for. At one

college, the applicant would have been eligible for enough grants and
loans to cover the annual cost of tuition, but was told that she needed

to make progress payments toward the cost of the degree separate

from the money she would receive from loans and grants. A

representative from this college told the undercover applicant that the
federal government's "90/10 Rule" required the applicant to make these

payments. However, the "90/10 Rule" does not place any requirements
on students, only on the college.

• At two colleges, our undercover applicants were told that if they

recruited other students, they could earn rewards, such as an MP3

player or a gift card to a local store."

Accurate and Helpful In some instances our undercover applicants were provided accurate or

Information Provided helpful information by campus admissions and financial aid

representatives. In line with federal regulations, undercover applicants at

several colleges were provided accurate information about the

transferability of credits to other postsecondary institutions, for example:

"Depending on the value of the gift, such a transaction may be allowed under current law.

Federal statute requires that a college's program participation agreement with Education
include a provision that the college will not provide any commission, bonus, or other
incentive payment based directly or indirectly on success in securing enrollments or
financial aid to any persons or entities engaged in any student recruiting or admission
activities. However, Education's regulations have identified 12 types of payment and
compensation plans that do not violate this statutory prohibition, referred to as "safe
harbors". Under one of these exceptions, schools are allowed to provide "token gifts"

valued under $100 to a student provided the gift is not in the form of money and no more
than one gift is provided annually to an individual. However, on June 18, 2010 the
Department of Education issued a notice of proposed rulemaking that would, among other
things, eliminate these 12 safe harbors and restore the full prohibition.
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• A representative at a college owned by a publicly traded company in
Pennsylvania told our applicant that with regard to the transfer of

credits, "different schools treat it differently; you have to roll the dice
and hope it transfers."

• A representative at a privately owned for-profit college in Washington,

D.C. told our undercover applicant that the transfer of credits depends
on the college the applicant wanted to transfer to.

Some financial aid counselors cautioned undercover applicants not to take

out more loans than necessary or provided accurate information about

what the applicant was required to report on his FAFSA, for example:

• One financial aid counselor at a privately owned college in Washington
D.C. told an applicant that because the money had to be paid back, the

applicant should be cautious about taking out more debt than
necessary.

• A financial aid counselor at a college in Arizona owned by a publicly

traded company had the undercover applicant call the FAFSA help line
to have him ask whether he was required to report his $250,000

inheritance. When the FAFSA help line representative told the
undercover applicant that it had to be reported, the college financial

aid representative did not encourage the applicant not to report the
money.

In addition, some admissions or career placement staff gave undercover

applicants reasonable information about prospective salaries and potential

for employment, for example:

• Several undercover applicants were provided salary information

obtained from the BLS or were encouraged to research salaries in their

prospective fields using the BLS Web site.

• A career services representative at a privately owned for-profit college
in Pennsylvania told an applicant that as an entry level graphic

designer, he could expect to earn $10 — $15 per hour. According to the
BLS only 25 percent of graphic designers earn less than $15 per hour in

Pennsylvania.

Web Site Inquiries Result Some Web sites that claim to match students with colleges are in reality

in Hundreds of Calls lead generators used by many for-profit colleges to market to prospective

students. Though such Web sites may be useful for students searching for

schools in some cases, our undercover tests involving four fictitious
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prospective students led to a flood of calls a b out f ive a day. Four of our

prospective students filled out forms on two Web sites, which ask

questions about students' interests, match them to for-profit colleges with

relevant programs, and provide the students' information to the

appropriate college or the college's outsourced calling center for follow-up

about enrollment. Two fictitious prospective students expressed interest

in a culinary arts certificate, one on Web site A and one on Web site B.

Two other prospective students expressed interest in a bachelor's in

business administration degree, one on each Web site.

Within minutes of filling out forms, three prospective students received

numerous phone calls from colleges. One fictitious prospective student

received a phone call about enrollment within 5 minutes of registering and

another 5 phone calls within the hour. Another prospective student

received 2 phone calls separated only by seconds within the first 5 minutes

of registering and another 3 phone calls within the hour. Within a month of

using the Web sites, one student interested in business management

received 182 phone calls and another student also interested in business

management received 179 phone calls. The two students interested in

culinary arts programs received fewer calls on e student received only a

handful, while the other received 72. In total, the four students received

436 phone calls in the first 30 days after using the Web sites. Of these, only

six calls a l l f rom the same college c ame from a public college." The

table below provides information about the calls these students received

within the first 30 days of registering at the Web site.

"Of the 436 calls, not all resulted in a voice message in which a representative identified the
school he or she was calling from. For those callers who did not leave a message, GAO

attempted to trace the destination of the caller. In some cases GAO was not able to identify
who placed the call to the student.
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Table 2: Telephone Calls Received as a Result of Web site Inquiries

Web Site Number of Calls Most C al ls Total Number of
Student's Student Received Within 24 R e ceived in One Calls Received in

Student Location Used Degree Hours of Registering Day' a Month

1 GA A Business Administration 21 19 179

2 CA B Business Administration 24 18 182

3 MD A Culinary Arts 5 8 72

4 NV B Culinary Arts 2 1 3

Source: GAO

'This number is based on the number of calls received within the first month of registering but does
not include the first 24 hours.

Tuition at For-Profit During the course of our undercover applications, some college

representatives told our applicants that their programs were a good value.
Colleges Is For example, a representative of a privately owned for-profit college in

Sometimes Higher California told our undercover applicant that the $14,495 cost of tuition for

a computer-aided drafting certificate was "really low." A representative at
Than Tuition at a for-profit college in Florida owned by a publicly traded company told our

Nearby Public and undercover applicant that the cost of their associate's degree in criminal

justice was definitely "worth the investment". However, based on
Private Nonprofit information we obtained from for-profit colleges we tested, and public and

Colleges private nonprofit colleges in the same geographic region, we found that

most certificate or associate's degree programs at the for-profit colleges

we tested cost more than similar degrees at public or private nonprofit

colleges. We found that bachelor's degrees obtained at the for-profit

colleges we tested frequently cost more than similar degrees at public

colleges in the area; however, bachelor's degrees obtained at private

nonprofit colleges nearby are often more expensive than at the for-profit

colleges.

We compared the cost of tuition at the 15 for-profit colleges we visited,

with public and private non-profit colleges located in the same geographic

area as the for-profit college. We found that tuition in 14 out of 15 cases,

regardless of degree, was more expensive at the for-profit college than at

the closest public colleges. For 6 of the 15 for-profit colleges tested, we

could not find a private nonprofit college located within 250 miles that

offered a similar degree. For 1 of the 15, representatives from the private

nonprofit college were unwilling to disclose their tuition rates when we

inquired. At eight of the private nonprofit colleges for which we were able

to obtain tuition information on a comparable degree, four of the for-profit

colleges were more expensive than the private nonprofit college. In the
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other four cases, the private nonprofit college was more expensive than

the for-profit college.

We found that tuition for certificates at for-profit colleges were often

significantly more expensive than at a nearby public college. For example,

our undercover applicant would have paid $13,945 for a certificate in

computer aided drafting program a cer t i f ication for a 7-month program

obtained by those interested in computer-aided drafting, architecture, and

engineering a t the for-profit college we visited. To obtain a certificate in

computed-aided drafting at a nearby public college would have cost a

student $520. However, for two of the five colleges we visited with

certificate programs, we could not locate a private nonprofit college

within a 250 mile radius and another one of them would not disclose its

tuition rate to us. We were able to determine that in Illinois, a student

would spend $11,995 on a medical assisting certificate at a for-profit

college, $9,307 on the same certificate at the closest private nonprofit

college, and $3,990 at the closest public college. We were also able to

determine that in Pennsylvania, a student would spend $21,250 on a

certificate in Web page design at a for-profit college, $4,750 on the same

certificate at the closest private nonprofit college, and $2,037 at the closest

public college.

We also found that for the five associate's degrees we were interested in,

tuition at a for-profit college was significantly more than tuition at the

closest public college. On average, for the five colleges we visited, it cost

between 6 and 13 times more to attend the for-profit college to obtain an

associate's degree than a public college. For example, in Texas, our

undercover applicant was interested in an associate's degree in respiratory

therapy which would have cost $38,995 in tuition at the for-profit college

and $2,952 at the closest public college. For three of the associate's

degrees we were interested in, there was not private nonprofit college

located within 250 miles of the for-profit we visited. We found that in

Florida the associate's degree in Criminal Justice that would have cost a

student $4,448 at a public college, would have cost the student $26,936 at a
for-profit college or $27,600 at a private nonprofit college r o ughly the

same amount. In Texas, the associate's degree in Business Administration

would have cost a student $2,870 at a public college, $32,665 at the for

profit college we visited, and $28,830 at the closest private nonprofit

college.

We found that with respect to the bachelor's degrees we were interested

in, four out of five times, the degree was more expensive to obtain at the
for-profit college than the public college. For example in Washington, D.C.,
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the bachelor's degree in Management Information Systems would have

cost $53,400 at the for-profit college, and $51,544 at the closest public

college. The same bachelor's degree would have cost $144,720 at the

closest private nonprofit college. For one bachelor's degree, there was no

private nonprofit college offering the degree within a 250 mile radius.

Three of the four private nonprofit colleges were more expensive than

their for-profit counterparts.

Table 3: Program Total Tuition Rates

For-Profit Public College Priv ate Nonprofit College
Degree Location Coll ege Tuition Tuition Tuition

Certificate — Computer-aided drafting CA $13,945 $520 Coll ege would not disclose

Certificate — Massage Therapy CA $14,487 $520 No c o l lege within 250 miles

Certificate — Cosmetology DC $11,500 $9,375 No c o l lege within 250 miles

Certificate — Medical Assistant IL $11,995 $3,990 $9,307

Certificate — Web Page Design PA $21,250 $2,037 $4,750

Associate's — Paralegal AZ $30,048 $4,544 No c o l lege within 250 miles

Associate's — Radiation Therapy FL $38,690 $5,621 No c o l lege within 250 miles

Associate's — Criminal Justice FL $26,936 $4,448 $27,600

Associate's — Business Administration TX $32,665 $2,870 $28,830

Associate's — Respiratory Therapist TX $38,995 $2,952 No c o l lege within 250 miles

Bachelor's — Management Information Systems DC $53,400 $51,544 $144,720

Bachelor's — Elementary Education AZ $46,200 $31,17 6 $28,160

Bachelor's — Psychology IL $61,200 $36,536 $66,960

Bachelor's — Business Administration PA $49,200 $49,292 $124,696

Bachelor's — Construction Management TX $65,338 $25,288 No c o l lege within 250 miles

Source: Information obtained from for-profit colleges admissions employees and nonprofit college web sites or employees.

Note: These costs do not include books or supplies, unless the college gave the undercover applicant
a flat rate to attend the for-profit college, which was inclusive of books, in which case we were not
able to separate the cost of books and supplies.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be pleased to answer

any questions that you or other members of the committee may have at

this time.

Contacts and For additional information about this testimony, please contact Gregory D.

Kutz at (202) 512-6722 or kutzg®gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of

Acknowledgments Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page

of this statement.
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Appendix I: Detailed Results of Undercover
Tests

The following table provides details on each of the 15 for-profit colleges

visited by undercover applicants. We visited each school twice, posing

once as an applicant who was eligible to receive both grants and loans

(Scenario 1), and once as an applicant with a salary and savings that

would qualify the undercover applicant only for unsubsidized loans

(Scenario 2).

College Students
information Students rec e iving
and degree receiving fed e ral Graduation Encouragement of fraud, and engagement in deceptive, or
sought Pell Grants' loans' rate' otherwise questionable behavior

27% 39% 15'/ Scenario 1

• Adm i ssions representative compares the college to the University

AZ - 4-year, of Arizona and Arizona State University.

owned by • Adm i ssions representative did not disclose the graduation rate
publicly traded after being directly asked. He provided information on how many
company students graduated. This information was available on the

college's Web site; however, it required significant effort to find the
college's graduation rate, and the college did not provide separate

Bachelor's
graduation rates for its multiple campuses nationwide.

Education
• Adm i ssions representative says that he does not know the job

placement rate because a lot of students moved out of the area.

• Adm i ssions representative encourages undercover applicant to
continue on with a master's degree after finishing with the
bachelor' s, explaining that some countries pay teachers more than
they do doctors and lawyers.

Scenario 2

• Adm i ssions representative said the bachelor's degree would take
a maximum of 4 years to complete, but she provided a 1-year cost
estimate equal to 1/5 of the required credit hours.

• Acc o rding to the admissions representative the undercover
applicant was qualified for $9,500 in student loans, and the
representative said that the applicant should take out the full
amount even though the applicant stated that he had $250,000 in
savings. Admissions representative told the undercover applicant
that the graduation rate is 20 percent. Education reports that it is
15 percent.
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College Students
information Students rec e iving
and degree receiving fed e ral Graduation Encouragement of fraud, and engagement in deceptive, or
sought Pell Grants' loans' rate' otherwise questionable behavior

57% 83% Not reported Sce n ario 2

• Fin a ncial aid representative estimated federal aid eligibility without

AZ - 4-year, the undercover applicant's reported $250,000 in savings to see if

owned by applicant qualified for more financial aid. The representative

publicly traded informed the applicant he was ineligible for any grants.

company Admissions representative misrepresented the length of the
program by telling the undercover applicant that the 96 credit hour
program would take 2 years to complete. However, she only

Associate's
provided the applicant a first year cost estimate for 36 credit hours.

Degree At this rate it would take more than 2.5 years to complete
Paralegal

94% 96% 84% Scenario 1

The admissions representative told the undercover applicant that if

CA — less than she failed to pass the college's required assessment test, she can

2-year, privately continue to take different tests until she passes.

owned The admissions representative did not tell the graduation rate
when asked directly. Instead, she stated many students have
graduated from the program recently. The college's Web site also

Certificate did not provide the graduation rate.
Computer Aided
Drafting Undercover applicant was required to take a 12-minute admittance

test but was given over 20 minutes because the test proctor was
not monitoring the student.

Scenario 2

Undercover applicant was encouraged by a financial aid
representative to change the FAFSA to falsely increase the
number of dependents in the household in order to qualify for a
Pell Grant.

The financial aid representative was aware of the undercover
applicant's inheritance and suggested he take out the maximum in
student loans.

The career representative told the undercover applicant that
getting a job is a "piece of cake" and then told the applicant that
she has graduates making $120,000 - $130,000 a year. This is
likely the exception; according to the BLS 90 percent of
architectural and civil drafters make less than $70,000 per year.
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College Students
information Students rec e iving
and degree receiving fed e ral Graduation Encouragement of fraud, and engagement in deceptive, or
sought Pell Grants' loans' rate' otherwise questionable behavior

73% 83% 66% Scenario 1

• The f inancial aid representative would not discuss the undercover

CA - 2-year, applicant's eligibility for grants and loans and required the

owned by applicant to return on another day.

publicly traded Scenario 2
company • Undercover applicant was told that he could earn up to $100 an

hour as a massage therapist. While this may be possible,

Certificate according to the BLS, 90 percent of all massage therapists in

Massage California make less than $34 per hour.

Therapy

34% 66% 71% Scenario 1

• Adm i ssions representative explains to the undercover applicant

DC - 4-year, that although community college might be a less expensive place

privately owned to get a degree, community colleges make students spend money
on classes that they do not need for their career. However, this
school also requires students to take at least 36 credit hours of

Bachelor' s non-business general education courses.
Degree • Adm i ssions representative did not disclose the graduation rate
Business after being directly asked. He told the undercover applicant that it
Information is a "good" graduation rate. The college's Web site also did not
Systems provide the graduation rate.

• Adm i ssions representative encouraged the undercover applicant
to enroll by asking her to envision graduation day. He stated, "Let
me ask you this, if you could walk across the stage in a black cap
and gown. And walk with the rest of the graduating class and take
a degree from the president's hand, how would that make you
feel?"

Scenario 2

• Adm i ssions representative said the bachelor's degree would take
3.5 to 4 years to complete, but he provided a one-year cost
estimate equal to 1/5 of the required credit hours.

• Adm i ssions representative required the undercover applicant to
apply to the college before he could talk to someone in financial
aid.

• Adm i ssions representative told the undercover applicant that
almost all of the graduates get jobs.

• Fly e r provided to undercover applicant stated that the average
income for business management professionals in 2004 was
$77,000-$118,000. When asked more directly about likely starting
salaries, the admissions representative said that it was between
$40,000 and $50,000.
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College Students
information Students rec e iving
and degree receiving fed e ral Graduation Encouragement of fraud, and engagement in deceptive, or
sought Pell Grants' loans' rate' otherwise questionable behavior

74% 74% Not reported Scenario 1

• Adm i ssions representative told the undercover applicant that the

DC — less than college was accredited by "an agency affiliated with the

2-year, Privately government," but did not specifically name the accrediting body.

owned • Adm i ssions representative told the undercover applicant that all
graduates get jobs. He stated that the president of the college
would employee students in his local salons if they did not find

Certificate work elsewhere.
Cosmetology,
Barber Scenario 2

• Adm i ssions representative told our undercover applicant that
barbers can earn $150,000 to $250,000 a year, though that would
be extremely unusual. The BLS reports that 90 percent of barbers
make less than $43,000 a year. In Washington, D.C., 90 percent
of barbers make less than $17,000 per year. He said, "The money
you can make, the potential is astronomical."

86% 92% 78% Scenario 1

• Adm i ssions representative did not provide the graduation rate

FL - 2-year, when directly asked, but said it is "very high." The college's Web

privately owned site also did not provide the graduation rate.

• Adm i ssions officer was vague about graduation rate. She told
undercover applicant that the last class had 16 people graduate,

Associate's but did not say how many started.
Degree
Radiologic • Adm i ssions representative told our prospective undercover

Therapy applicant that student loans were not like car loans because "no
one will come after you if you don't pay." In reality, students who
cannot pay their loans face fees, may damage their credit, have
difficulty taking out future loans, and in most cases, bankruptcy
law prohibits a student borrower from discharging a student loan.

Scenario 2

• Fin a ncial aid representative suggested to the undercover applicant
that he not report $250,000 in savings reported on the FAFSA.
The representative told the applicant to come back once the
fraudulent financial information changes had been processed.

• Thi s change would not have made the undercover applicant
eligible for grants because his income would have been too high,
but it would have made him eligible for loans subsidized by the
government.
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College Students
information Students rec e iving
and degree receiving fed e ral Graduation Encouragement of fraud, and engagement in deceptive, or
sought Pell Grants' loans' rate' otherwise questionable behavior

Not Not Not Reported Scenario 1
Reported Reported • Adm i ssions representative falsely stated that the college was

FL - 2-year, accredited by the same agency that accredits Harvard and the

owned by University of Florida.

publicly traded A test proctor sat in the test taking room with the undercover
company applicant and coached her during the test.

The undercover applicant was not allowed to speak to a financial

Associate's aid representative until she enrolled in the college.

Degree Applicant had to sign agreement saying she would pay $50 per
Criminal Justice month toward her education while enrolled in college.

On paying back loans, the representative said, "You gotta look at
it...l owe $85,000 to the University of Florida. Will I pay it back?
Probably not... I look at life as tomorrow's never
promised....Education is an investment, you' re going to get paid
back ten-fold, no matter what."

Admissions representative suggested undercover applicant switch
from criminal justice to the medical assistant certificate, where she
could make up to $68,000 per year. While this may be possible,
BLS reports 90% of medical assistants make less than $40,000
per year.

Scenario 2

When the applicant asked about financial aid, the 2
representatives would not answer but debated with him about his
commitment level for the next 30 minutes.

The representative first told the undercover applicant the program
would take 18 months to complete. He later said it would take 2
years to complete. He said that student loans would absolutely
cover all costs in this 2-year program. However, to pay for the
program, the undercover applicant would need to 1) acquire
federal student loans for 3 years, or 2) acquire private loans or pay
some out of pocket to complete the program in less than 3 years.

The representative said paying back loans should not be a
concern because once he had his new job, repayment would not

be an issue.

The representatives used hard-sell marketing techniques; they
became argumentative, called applicant afraid, and scolded
applicant for not wanting to take out loans.
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College Students
information Students rec e iving
and degree receiving fed e ral Graduation Encouragement of fraud, and engagement in deceptive, or
sought Pell Grants' loans' rate' otherwise questionable behavior

83% 80'/ 70% Scenario 2

• Adm i ssions representative initially provided misleading information

IL - 2-year, to the undercover applicant about the transferability of the credit.

privately owned First she told the applicant that the credits will transfer. Later, she
correctly told the applicantthat it depends on the college and what
classes have been taken.

Certificate
Medical
Assistant

10 Not reported Not Not reported Scenario 1
reported • Adm i ssions representative said the bachelor's degree would take

IL - 4-year, 3.5-4 years to complete, but only provided an annual cost estimate

privately owned for 1/5 of the program.

Scenario 2

Bachelor' s • Whe n the undercover applicant asked about the qualification of

Degree the professors, the only information provided about the

Psychology qualifications of the professors is that they have professional
experience.

• Adm i ssions representative did not provide the graduation rate
when directly asked. Instead she said "not everyone graduates".

47% 58% 9% Scenario 1

• Adm i ssions representative told the undercover applicant that she

PA - 4-year, should take out the maximum amount of federal loans she could,

owned by even if she did not need all the money. She told the applicant she

publicly traded should put the extra money in a high-interest savings account.
While subsidized loans do not accrue interest while a student is incompany
college, unsubsidized loans do accrue interest. The representative
did not disclose this distinction to the applicant when explaining

Bachelor' s that she should put the money in a savings account.
Degree Scenario 2
Business
Administration • Adm i ssions representative tells the undercover applicant that the

college is regionally accredited but does not state the name of the
accrediting agency. The college's Web site did provide specific
information about the college's accreditation, however.

• Adm i ssions representative said financial aid may be able to use
what they call "professional judgment" to determine that the
undercover applicant does not need to report over $250,000 in
savings on the FAFSA.

• Adm i ssions representative did not disclose the graduation rate
after being directly asked. He instead explained that all students
that do the work graduate. This information was available on the
college's Web site; however, it required significant effort to find the
college's graduation rate, and the college did not provide separate
graduation rates for its multiple campuses nationwide.
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College Students
information Students rec e iving
and degree receiving fed e ral Graduation Encouragement of fraud, and engagement in deceptive, or
sought Pell Grants' loans' rate' otherwise questionable behavior

12 52% 69'/ 56'/ Scenario 1

• Adm i ssions representative told the undercover applicant that she

PA — less than has never seen a student decline to attend after speaking with

2-year, privately financial aid. The admissions representative would not allow the

owned applicant to speak with financial aid until she enrolls in the college.

• If t he undercover applicant was able to get a friend to enroll in the
college she could get an MP3 player and a rolling backpack.

Certificate
Web Page Scenario 2

Design • Fin a ncial aid representative told the undercover applicant that he
should have answered "zero" when asked about money he had in

savings — the applicant had reported a $250,000 inheritance.

• The f inancial aid representative told the undercover applicant that
she would "correct" his FAFSA form by reducing the reported
assets to zero. She later confirmed by e-mail and voicemail that
she had made the change.

• Thi s change would not have made the undercover applicant
eligible for grants, but it would have made him eligible for loans
subsidized by the government.

13 81% 99% 54% Scenario 1

• Adm i ssions representative did not disclose the graduation rate

TX - 4-year, after being directly asked. The college's Web site also did not

privately owned provide the graduation rate.

• Adm i ssions representative said the program would cost between
$50,000 and $75,000 instead of providing a specific number.

Bachelor' s
Degree Scenario 2

Construction • Adm i ssions representative encouraged undercover applicant to
Management; change the FAFSA to falsely add dependents in order to qualify for
Visual grants.
Communications • Thi s undercover applicant indicated to the financial aid

representative that he had $250,000 in the bank, and was
therefore capable of paying the program's $68,000 cost. The fraud
would have made the applicant eligible for $2,000 in grants per
year.
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College Students
information Students rec e iving
and degree receiving fed e ral Graduation Encouragement of fraud, and engagement in deceptive, or
sought Pell Grants' loans' rate' otherwise questionable behavior

14 89'/ 92% 34% Scenario 1

• Adm i ssions representative said the program takes 18 to 24

TX - 2-year, months to complete, but provided a cost estimate that suggests

owned by the program takes more than 2.5 years to complete.

publicly traded • Adm i ssions representative did not disclose the graduation rate
company after being directly asked. The college's Web site also did not

provide the graduation rate.

Associate's Scenario 2

Degree • Undercover applicant would be required to make a monthly
Business payment to the college towards student loans while enrolled.
Administration • Adm i ssions representative guaranteed the undercover applicant

that getting a degree would increase his salary.

15 100% 100% 70% Scenario 1

• The undercover applicant was not allowed to speak to a financial

TX - 2-year, aid representative until he enrolled in the college.

privately owned • Adm i ssions representative misrepresented the length of time it
would take to complete the degree. He said the degree would take
2 years to complete but provided a cost worksheet that spanned 3

Associate's years.
Degree
Respiratory Scenario 2

Therapy • The undercover applicant was told he was not allowed to speak to
a financial aid representative until he enrolled in the college. After
refusing to sign an enrollment agreement the applicant was
allowed to speak to someone in financial aid.

• Adm i ssions representative told undercover applicant that monthly
loan repayment would be lower than it actually would.

Source: GAO undercover visits and Department of Education.

'This information was obtained from the Department of Education National Center for Education
Statistics.

(192353)
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EXHIBIT D

•

•

0 •

August 3, 2010

Dear CCA Member:

Tomorrow, Wednesday, August 4, 2010, the Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions

(HELP) Committee will conduct the second in a series of hearings on our sector. The witness list

will once again feature those with a very negative view of our sector: David Hawkins, the

Director of Public Policy and Research for the National Association for College Admission

Counseling (NACAC) and Josh Pruyan, a disgruntled former employer linked to the james Hoyer

law %rm, which has tried to make a business of suing our institutions. The Republican

Committee Members have invited Dr. Michale McComis, Executive Director of ACCSC.

But most troubling and disturbing is a report that will be provided by Gregory Kutz, Managing
Director of the United States GovernmentAccountability Office's (GAO) Forensic Audits and

Special Investigations Unit (FSI). GAO isthe investigative arm of the Congress, and undertakes

undercover investigations when asked by appropriate Members of Congress. Over the past few

months, GAO, at the request of Senate Committee Chairman Tom Harkin (D-Iowa), sent mystery

shoppers into our institutions posing as potential students. Keep in mind that this is a time

when the sector was under intense scrutiny by the media and other critics for alleged violations

of various admissions and financial aid rules.

Mr. Kutz will show a mystery shopper videotape featuring misconduct by career college
admissions and financial aid personnel. A copy of his written testimony is here. Some of the

misconduct involves%nancial aid officials encouraging students to commit fraud, while others

involve questionable marketing practices. We expect that at a minimum the GAO videotape and

testimony will trigger a new round of negative stories and sector coverage.



In short, the GAO visited 15 schools of different sizes, programs, and ownership structures, and

found problems in all of them. Some of the school officials behaved totally correctly, and were

commended by GAO. We do not know for certain the names of the institutions involved, though

we believe that a high percentage are CCA members.

While we can raise questions about the statistical validity of such a small sampleof schools and

can argue that some of the alleged "transgressions" are simple misstaternents or their

significance is overblown. But the bottom line is that this GAO report has to be a wakeup call to

everyone in the sector that compliance in the critical areas of admissions and financial aid, and

perhaps other areas of operation, is not what it needs to be. Any employeeinvolved in alleged

misbehavior and the institutions they serve deserve their "day in court," and I am not in a

position to judge them. Others, including government regulators and accreditors will do that,

though I remind you that the CCA Board can expel a member institution by a 2/3 vote of the

Board of Directors for cause, after an opportunity for the institution to respond to allegations

involving a violation of any condition of eligibility, law, rule, or practice properly adopted by the

Association or other conduct prejudicial to the interests of the Association, as laid out in the CCA

bylaws.

I am not going to try to defend the indefensible, such as the findings of the GAO report,

however. And I suggest you should not either.

We have to keep in mind that our schools employ over 200,000 individuals, and any organization

is going to have a few rogue employees who violate institutional rules and practices. The vast

majority of our employeeswork hard every day to help students achieve their dreams, and do so

without engaging in any illegal or inappropriate behavior, going out of their way to follow the

letter and spirit of the law. But for an investigation to show so many problem areas in every
school contacted is not good news.

What does a "wake up" mean?

• Leade rship on compliance must come from the top. A culture ofcompliance must

permeate the organization. The CCA institutional heads I know are all highly ethical people,

committed to serving their students and following the myriad laws, regulations, and accrediting

requirements. But human nature being what it is, employees may not have a sufficiently strong

compliance commitment, may not fully understand what unacceptable/illegal behavior is, or

may strike the wrong balance in gray areas, believing for instance that a slight exaggeration is

acceptable to help convince a student to enroll. But one person's exaggeration is another' s

misrepresentation. Only constant repetition by school leaders can drive the message horne that

complianceis not an option, it is a necessity.

• The s chool'scompliance policy must be stated in every communication with employees,
e.g.,employeehandbooks, policies and procedure manuals,employee portals.

• Compliance training must be thorough and must be repeated, whether or not there have

been changes in rules/regulations. Everyone should be tested to make sure he/she understands



thoroughly the rules. Employeesmust understand there no "gray areas." If an employee is

uncertain how to answer a question or how to address an issue, he/she should obtain clear

guidance from an appropriate school official.

• There must be clear consequences for employees who do not follow the compliance

requirements, up to and including employment termination, following appropriate labor

employment laws. If even one employee "gets away with something" and others find out as

they inevitably will, the compliance culture is virtually impossible to maintain.

• Insti t u t ions must develop internal procedures foremployeesand students to report

incorrect or questionable behavior to senior officials in the institution, ensuring confidentiality,

and a clear set of methods for investigating suchcomplaintsand taking remedial action, if

required. It must be clear that there will be no retaliation against "whistleblowers." Employees

must understand that such reporting is not "snitching," but is essential to maintaining checks

and balances.

• Schools must develop self-auditing procedures, such as hiring their own mystery

shoppers, that both send a signal that the school is very serious about complianceand that

schools have independent third parties to verify compliance.

• Schoo l s, large and small, should have in place risk management procedures that highlight

possible areas of compliance concern, especially major deviations from the norm. For instance,
a spike in graduation rates may signal that the school is doing a better job of educating and
supporting students, which is good news. Or, on the negative side, it could signal that teachers

are being lax in grading and not maintaining academic standards. Only a risk management

systemthat identifies areas of risk and ensures sufficient resources are devoted to eliminating or

minimizing it can be effective.

These are difficult times for our sector. We have yet to communicate effectively the incredibly

powerful difference our institutions make in the lives of hardworking Americans. While I am

frustrated, I am also reassured by the examplethat private sector college and university

professionals like you set every day. In visiting our schools and addressing graduates, as I had

the opportunity to do last week as the Cornrnencernent Speaker of ASA Institute in New York

City, I never fail to be humbled in the presence of students, struggling valiantly to get ahead, and

the instructors and staff who help them get there. So we may not like the occasional reports we

see about the misconduct of individuals, but a larger truth is on our side. Working men and

woman are demandingthe type of higher education that works for them. They see this need,

even if our worst critics do not.

However, we will never achieve a fair hearing if we cannot show how much we value compliance
with the laws, regulations and accrediting requirementsthat have been established to protect

students and taxpayers who support their education.

So while Quality Education is Goal One for each CCA members, make sure that Complianceis
Goal One Prime. We can do nothing less.



Harris N. Miller

President and CEO

Career College Association
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EXHIBIT E

FINANCIAL INFORMATION Colorado Campuses EFFECTIYEI 03/I 8/09
l i m v d u 4 ~ v Aoawa dc ' 170 4 4 cast'cuwa "o ir l
are nna • s alha.nasa a ra.araadda e. a a Hnaa

FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND CHARGES - EFFECT(JIB FORTHE MARCH 2009TERM
IUI'ilON AND CHARGES OtHER CHARGES (nonradundsbla) f rsnstnpt Charge $5 onpnst $2 copy Onana Charge
Appltcatlon Charge $25 Probaancy Eo m Charge: 520 Coarmung Smdcnt Lom Repitrauon SSD ploedh $40
Ragutraecn Clurge $75 Copy oi Record (per page) Sl Late Monduy Palmenr $2)

Cuco Sludent Maxnsls (pcr scrm) 589 Ear . Fae$150

'TUITION INFORMATION BY SCHOOL

Iaatmn per Tum Iua.lima JI4 I lma 112 lima < Ii) l lmoa Ovedoad'
Crud as 12 or more 9 I I.) 6.85 Lies tron 6 Over 19
School of Budnms $4,239 53.180 S).766 5483 $296
Mao crt of Busmm> Admnnoa can 5).0')0 NIA 53309 5563 $3Q
Schual of Design $4,921 $3,6ae $559 $343
Computo Aelad Dausn -Anutactursi Druunt $4.687 SJJ 14 5) Dts 553) 5321

School of Heakhcare $3.990 $2.992 $239) 5453 5279

School ef Justice $4,7) I 53*47 $3.07) 5538 $330

School of Service 54.687 aJ 514 53,046 55)J $321

School of Technalegy 54,687 533 14 $3 A46 553) S327

ONLINE PROG RAMS
School of Realness 54024 $)1117 52815 $450 $281
nhsteas of Btamms Admmlstmtlon 54829 4/A 5),13'I $636 5345
E-Business Management $4JDE $3,'229 52,798 5489 SJDD

School OI Dedgn 54306 53.2 29 52,790 5489 $300

School of Justice $4,265 SJ, 190 52.771 5485 $291
Paralc)al $3)157 52892 $2. 507 545'2 $270

School of Technology $43D6 53329 52.790 5489 5)00

• itr Ln da fleur

Lab Chugea per Term Fus.Time Leu Tlun Fue-Time
Compute Aulad Dougn 5 110 5110

Computer Ncnvcvsmg 5110 $120
fashion Menlunduag 5110 $120
Gene Art and Deu)a $110 5120
Gama Soltwaro Dealopmant 5170 5120
Inlolmmon Syueru Seturny 5170 5120
Ia;4nar Daslgfi 5170 5120
Medical As etang 5 170 5 120
Sohvora Engmeanng 5110 5120
Wab Daslsn and Muhauuas 5110 5120

Tools by Program Ares
Aumnmova 51,3DD
Compiaer Aided Dmftlng - Arcutonvral 5)14

C ompos ~ (WOL only) 5IJD
Conoruuion Mmugamun S 505
Game An md Dmlgn 536)
Informauon Systems Iacurny IWOL only) 5130
IntenOr Daalgn (nev Studanu) $722
Iamnte Deugn (conaaulns atudann ) $438
Medical Asutarg $165
Stevayeig 5315
Wab Deugn and Mulccncd a S490

OTHER INFORMATION
• Tuition and charges do not Inciude testing costs for Novel(, Mictuso(L or othercartlficsdon tests. Thc coct of certigcation tatting,

il any, is the responsibilay o( thc studcm.

• Wcstwood Coikgc u not an authontcd Mcrosok MCSE or Novcg center

• All listed charges aremandatoryif the service is requested.
• Any pai(dng charges src the resporuibiiity of the crodent.
u Book range includes $89 fec (4 tenne only) Ior Clsco matcriais and asscssmcnt for thc Cornputcr Networking and Informtdon

Systems Sccunty progruns.
u Tool Iats sub(cat to sa'cs tax, If applicable.

• Book range docs not inc(udc fees for shipping and sties tax.

1009 Calo oda*mdrma tataiat • IA>u r 1/ ,nv la 1 past



FINANCIAL INFORMATION Colorado Campuses EFFECTIVE: 03/ I SI09

TVITION Alt 0 CHARCILS BY PptOGIIAH FOlt STVDEHTS ENROLLED IN A FVLLTIHE 5CHEDULE - EFFLC)IYF MARCH 2009 TERH

Note Rt ptcarg f»t c» rcaurc n lets' latm 6 fedora c rrpt f» pnc )Net(aced gmhadcc
Applesnan Charge S25 ltegwranon Charge 575

t» lu t c'e t a t l ruse a~
c« c»u P" lio »ac *I tm tr»

5CHOOL OF ILUSINESS

Masters ol Ikatnmt Admlrttesdon DVN 55,090 525550 5 22O48e $ 27.0)0 SS 6 6
Btltlnstt A l l nh tmncec

Careen»a Jon InAcmunhng BS Dtds I S 54 .239 $63,685 5 l904350 568.933 $ 3 53

Bw ruu Adncnhtmnmr

Coreutnsnan In Muteong 8 Sslmc BS DN'drDNS I 5 54. 179 563.685 sno-5)80 $48 385 $353

Buona u Management BS DVNrDNS I ) 54. 2) 9 56) 683 53204380 $69.38) $3)3
Conttruelon Msnsgamcrt BS DVN/DNS S4,239 $501 $64.190 $310-$420 570,490 $331
hath)on Mcachsndangr BS DVN I 5 54. 2 )'r 5 I T D 566 23) $30D4380 $71,93 5 $)49

Hcshh Care Msnsgamcn: BS DNN I 5 S t l )9 563.685 Sl90-5330 569.63 5 $353
hsihlah Mcrchsndtlng AAS D.'4N 8 SL2 3 9 5 17 0 53).3 72 53004)80 $)8.412 SJ4J

SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Came Art snd Dedgrd BS DVVIDNS $4,921 S I T D $363 $76.828 $170-52)0 St))578 SJ82
Ir,mnar Design" BS DNNrt)NS I 5 54 911 SI To $721 $77. I 87 $1004260 581,087 SJ 88

Wah Dehgn arel Multencds' 85 DNN 15 $ 4 .921 $ 1 7 0 $490 5769)) $1704250 $80.70) 53&l
CAD - Ar*ecctum I Dashing' AAS DNS 8 546 87 Sl 70 S314 5) 927D S2204280 $41010 5371

SCHOOL OF HEALTHCARC

Mad tca I At an nng' AOS D V NIDVS 7 53 990 5170 5 16) 5293 8 5 $21 0-$290 $ 31.415 $1 7 9

SCHOOL OF /US))CE

CAntnsl Pruho' B S DNV IDNS IS $4.7 ) 1 $71.06\ 52 6 04 )40 5 76.16) 537 5

SCHODL OF SERVICE

Atnomonve Techndagy A OS DVN 7 54.687 S 1.)00 534 )D9 5 I 40-5200 535.609 5 J63
Sutveytng AAS DVN 7 54.687 $315 5 33.224 S)60-5320 5 35,464 5 ) l l

SCHOOL OFTECHHOLOGY

Compmu Nauaurh Msragomant t BS DVVtDNS St,68'I 5 170 572955 $1904'no 5 77,005 $) 6 6

Gama Sotnusrc Devdopmm» BS DVV I 5 54$ 8 7 5 170 572955 52004280 5 77.155 53 6 3
Inlormsaan Syrtou Saoettya BS D'uVID NS 15 $ 4,687 $ 1 To 572,955 $1104270 $72005 $ 366

Compu:cr Newottc gt naertng' AAS DNN 8 SL6 8 7 $1 To 538.956 $1904270 $41.116 S J '1')

Sottwsio hrcpneumg' AAS DNNIDNS 8 Sc.687 5 170 53 IL956 S2104270 $ 41,116 $3 8 5

CREDhld I IAL ABBREVI AI ID NS�' CAMPUS ABBREYIAIIDVB

Mad era MBA Dern» • Nor th DNN

Badwlor af Sucncc BS Dcrucr • Smnh DNS

Astonslc a/Append Sucncc AAS

Aatodstc al Occupst onal Sdenco ADS

Dlplonu DIP

cont) Se lrntt Cauy y)mdrd uudrnls arun)N aa tha tuogtc i »5 tn' Charged an addscnd lrd» elegy fcc of 513 pcr tenn

cocoa 1001 Cclcroda Academe Cctelof • et t mt 17, Nuatcr 1 pcfr 1



FINANCIAL INFORIBIATION Colorado CamPuses EFFECTIYEI 03/I SI09

'TUITION AHD CHARGES BY PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS ENROLLED IH MJLL TIHE SCHEDULE - EFFECTIVE MARCH 1009TERH

Nota: lhr foponng fret orc rotrdrd rn falsi lu Oon 3 Charges, orccfc for prror Vrkthmod gredu u.
Applrcation Chuge $23 Rcgntraocn Charge: 573 Onlme Chuge pc Crcd. Seo

( t oe
r • 'r c u s e c C* o

c sc o: so sr or

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Mauora of Suunms Admrnlstrahon 118A WOL St)f19 513100 5260th 5110-$3DO 5500 528,IHS 5337
Buunou Mmagemonr BS tV DL I 5 $ O) l id $7.100 567,660 5 3 )D4180 55004950 $7eJ 10 5335

Buuno u Adnurlttmnmr,

Concentration Inhccmrnong 85 WD L I 5 St.o l e 57 J 00 567.660 $1904)50 $ 5004950 57 3 ,860 $ 335
Bu«rnu Admnntracror

Conemtratlon In Mardcnng 8 Salm BS WDL 15 S t .old 5 7.200 56 7. 660 53204380 5100.$95D $79 J 10 $33 5

64udnaas Management 8 5 W D L 15 Sa J06 $7300 $1 30 57 1310 5 250-5)30 55004950 STSJSO 536C
Pa throat Mcrchand trrrg 8 5 W O L I 5 Sd Jt)d 5 T,180 $67,7OO $30D43SO SSDO49 5 0 $7e J90 $331

Health Care Managcmcrc BS WDL IS S7,100 567.660 $2904DO S)00 595D $73.560 $33 5
iochnal Management SS WOL 7 Sa JI26 S) 600 5 3 1.868 51904370 5600495 O 5)SAOS 531 3

TetNon Mcrchandung AAS WOL 6 56,0 26 53.960 536.151 5)OD4)80 SSDO-595O Sao,id) $)25

SCJIOOL OF DESIGN

Anrmadon 85 Vr rOL 15 S S J06 ST)RID SC90 $72.980 $1704110 51,3IXLST,I 00 579.030 $311
Game Art md Dcugn 8 5 W O L IS S t J06 S7.720 5)6) S TL773 $170 S250 $100042.200 $78.723 5335

Inmrfor Design 85 VlrOL 15 Sd J06 57,600 STD $ 7 3.011 5 20ILS 260 $700-$1.000 $77.9 11 5)co
Vhual Comrsrrdcauont 8 5 W D L 15 $6 J06 57.680 5e90 S72.860 S I 80-5260 52.00042300 $79360 5336
Weh Design and M Jtanuda 8 5 W O L 15 Se J06 57.680 $C90 $72.8CG 51704230 Sl J 0042.600 $79310 $336

Cimphlc Dougn ond nhstlmodn AAS terQL II S e Jod 59.200 SC90 SJ91)B 51804260 $1 J 0041.600 $a),9 IS 5318

SCHOOL QF JUSTICE

Cnrronsf fun her 8 5 W O L IS SC Jdd $7360 571.CJS $160-$360 5 )00-$950 577,68) 5338
Pamlcgal AAS Vvg)L 8 $3 ,857 ,100 535056 $2D04270 $85041 JSO $)fkddd S301

$CHOOL OFTECHHOLOGY
Compte«Nervmrk Management BS WDL I 5 5e, 3D6 $7.6flo S I 30 572.500 51904170 5500-5950 $77 Joo $33d

Guns Soltvrarc DereHpment 8 5 W D L 15 Sd J06 57.790 Snd)0 $2004280 55004800 STTH)0 53Je
Information STurent SaomT BS WOL 15 5O 306 $7 680 S1 30 5 71.500 52104270 SJGh5950 $77300 53)d

Comfucer Ne'.vvcrk Ergrnaormg AAS WDL 8 SS . )06 Sa.sdo 5130 5)9.238 519D427D S5004930 562JBS 5301

Oftvvare ~ AAS WOL SC J06 St.l60 $)8.808 52104270 55004950 Sd I 918 532J

CREDENTIAL ABBBEVIATIONSr CAMPUS ABB rtEYI ATI 0 N 5

Donva DNN

Bachelor of Science Denver • South DNS

Asurda:t' etApplrod Scrorlco Dtttanco LmnungrDrime WDL

OOfpc 1009 Cebrosohcodunc Catoreg • rhs mt 11, Yvorde 2 petr 3



EXHIBIT F

ADMISSIONS REPRESENTATIVE-CAMPI JS
keq. C'ode: 4730

Disision/Dcpartntent I DNN

I.ocatlon: F3 nser CA Iiq R0221

.lob Type; Full Time

C'areer Level Egpcrionccd (Non-s lat>ager)

Education: Bachelor's Degree

E'atcgon:

.Iob Description:

I f< n<lqunrsered m Dmnir ( ' u lo('ndr>,.II(n ('ul!rgc In< ' . II(n) r> (I(e y(rrrn( coin/ni(i>. <)/n s>'s(cm of Ingl(<r <n/u< ui(on u(i( i(n((<e(s im /(rib«.
I>'e racon(/ Collegr, o(nl >I'r inrnod College Cb(bi(a (I'((I( over Io 000 s(aden is e(nren(I> rnrolled in onr p('ra(vm(s, (I(c (on(ynnv operrr(es Is
ran(ynsc< (n Cid(funnn ( olu(adu ((< orgm Jlln(oo. I r im aml I 'ir gin(u as >i el/ iu Il'<sn«><a/ ( oiler< (I(dn(< - a ynr( uf II'esnr<xid ('ullegi 

Drni cr .cur(I(

$(nrc >()i i (cey(iun,: I I(u Cu/Icgec, ln( I (as lie/peg I(nn(e!i (Iie rure<rs uf uicr „ '0000grndun(i < and >re rurrei((I> rmyloi mer 3 000/(d/ (im(
ei(iplnyei.i inc/n!b((g I. '00 fnl/ (md nnj'nn (i(isnsn(or.

I>'emcood College >)as fo(mded u> l>enrer. Colo(ado ni /0(3 /or mmi»' enrs (br s<Iool >In< ln»in asDr>neo b(sonar of reclmologv,
offering d(plonin and degseeyrng(arns u«> rn(de(v of (culm(e(df ields S(nce (I(en..ll(n!(ns eiyandrd II esnrood College's uffe((ngs bv
Irie('ngn(g (( iy ) 'ale(i ayprr)a<I( of rn«rm/m)<md rdu< n(iun (n )curb n ir (d< r )1( • n> o/ i(u Ien(i

pe(esttvood > 'olicg )e in L>envi r . biorth campus is looking for!kdm>ssions Representatives

Thc p(<ovary role ot thc Adm>ssion> Rcprcrsvntat>ic >s to «Iccnicly prospcck intczviciv, >ccomm«>xi arel crvull »shv>dust» m'to a

q(nil t>ed ca(ccr-focused Alta ('oil egos educat ton and guide thc prospectthrotnh thc en> oilmentcorn pleo on pro(vss.

Fqgki><TIAI.DI(TII'8 ANTI RFc>PONRIIIII,ITIF<>

To bc successful in theorganisation,th Rcprcsentatii e must bc able to worl; with obverse contacts and have a h>gh Iev<1 of
prot'ess>onal customer serv ice Od>er essential respons>bilit>es inclu Ie

• Hcavy outbound phone prospcctmg to company-provided and si tf-generated leads

• Appo> ntmcnt sen> ng fo( on ca>111')i>< > ate fv> eii's

• Ala>nbur>s a h>gh level of product>on actn>t>. conversion rags a>ai start mtcs Meets and ere<reeds estab!>shed Adm>ssions

goals
• Completes Fn(ollment Pape(ivo(k:>nd folio>vs up tv ith c >ndidates th(nuktt th» carol lme>s co(nplet>on process up to»nd

>nchshng acuve anend:mce in school

• Acts as Imisiin t>et>veen the student and appiopnate school dopa>tmenksto nrra>T)' h>usn») part time employmeid, li>v<(x ial

aid procesi>11g sf>J dncuh><'.nt subm>ttal

• ( 'omnui(acstes with candid«>i s pr>u» o thc class start to iden>if> pot<'ntial p(oblen>s afsl Iac>1>tate solidions

• bta> s m contact >v >th studen(s th(o&~>out their program m o>de( to assist then»n becommg successful graduates

• ($U»<'s pr>ci's, tei»>s:>I%I < on<i» li'n '»YJ onli' make represena<t>ons concemin' probvwns q(nlity, capac>ty and othe(

educational particula> s as set I'orth b> tltc .'ichooI

• Operates ivith>'n the hiuhest eth>cal standards arxl intebn>ty >null aspects of the positi<>n

• Nenv<srks otT-eampu in a variety of areas to promote theCollegeand sccur< personal leads including trade events, job lairs

and personal int (act>oe,

• For dut>es spe(>li cally related to gen>o(. '.vtaster and Fsecuuve level Adm>ss>ons Represenaitive please rel'e( to the current

con>pe(vent>on plan.
• I'erlbr(n all other duties as ass>pd>-d

%ILAIL»ILikt Q I'ALIHCATIOlvg

• Ed>cation. IIachelor's dcgrce or equivalent related



• Onc ht three scars ot attics chp«rtcncc

•: Irhilitv to worl; in a sales driven environment

• Passton for resulLs, sutta tvork ethic.:tnd a tvlnnlng rttnnxle

• t:.see llent phone sktlls

• Strong track record of sales success

o .e htlt tv to svork a ftestble sch dole

• Professional appearance and demearasr

Equal Eruplot ment Opportunity

(htr ( nmpam rs cnntmtncd ln a rvrna a rln er. ' malawdtnr d burly «f sIwLnts in an almcrpherc Ihat promotes pndc reaper artd
Ieamwork 'I outa c entav . aml c imt)ui comrmaoti a, ac cc nlmll Io r'crwl m 'ala:ncrlcc(l afsl qlrahlle(t fact!by an<I wlaff uho irc
rellechve of the intbatelt vaned hwnan Iatettt availabk Alt entpto>sttent decorous are made wrdtoul reaerd tn race. color. rehgasn. ses
trattorrat orr~c aae. cbwbthly. veteran status. nrantat ra lcolaly . lotto. sesstat wiet trafec or gerlder tdenalt

For more tnformatton matt t'Vestss ood ( 'iitlece unit re



Keep it simple....break down by term
— Books/software charged at the beginning of the term {est.

$100-$250.00 per term depending on program}
— Tuition charged at the end of%erm {est $3915.00 for full time

students}
— Total investment will be about $4200.00 per term {full time

students}
— EVERYTHING is charged to a student account that we set up

for you. • .you don't pay for books/software out of pocket
{identify pain point and dig}. Financial aid assists with paying
student account for books/software and tuition

— $100.00 one time application/registration fee. {Refund $75.
- ge are not accepted into our program.}



EXHIBIT H

'i35 — Overcoming Common
Objections

Alta •
Training Objectives

e Identify smokescreens vs. objections

• Identify common objections

• Define the process to handle objections

I Educate for success through group role play

and responses from top representatives who
use the process successfully

A1<a:.
Smokescreens vs. Objections

• Smokescreen:
- Emotional defense mechanism resulting From

experiencing pressure and anxiety about making a
decision

• Caused by:
• Confusion

• Embarrassment
• Uncertainty

• Fear



Alta"

Smokescreens vs. Objections

s Objections:

• Are specific

• A genuine concern or question in the mind

of the prospect
• Indicators that the prospect is requesting
more information about a particular area.
As a result, objections can be a positive
indicator that the prospect is interested

Alta ..
When Do We Hear Objections

t During The Phone Script
• Eg ample: Just mail me some information

e Within The Interview
• Example: I do not have time for school

s At jt iftatftaa@qg
• E ample: I need to talk to my significant other

a During The 14 Day
• Example: The cost is too high

Process for Handling Objections:A"a"
"The Three R's"

t) Restate the roncern or ask for clarification as
needed. There is no point in resolving an objection
that does not exist. This does not mean you have to
agree with them. Restate what you heard them say.

Reassure to show that the objection is vahd. Don' t
p so g ths II damageyo

relationship of trust. Show understanding and begin
to build a resolution.

~a. d d d the p ospeott as I re heed
ycur input and suggested alternatives. If needed,
ask questions that will lead them to their own
conclusion. Use iiifcrmation from the student profile,
interview guide and budget worksheet. Gain
commitment to the solution.



Handling Objections
Using the Three R's — Scenario One

ts During The Phone Script

Prospect'I 'gust mail me some information."
(¹1 — Restate) Representative: "Great, you ivant some additional

inlu inaiiun V/rial queStiunS are ynu tnrdng tu anSWer>"

Prospect: "Program Cost and Frnarrcraf /yrd available."
(¹2 — Reassure) Representative: 'Those are qreat queshons. As an

/ dmnsions I ei>resentative it is my Job lo dnav'er ail of your
questions.

(¹3 — R~es ond) Representative: In order to prowde you additional
infcrfllattOliMel niC fi".I aSfy yOu a feiy qiieSlinnS SO I Can Venfy the
information yoc Irrouor-d for us in yryur ri quest ano confirni that wc

vs trir. proglairl vuu dlc Irlteresled iri pursuing, (At this point to go
nght into the interview)

Handling Objections
Using the Three R's - Scenario Two

fa During the 14 Day

Prospect; "The cost is too high."
(¹1 — Restate) Representative: "I understand that you

feel t~ls is a arge investment."

(¹2 — Reassure) Representative: "College is a serious
invc:stment no matter where you attend."

id3 — ~dd ) R p t r "Hd.: , y
mentionea that our programs flexibility will allow you to go
back to school, sonielhing you have been thinking about
tor a long time now. Don't you think that your future is
worth the investment?

Objection Handling Process
Exercise

I Brainstorm for objections received

I: Use "Three R's" to develop responses
and role play common objections

ta Discuss best practices and results
received



Most Common Objections Bt. . " . '

Concerns

• 1 rOn't have tfie S100

• I do not nave eiiough time to oo tc scnoo

• l n ave tc tall, with my husband, wife or significant other

• I v rant to think about il

• ] dio n l gel. enough transfer credih

• I Odn't have lhe money tO gO tO SChOOi

• I lost my)ob

• )u st nlaii rre SOme infOrmauoc

Alta e

Discussion 5 Wrap-up

fg What worked well?

~ What are some areas of concern?

If Share Best Practices

s Review Techniques and Scripts Handout
— Read and discuss



EXHIBIT I

From: jeanette ~
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2008 5:14 PM
To: wold800
Subject: RE: Year to Oate Stack Ranking

Mark and Sam have a HUGE opportunity to go to Cancun; who else is going to be
there with Mark and Sam?

Thank you,

Jeenette ~



Director af Adrnissians

Westwaad Gal lege Online

Direct. 720-887-8860

Tal I Free: 877-817-9525 erat. 11 540

Email .vi estwaad. edu

tvrvw viestv<r<0adanline edu

Fram: Kim ~

Sent: Thursday, May Ol, 2008 4:05 PM

Ta: Kim~ < «<OLCi<Admissians; <«<OLCOSAdmissians
Subject: Year to Date Stack Ranking

Champions.

Ay Caramba......

5'ho's on 0 ack for EL?T& Remember you only need fhe fo/lowing fo have

a fun packed' fully paid vacation in sunny Cajun:

Admissians Unif E(ife Exet.-a fiv'e F(ife

0 P GE (nuttttttor<t ts0 starts) 1KI P GE (r<titsttttttttt 75 starts)

Below you will find fhe shad< ranking by sfarfs. Shannon mainhrins



the lead with Jamey and Evelyn close behind......

REP NAME TEAM Starts Start Rate
WOLD700 33 71.74%

WOLD900 27 58.70%

WOLCS300 27 42.86'/0

WOLD700 21 77.78%

WOLD200 21 61.76%

WOLCS300 21 48.84'/0

WOLCS800 21 47.73%

WOLD600 20 64.52%
WOLD700 20 57 14%

WOLCS200 20 40.82%

WOLD400 20 39.22%
WOLCS600 20 38.46%

WOLD200 19 61.29'/0

WOLD800 19 47.50%

WOLD101 19 47.50%

WOLCS400 19 46 34%

WOLD600 19 40,43%

WOLCS200 19 39.58%

WOLD600 18 47.37%

WOLD900 17 56.67%

WOLD400 17 56.67%
WOLCS400 17 47.22%

WOLD400 17 45.95%

WOLCS600 17 44 74%

WOLCS500 17 41.46%
WOLRM1 17 41.46%

WOLD200 16 57.14'/0

WOLCS200 16 42.11%
WOLCS400 16 32.65%

WOLD102 16 31.37%

WOLD800 16 30,77%

WOLCS300 16 30.19%
WOLD200 15 65.22%

WOLCS400 15 57.69'/0

WOLD800 15 55.56%

WOLCS700 15 46.88%
VVOLD200 15 45 45%

WOLCS200 15 41.67%

WOLD900 15 41.67%

WOLD200 15 40.54%
WOLCS102 15 30.00'/0

WOLD300 14 70.00%

WOLCS400 14 40.00%



WOLCS300 14 37.84'/o
WOLCS300 14 36.84%

WOLCS600 14 31,82%

WOLD900 13 72.22'/o
WOLD300 13 52.00%

WOLRM1 13 52.00%

WOLCS800 13 43.33%

WOLCS102 13 41.94'/o
WOLD700 13 40.63%

WOLD102 13 39 39o/o

WOLD600 13 37.14'/o
WOLD'700 13 36.11%

WOLCS300 13 36.11%

WOLD600 13 36.11%
WOLD300 13 29.55%

WOLRM1 12 57.14%

WOLD400 12 57.14%

WOLCS102 12 54.55'/o

WOLD102 12 54.55%
WOLD900 12 52.17%

WOLCS500 12 52.17%

WOLD700 12 50.00%

WOLD200 12 42.86%
WOLD300 '12 42.86%

WOLD102 12 42.86%
WOLD'700 12 41.38%

WOLCS102 12 37.50%

WOLCS500 11 52.38%

WOLD900 11 52.38%

WOLCS300 11 42.31%

WOLCS500 11 42.31%

WOLD900 11 40.74'/o

WOLD900 11 39.29%
WOLD800 11 35.48%

VVOLD600 11 35.48%

WOLCS500 11 35,48%
WOLCS200 11 35.48%

WOLCS102 11 34.38%

WOLD600 10 58.82'/o
WOLD103 10 55.56%

WOLD103 10 52.63%

VVOLCS300 10 50.00%

WOLCS700 10 45 45%

WOLD900 10 41.67%
WOLD200 10 40 PP%

WOLCS400 10 37 04o/o

WOLCS400 10 35.71%

WOLD700 10 34.48%
VVOLCS102 10 30.30%

WOLD300 50.00%

WOLD400
9 9

42.86%

WOLD800 40.91%

WOLD400
9 9

39,13'/o



WOLD103 39.13'/o
WOLD400 37.50%

WOLCS600 30.00%

WOLCS300 29.03'/o
WOLCS200 28.13%

WOLRM1 26.47%

WOLD900 72.73%

WOLCS200 53 33o/o

WOLD103 47.06%

WOLCS600 44 44%

WOLD300 40.00'/o
WOLD200 38.10%

WOLCS600 34.78%

WOLCS800 33.33%
WOLD103 30.77%

WOLD200 29.63%

WOLD200 27.59'/o

WOLCS400 26.67'/o

WOLD800 77.78%
WOLCS600 58.33%

WOLD101 50.00%

WOLCS500 46.67%

WOLCS600 46.67%
WOLD900 41.18'/o

WOLD300 41.18%

WOLD600 33.33%

WOLCS500 33.33%

WOLCS200 31.82%

WOLD800 31,82%
WOLCS102 31 .82%

WOLD400 31 . 82%

WOLRM1 28.00'/o

WOLCS102 28.00%
WOLCS300 25.00%

WOLD101 75 00%

WOLD103 46,15%
WOLD102 42.86%

WOLD300 42.86%

WOLD400 40.00'/o
WOLCS600 40.00%

WOLCS400 40.00%

WOLD900 37 50%

WOLD800 37 50%

WOLD200 35.29%
WOLCS102 30.00%

WOLRM1 27.27%

WOLD400 27.27%

WOLCS400 26.09%
WOLD300 25.00%

WOLD600 23.08%

WOLCS700 23. 08%

WOLCS500 62.50%

WOLD600 62.50'/o



WOLD300 45.45'/o
WOLD103 45.45%

WOLD900 45,45%

WOLCS500 38.46'/o
WOLCS300 38.46%

WOLD103 35.71%

WOLD101 29.41%

WOLD900 29.41'/o
WOLCS700 29.41%

WOLDT00 25.00'/o

WOLD400 25.00'/o
WOLD200 80.00%

WOLD900 66.67%

WOLD300 50.00%
WOLCS600 50.00%

WOLCS200 44.44%

WOLCS400 40.00'/o

WOLCS400 40.00'/o

WOLCS800 40.00%
WOLD200 36.36%

WOLCS300 33.33%

WOLCS700 33.33'/o

WOLD700 33.33%
WOLCS200 30.77%

WOLRM1 28.57%

WOLD600 28.5T%

WOLCS700 25.00%

WOLD600 23.53%

WOLD700 23.53%

WOLCS102 23.53%

WOLCS700 20.00%

WOLCS800 19.05'/o

WOLCS200 75 00%
WOLD103 75.00%

WOLCS102 60.00%

WOLD103 42.86%
WOLCS200 42.86%

WOLD101 3'7.50%

WOLD400 33 33o/o

WOLCS102 33.33%

WOLD900 33.33%

WOLCS300 33 33%

WOLCS102 30,00%

WOLD103 30.00%
WOLD102 30.00%

WOLCS300 30.00'/o

WOLCS200 30.00%

WOLCS200 30.00%
WOLCS200 27,27%

WOLD800 27.27%

WOLCS700 20.00%

WOLD300 15.00%

WOLD300 13.64'/o



WOLD102 3 10 . 00'/o
WOLD600 2 1 0 0.00%

WOLD600 66.67%

WOLD200 50.00'/o
WOLD300 50.00%

WOLCS600 40.00%

WOLD300 40.00%

WOLD800 40.00'/0

WOLCS300 40.00%

WOLCS102 40.00'/o

WOLCS500 40.00'/o
WOLD800 33.33%

WOLD200 28.57%

WOLD103 22.22%
WOLD103 22.22%

WOLCS700 20.00%

WOLCS300 20.00'/o

WOLCS800 16.67'/o

WOLD101 16.67%
WOLD101 15.38%

WOLCS800 12.50%

WOLD101 1 1 00.00%

WOLD400 50.00%
WOLD300 33 33o/o

WOLCS200 33.33%

WOLCS200 33.33%

WOLD700 33.33%

WOLCS800 25.00%

WOLCS400 25,00%

WOLD600 25.00%

WOLD900 25.00%

WOLD700 20.00'/o

WOLCS400 20.00%
WOLRM1 20.00%

WOLD800 20,00%

WOLCS700 14.29%
WOLCS500 14.29%

WOLD103 14.29%

WOLD600 14.29'/o
WOLCS102 14.29%

WOLCS200 14,29%

WOLD800 11.11%

WOLD800 11,11%

WOLD400 11.11%
WOLCS800 10.00%

Happy Changing Lives,



n 8 en ence
ncen ives

For time off: Thursday (Sunday team),

Friday (teams 200 and 400), or Saturday (team 300)

Each Student to FAA

15 minutes off

Each Student to FAA
who is also Accepted wiPOG

additional 15 minutes off

Each rep. with 2 apps for the week will
get an additional 30 minutes off for

each student to FAA



Subject: Are you ready for some baseball????

From: "Kim westwood.edu>

Date: Mon, 24 Mar 2008 14:34:11-0600
To: "%OLCRAdmissions" estwood.edu", W G LC OS" ~ @westwood.edu>

Batter up,

(p,

Championswe have an exciting challenge for those of you that
step up to the plate and hit the home run.

The April start is around the corner and the last day to write

business is April 6th. Our budget is to start 300 students and

we only have 332 gross volUme now. Now's the time to write

many more quality students, work on transfer-ins and have a

fantastic start rate.

So, in order to kick up some dust, any rep with 4+ starts

in April and a 45%+ start rate will be invited to a jackie's

game in April or May.

So it's root, root, root for the Champions if we don't winit's a

shame, so it's FAA, Orientation, and PO&, to win the garne!!!



EXHIBIT L

Suhject F~ + Q~ 11 ! I! 'I! 1'I I!! 11! 1111

From: "Robed a'xvestwood.edu~

Date: Thu, 3 Apr 2008 11:31:08 -0600

TQ: ' q~westwood.ed~, "WOLCRAdmissions" uwestwood. edu>

Everyone Hit the DECK!!! '! r r '!!!!!

A Drive BY JUST Occurred!



Thanks to Mark ~

nd
g @/Qlg! I I I IIII I I I III I I I'I III III I 2, app o f t he day !

The Drivers naw at 9 Double digits here xve come!



EXHIBIT M

Subject: RE ADA Challenge

From: "Cody a)westwood. edu>

Date: Mcn, 31 Mar 2008 14:00.10 -0600

To: "Steve a westwoo'l.edu-, ' Rob @westwood.@du+, Frank~

estwo od. edu>, "Manuel @westwood. e du>, "XVOLCRAdmissions"

@vvc stwood edii~

Frank ch ang es into his costume and writes the first student for the ADA 's



From: Steve ~

Sent: Monda March 3l, 2008 l:52 PM

To: Rob Frank~ ; M an n e t ~ ; W OL CRt t d miaaiona

Subject: RE: ADA Challenge

Look at those ADA go!! ! G o get them.!!



Subject: RE: ADA Challenge

From: "Steve @westwood. edu>

Date: Mon, 31 Mar 2008 13:52:18 -0600

To: "Rob Qa,v~estwood.edu>, "Frank @wectwood.edu+, M a nuel ~

westwood. e du>, "7JOLCRAdmi ssi ons" estwood. edu>

Look at those ADA go!! ! G o get them.!!



1,

Rob ~

Admissions Representative

'Westwood College Online

Direct: (303)410-7917

Toll Free(877) 817-9525 Ext: 11117

Fax: (303) 991-6896

Em ail: Rwestwood. edu

www.westwoodonline. edu

From: Frank ~

Smt: Monday, March 31, 2008 1:27 PM

To: Steve ~v l enoel ~ W OL CR A ttm i eei one

Subject: RE: ADA Challenge



We' re ready....let's do this!!!

E

From: Steve~

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2008 11:38 AM

Fo: Menoel~W OL CRA et missions

Subject: RE ADA Challenge

WOW!!! ! I w o uld enjoy both., the Dinner with the ADA 's AND watching them sing~!!!! But it wil l only end of

being one prize. Which one will it be??? YOU control the outcome!!

From: Manuel Mart inez

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2008 1 1:14 AM

Fo: Steve ~W OL CR A ttm i s s ions

Subject: ADA Challenge

The ADA Challenge



The ADA 's would like for formally challenge each and every team at Church Ranch. They believe that they can

collectively write more apps than any other team this week.

At stake:

Pride P. food: If the ADA 's win — their nezt ADA meeting will include dinner and drinks

Or

Humiliation: If the ADA 's lose — they have to sing a song (TBD) in front of the rest of CR Admissions

Time frame:

This week

To make it fair:



The contest will be based on productivity per rep not overall apps

(Frank ~ w il t b e keeping tally — thanks Frank)

Remember — only ONE team needs to beat the ADA 's — which team will it be? (and what song do you want them

to sing?)

Manuel

Director of Admissions

Westwood College Online

Direct: (720) 887-8852

Toll free: 877-817-9525 x 11655

Fax: (720) 208-0668

email: 'atweshvood. edu

tnxwv.westwoodonline. edu
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TllC Fi l l@I- Bl ltd fO l A l t3„'tlat l' tel% BCgUll.
i

This suuuner you have an opportunity to earn a

TEAIN invitation to the hottest event of the year,
the November Gold and Platinum Banquet!!

Beginning this week through July z8th, you will com

pete against the other teams in your sales division. In
the following week i through August qth) the top Na
tional, top two Field. and top five Campus teams will

go head to head and reduce the competitors to four.
The final week (through August swath) the remaining
four teams will compete in a final challenge!

k

All of the winning team's Admissions Representatives
O>7

and Support Staff currently ori the team will attend the '
November Gold 8z Platinum Ban uet for s ecial reco nition!!

I i~ a- I |-| c, I) r is t' ll '~ l'(I I lt'i'akim

Each weel your team will compete using your division's
Standai:ds of Performance in three ke~

„iii. i

2elficienc e:

intei i ie"vs
l
)Tip j

ic .)t }P , ' . i '

RGL App11«ations

A) a. group you niust focus on liittinlg your team goals, Be
certain al l , i c t ivit ... i) enteied in SR~,I and ensure t tie entire

staff uoiks to achiei e effic iericies!!

EXHIBIT N
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What's New at the Wood L'Dll ol<S; Jeremy S. Josh

N ational Admissions includes three extremely valuable team members; Jeremy~ Josh ~ and Ja m es

our Prospect Contact Specialists. With their assistance we have closed an additional 171 applications! Due to the

success with gross volume, we have decided to expand the PCS role to work with students and improve the timeliness

to enrollment completion. As you may have noticed, the PCS team now calls the campuses and students to confirm FA

appointmentsand campus tours. We have therefore, decreased the number of missed appointments. The PCS team is

going to take this assistance one step fuither and help with other steps like collection of POGs and facilitating proctors.

There is a new proctor/POG request form outside Jeremy's cube. To take advantage of their assistance, just use the

form. Thank you to Jeremy, Josh and .Iames for their assistance and dedication.

Dan's Spot Training Tips
The August start is quicl'ly approaching. only 7 weeks left Increasing your start rate is the easiest way to impact

before the start. With this, the biggest start of the year for your start numbers, therefore increasing your paycheck.

Westwood College it is critical that we not only meet but From March to May, National Admissions improved our

exceed out stait budget of 249 students. The follow up start rate from 30% to 35%. This is a direct reflection

processes we now have in place for our Campus and WOL ot the new 24, 48. 72 hour follow-up rule. Adherence to

students has made a big impact in our May stalt and will no this rule must continue and drive us towards enrollment

doubt be a big contributing factor in our success in August. completion within 14 days of application. At t inle of

application, set up specific appointments and action

Over the next few weeks I ask. each ot you to focus on itenls for students to complete during this first 72 hour

the following: timeframe and clear expectations of being completed by

day 14. Fil l out the new DA lock "I got an App' form

• Gross volume is not where it should be to ensure our with the specific appointment times for the next 3 days.

success, each team should be writing a minimum of 20 By the 3rd day you should have POG, Acceptance, FA

August applications a week. begin call scheduled and deadlines set. Stick to this

• Daily follosv up adhering to our 24, 48. 72 hour process, process and you WILL have less cancels, quicker

by day 14 the student has completed the FA process and is completion and a better stait rate.

FAA, weekly meetings with your DA, Rob and myself to Rhinos of the Month
review your students and to escalate issues if necessaiy.

• All of your WOL July mid term students at FAA by
Top National Reps fv> pe>iods I, II, III

Benito ~ Steph a n ie~
July 2nd.

Top D,<for periods I, II, III
• All August students completely packaged by August 3rd.

Jennife~

I ask each of you to do your part. Only as a team with
.>Jytay Leadership 4>ira> ds

Ryan Hagerbaumer • Col leen Lyons-Cubi deseveryone contributing at least 100% can we exceed our
Gabriel Mon toya

August start budget. I am counting on each of you; do not
O'OIIf > ecipien>s in Alay

let your team members down. Lets make August the best
Anna • Meghan • Ryan • Benito • Colleen • Josh M.

start ever for National Admissions and carry the momentum
Zahra • Brian L.

into the Fall.
Tean> of the Il monthfor Jl,fay NT L 2 00

Rett ofr>re Jrfonrir for Moy Ryan ~
Special recognitio~ to

Changing• )4g ]fve5 in>ngn>t NTL 200 for the best introduction k

NTL 400 for their 3rd super budget start

EXHIBIT 0



ga %c'.st(</oodColl@/)<, Tur na

Scene 1: Bef()re the Rehear»al

Ann;I: Ok People! Ok! Everyone eye», hci'e, cye» here. .. GL)OLI. %herc'» M;n i;)c'" .)')/I)ci.e

i» JT;lnd J,une»'? Ai)y( )ne'" .DOe» anVOne I no«' «here IVI,)ri,ie i»'? (CI)ec/,i /Ie/.

/)/IO/ic'.) She'» going to be f l i te. Ol t e i i n ), todi iy i» the I;1»t dre»» rchcin'»')I 101 thc

Big Dinner. Noxv vve' ) ,e 'ot to in,'ll'e thi» good. .4O one w ! n t» tc ) be en)b;!rrii»»ed

in I'ront of Rick Yi)conf». I I now I don' t. So Iet'» nuke it I'un, A» Sonia v(oulLI

»iiv. "Let'» pull it together Pe-pell!" And if you forget anything jli»t look i!t n)e,

Ok'?

S On);l: CLIn I »«ly»on)cthln«2 An)1i(.

A))na: Ol . but «c ' i e r i h t o n t r i ic l t o r b u(1< et »o «
<e've ot to n);ike thi» I;i»t rehei)r»al

fa»t. I <<e «'ot to get brick to Iny (Je»k iulcl ' et to lny 2-I/-18/7 Io l low up.

S OI'I I il: Ju»t »on)ething rc;ill v Lfu)ck!

Ann'I: Ok

Sonia: Let'» get it together people rind go do it! Let'» in;lke it funny! Ok People! Univ

Sn)ol'e»! I'in excited! (Pcc/c)e) Th;)nk» Anni!, I ju»t ncccled thi!t.

Ain1il; Ok. Pl;Ice» Plc'i»e!

Scene T)<vo: A Day at EVestwood

(Bet! st<//t) c/////»/»i t/q~. E) c /1<)/ie !I/ ) I(e) tr) tlici/. I)/ccc'e) r// I .ttctq~e. /I)c CII( c /lec/cle/ s' (>c) tc/

<'</ite/ .>'t<t(i e.)

Sonic!: 'vVow. NVh,!t;I gie,(t d'lv Erin! Thc bell I'Lu) »o Iniuly l lnlc i todig 1 () l' illl ol thc

;Ipplici!tion» w» ~ e been wi iling I'or Aiigu»t.

Ei'ln: I k n o w S o n i ;1, Il hi)» been gl c,'It to chi)n~e l ive», e»peel iillvwhen they co)npfcte the

Fin,)nci,ll Aid checf«li»t in tl)c p ()rti i l

Sonl'I: -i)nd "et i lcccpted

EI'ln: --i)i)d do lhe)i' lettel' of Intent

(Mc tie/y I //tc/.i)

i(lendy: -- i l ild t11cy d()n i I).'(Ilg up oil y()LI!

El'in : ,' v l c l)LIv.,'u c voLI I).'I< In i ) b ' ILI Ll;! v.

t ('Icndv: vvcfl . I f ( ) i t c<!n I "c l <)nv()11c on lhe f )h()nc.

. '0()l) ii!: L e t i d () i «' 1 )ccl l n i ) i< f)c II)iii 'vi I I 11elp v()LI i!nd if)e «'hole tc i !n) ()Lit ,

Icn«fv: Ciic,l i ldc<!! ( <)Inc i i n Ben! C on)c l)el p us (i! Il '.

TI) C ' l)e I I ; ) I i I ) tl) "9 'c ; i »;I)i i ) i! I ' I ) ()" Gh

Icl)«fy; 3'( ()«'. I 1)()l fc! I <()()d. I Iccl l i ke i i Supe)'it,)I' !
Bci) : II I ) .« f ! Ii »« ! n c i ) t». ( I/ ic ( <,I<// c cct I///».) OI . Olc. Il « ; ! » <<L)od,

S()il l ;I: (, ) I )c/I;///,' I !c /' I!c'c/cl) 9, 'c 'x c <u()I to « ' ( ) I'fx ()n ()LII lc i )n) 1)LI! Idio~ ~k) II~ v())1 ''I l), ».

(7'c/II/'c/ /////.~ i/< ci/I<l ////,<i tl!c l )< II.)

7;!In(i: I ] ( )~I ' ()I i(l l « f) f~f)c'!Ii()n 1()I ( I I L !

( f)cc)'!c:.((fc)'s' .I lcI' I);!In('. Is 7.;)i n!). Sl)c i ( fLII(.'k « Ill) cl ( )»i l ) " .

'>l)c < f()c«n I ««<(«ic I ! I))(.'. n(it c). i'n pr '<s)n".

i i ' i v I ) C ' ( ii , ) i n ) i l l ( i i) I f ) I I ) i ' i i<i d i , ( / l c / ' < "/c ( I i< 'c'! <//i c' I // "<', «//c ) I/<st. /

(. .! n '! !)<i « « I ) : ! I « l i ) I , I ( ) .'

. «ii,i) : C i ( ' < i ! - I ' ! ' ' !'I' ' I)! ;! n «I '<) " c I ' , ( i . ! I ' i t(l<!.'. n t s I ( )( i.

'', I «<' i ) I) . . .'c f ! ) i , ) c c ! ) ( ' ! <!! ' ', «',' ' ( .'11! I nc ' ! ' ..''. i! : ! ) : < j ! .' / , » <'//1/ <",// « '; '' <' ' 'I / ; /» </

' ' ' / /« . ' <'; , < /c ' < (<i i . / «, ' '</ c ' l. 'c'/ <.

EXHIBIT P



The,>; An RGL App to he ex;rct!

C'hcci'Iciiclevs: t v !ho's tfiut there the Queen of RGLs'?
Thea: I t s lnL. I t s ine .

C'hecilei«lcrs: I s i rrd »vho's th ii t ( foit1g ii gveiit Ioh ; i t s;Iles'".

Tfreii: It s nle. It s Ine, to he e»'rct.
C'heerle,'iders; Gre;rt joh Thc;ii

The 1: Now I' ve got to tillk to their f rther's sister's cousin's nephew, Excuse ine.

Soni;I: (C).c)5»e» tci T/)ecf) You' ll make the Whoo-FIoo vepovt for sure!

Erin: I s r r ' t i t c;riled the YVOYV Rcport".

ivlendy: It's Ok.. Sonilr's froin Spiiin.

(Zcfl)) <1 ) f«i»ill /')c)))) SR I('i(/I /ie) POC c f)icl cli »,» ti le / iell)
Ziihrii: Criihe just got one 1'or DNN!

(Fief/))'fl'/ c ilfc')'5 tcf//f))(c 1'ecilli' /cf»f «» /11(; llc'clc/5('1.)
Giihc: Th;it's vight miln. You shoulcf he h;ippy. You I now whirt I get my s,rtisfirction

I I oln s( eing you succeed. Beciiuse v5 e i«.cn' t just some fly hv night educiition. lVO
help peOple aChieVe their dier«nS. ('ll)e C/lee)/e()C/C ) 5 (ieti»1Ci f fff )))C)lic>f). Cicf/>e

»tc)l)» (1)c'))1.) Hold on lo i t ne w i l l y o r i? (He /))f(5 f/)c' 5(ffc/efff c«i /lc)lcl.)

Che( rle;iders: No C11eer'?

Giihe: Dur i i rgmy first I'ive yeiirs I I now th;it the re;il chcci hiippens v,hen the stuclent
st'«'t.'i .'ichool.

The,<: I second th;it!
.'('Icndy: Just ii little otic then".

Giihe: Ok.

Cheerlciiders: His niime is Giihriel. Hc's ciilled G-Money.

He gives his tiine tn the stucleirts he sees.

(Zcill 1 (i 1 if/15 11! (1)1cl ) 1)l c;5 tile /) e //. )
Ziihra: Bi i;«1 got,rn,rpp!
Bviiin: I ' n r do ing the hest th il t I c i«1, Soii i i i . Ac t(ii(11) I got t»vo sisters for DNN!
Cheei'lc;iders: 'who's th;it Rhino I sce hcfoie inc.'

Bi i(in: I t s nle. I t s Inc .

C freer lc;Icleis: »Vho's th ii t 1» ho Ilist «ot Sis PGEs'?

B I I' (ll: I t s Inc. I t s ine .

( Zcflif'ci 1'll» » fff cf)fcl )'f)1 ' » Elle' /ic'//. I

Z;ihi';i: Josh«,(',,hpp!

( i', 'ci lciidci i : ( (OOOO(BOO .f( ! ~II!

.Io~hr(;(: (/ l f 5 I ( 'r if'cl» (if'r' c i( cfff 1,'if,f('c'!
/

ii'fc'1'rf lilc' clf'fl/ (( '1 ;c 'cffff rf» lfc' »/ic'rf/r'» ici flic' (.'ffc/c'll) r iff

/11» / fc'cfc/5('1 1 I hr. n I 1)-')-((-'- I vo t l I 'e (lone!

Bcii: 'vVh.rt clicf he

Bri,'iii: H iii(I tliiit II ii '' I 'd 1 I 11i I i c k l i t ,

.Ir!Shrr,'(' . . (rrrd "Ct IIIS I lrll i I'Ii'V ! !i(1'eI'(VC!I k. Iii, t hell fle S CI(I IIC.

8 'll : Bl i(In I ! I I ;«n( I /ccl th;(t y()(i I lllcfci'st()o(l th;1r,
Bt'i i i(1: I 'rV !IS in I l le l n i l I l i( l 'V,

J~»fill ;(I .+o w,(s I , ; (s I I t f 'I it ~(, l~n I OI". I((us.

CI;ic l c : I(fc i. , Grri .fo»II! XIII! It,«» Sf~eccl;(list'.

1 Zc f /if'r 1 i'1 1)» Iff clif(i 1 if)�" 'r f lic' /:c'/l. I

t !(hi ' ! ( 5 I( r'I i i r I; A Iq
f

r '

i I /r *',' i f r f , i , ' ( r ! , I / r c ' 1 f i f f r f v /icf ! r - i ! i cff/- '»1

'f'! .ll' ' ' 4 l r r ! l ier'(Is ' ' . . (!('( ' I i j , (~ c ! j r ( I ! ! I ' r q ' !li ' ( l r ' ,C «CC • I;I I ; I r ,'nr rf ' , '',Ci!Ir ',1( hrr I' ! ( r ! ' ( ' 



>k I e)'I cr/Ie» l)r > lie/ < c')) tc / c'cl ))r»! ( (r/))c'.) rr I'c / tl)e . l'le, I)c)/I c(/)cl,>c t )»r >/)ic tin//,, c) l>c') I< I I, c/

rl///I ()/ ('t(, . 1)i/)(( ( ' (>/))c' » ///> t(r(r. )

ionia: Meghi!n th,u)t xnu I 'oi the inut't'in. I h.L» ei1't «<iten,'111 tod iLU.

knn;L: Juice".

<rlegh;in: Here.

anna; Thilnl s Vte h i ln . YL)u'Ie , i l « , IUi th in l in iihc;i<t!

ttegh,!n; Th;it ~ «hiit I ' in here I'or!

( :Iteertc.L ter~i Whoo-HL )o I'vie hi in !

E! In: ( I ( r (I Ie /)r/U) She s on the rVO'<U Rep<)l't,'

.attend)»: NIL) «'e I'e IL1<It checl'lilg.

L1egh'Ill: Doe.'I 'u)Uone nccd 'LnU I'et'I'chtler COLII'~c~ ()n I'L)llo«' Lip" .Or Lto I necLI t<) «all i!

student'?

t iihrii: I ini< ht. Al l th i~ runnin ' ; i i o u !1<l i~ 111;il'in • nlc t i red. NI;ir i ,te ot iui ; ipp.

II()II/c/ // / I ,r» (I)c l)c ll. )

>Le/)) <> I'c/))»e)

CIVIL//.ic/( E)it( /..I l.((te)

</Ial'Iae; Oh! — SOI'I'«r I In li ite gLIU.'I. Dl<t UOLI ~~( t n1U Uolce nlc,'Lsi<ge .
anna: Yei . R ight oi i c i ie. Did you iee JT ii iid .I;Ln)e~ out theie".

Vl,lri,te: XI'L)pe. SO «here 'ILI'e «re'",

,anna: At <r'OLlf entl'iu1CC. So does sOn)cone. . .

.'vl;Lri'Le: Oh So doe~ ~orneone lice<i nle to help ltlein get .'!n ilppli«;it ion" .who Llo I ne< d

to cat< . Zillll a do x'oLI neect he]p.

Z;Ihr,L: i!f<0 I neeLI;i n;lp.

.'UlenLty: You ileed il Red Bull.

tr'Me(;hc//I II()/Icl» lie) c( Reel 8)/II. )

1 JT e/)te/,»»i t/) Jc//))e»)

JT: !!fr)«' J'Ln1es, I ki lo« ' UOLI I'c I)e«, l o UoLI I1cttel I )c good ln the craIllc toduU. Cal l , 'Lll

tt)o~e .student~. Ieti icUe th<oic POC>~. Ciet th<.i«n)OUin ! X 'I;LI i;Le ood « rort ()n ttlc

ilpp, 13LIt c<et hei'e ()n ti!11<.. All I ' I '"hl IL.'n!1 Il c hecn i l <200LI 4tal t. to the «'cck. I)Lit

h t t i t l i ; i i i l h i , . Ot' , tc i i in . i1 « t i il . i ! I ' i i , (5 » /) /. ' ) t ()) I. ) B n L l U < )u j . i , t

LII Lnn ill l lhc t in1«. «hei c ;u
te )'<)LII' 'Ipt) tie;itious?

l >cll: J I « ' c ! i l l k nL)«' lh,lt I «foie th i 'ce !!1 onc ho!II' 'll thc cnd < )I tlic «reck. BLlt ttlls th<'

I ll !IC I <)I' <)Lii' t«i! III I) L! IILllllrr C'(CI'«lie I ' I ght .' (Hc' lr >! >/<') fr >,)rr//)c/)

><)niil: I c c . I t I ~.,f T 1 !!it l>cc'i<LI +c 5 < ) Li'! I <-' < I < I n' to go 1 liiciL, t< ) (,'Li'le<ill « I I h Ih<' c<) in f1!ui U

< 'l()e'I'I 1 il l«i»I «<.' L:'ii! I h Ix c ' ! I l t t l<.' I L!n I<)I tl c IJ I ' ' D l n n<.'I'. X<)«' « h e I'c iu 'c » ( !ui'

i! I ) I)> .

I '<UII'< t I'i!i nil) < .I ri!11 ' s '.<! Id I I LI'lt h I t th< X r O )V I'«p<)l't.

.')OIIIII: The v'< hoo-H<)o I'«p<)it' .(.)r ' / /(r/ // / ////>< (/) I/)c' I///', sr')c' <' r>l>'<'/cr//Il '<' /'c'<)ll)' c'.!'('//( '(I. )

,!T: I I )( » l ) /t

Th A t ) )I V I f " r I ' t'.

( I //c r I ( ) ) / ' !< > ( / 1 /)I)(/ ( ( / r ) ( r / (/ r / / r t r / >(

Anna: ( > le;!I Iol) I '.' <'I«<)11«.. L!1(I !10<U tol ( . Li l 'i,'l i!1 C,! I!,' (.>I)r' ('r>I/) r' ) / f c 'I 'r.'/'r/>r>c/r < ))r)/)rc'

;//)cl c'c/r '/) )t i ' /> /r rr'»'r)/'! ! //) r/ I/ /rc'. ) Fi!'! ll I I!i!«h i» i<)n, < t«nLt» C>r:Ih;<ln, / ,Li h;I

( i<)L<, l«U. Er'«nt;Iin!0 I <!I'I<)<), the: ! ( ! I ; ! ', . (r,'ll>! i«l .Xlr>I!I<»,;<. Brii;in I ; I ,«n i

I<»f)I,'.<,»,I,L«it,! i . ', , Ic I ! , ! i ) S i<)>>«. I»,l,il!; I A I' « I ! I , ii . I;Inii i I i ' I ' !<el, .f I S i l i i th , S«n i , !

I «( I< ' .Ice'< . ( h r 'r'rr/ i>(/ ') s )r r ','r, / cl r r'.'c'; / '!r/) < //< '(' <r/'!I <;/r''<r < I'r' < r'r ', ' ,1r ri»r / ) I ! 1<l I I ! ' I

; I. < ';I, X! I!!. ! I<li ' ! <,<'<I<t ','..' , I ' '.  

'.:« r( i l i l i ' <ri>, 1 <! I<)i' '.! i< > r / i ' ! ' ' • r '!



EXHIBIT Q

• 40 hour work week translates to:
3 hours — Meetings and training

2 35 hours — Intervievtfin g |',assumes 30)

LJ 2 hours — Cztls f'rom current students

2 hours — Misce)cyaneous
Subtotal = 22 hours per'week

LJ 38 hours — Outbound phone caIIs

Total — 40 hours per meek
50'0 caffs per week = 28 dna(s per hJour for $8 hours; 20 '

an'early reacf~ed= 5-6 prospects per f,ou.~.

Rerr;ember, <r.e i eg~'ning process I's ....., a numbers garne/



EXHIBIT R

24, 48, 72 hour follow-up
Students complete in l4 days

Look in SRM al! the timet

After BEGIN FA appointments, set an ADVANCED meeting in
the calendar and set specific deadlines with your students.
Then FOLLONi-UP!

Each week, representatives will be given a list of students
that have been placed on "COB". This list will be distributed
every Thursday. The representative then has one week or

less to get movement. Each student on the COB list will
have specific action items that need to be completed within
the designated timeframe or else the student will be
cancelled or transfer<ed to another representative by Friday
of the following week.

5/ork with a sense of urgency. 80% of s tudents that get
completed START.

One on ones will be held weekly to get updates on all
students. The team should uti l ize the buddy system to get
students through the enrollment completion process and
started in class. U p dates in SRH need to be made 100% of
th, t ime with clear notes and ne„t ste s . U t i l ize yo r
bl!tzes, howev'r fo l lovv-Up is a DAXIL'Jt' MANl RA.



EXHIBIT S

Time Mana ement

• Importance of Time Management: Making the most of your day which in turn will

give you more money in your pocket.

• Tools to help you be successful
• Outlook
• Planner
• SRM

• Stay organized
• Physical Files for each student
• Soft copies on computer

Lead Mana ement

WVorking your lead effectively ivill: Allows you to get more interviews, apps and starts.

Once again this will also get you more money in your pocket.

• WVays to utilize leads effectively:
• Call new leads within 15 minutes
• Ca113 times 1st and 2nd day
• Leave message on 1st and 3rd calls each day
• Send an email each time you leave a message

• Use SRA'I Efficiently
• Save and follow up
• Lead listings
• Clear home page every day


